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A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES

Introduction

Let us examine a hypothetical scenario. James Green -eceived a degree

in business administration from Alpha College in the mid 1960s. He had spent

five years at the college--three as a full-time student and two more as a

part-time evening student. During that time, Jim was exposed to a variety

of opportunities and experiences that not only increased his knowledge and

skills, but also affected his values, relationships with peers, and other

personal characteristics. He was sophomore class representative to the

student senate, and later served as the president of the college's business

students club. Jim was the first in his family to receive a college degree,

and that achievement had an impact on his parents' social status. It also

strengthened the determination of his younger sister and brother to attend

college, which they eventually did.

Shortly after graduating from Alpha, Jim joined a firm headed by a

classmate's father. He enjoyed good pay, status, security, and excellent

opportunities for advancement. The company benefited from Jim's college-

enhanced abilities, and his ideas led to significant operating economies.

One year after graduation, Jim married Barbara Smith, whom he had met while

attending Alpha College. Barbara also graduated from Alpha and after some

graduate training, successfully pursued a career in nursing. At the same

time, with encouragement from his company through released time, Jim was

completing the masters degree program in management science that Alpha

offered. They both appreciated the security that their professional status

permitted. Later, as parents of two children, they came to the realization
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that their college experiences were affecting the way that they related

to their children--for example, they made greater attempts than would otherwise

have been the case to instill openness to new ideas, a respect for others

no matter who they might be, and a desire to seek out new situations and

be adaptable.

Jim participated in civic and community affairs, partially because of

an interest stimulated by a government course he had taken as an undergraduate

at Alpha College. He served on the local school board, the city council,

and the board of a local bank. He was also active in several professional

associations, made numerous state and national presentations, and eventually

became a national officer of one group. Jim continued to support Alpha

College financially through its alumni fund and served as an alumni contact

for prospective students interested in Alpha's business programs. In addition,

because of the civic and professional contacts he made, he served as a

consultant to the U.S. Commerce Department and several foreign governments,

relating to the development of efficient management information systems.

It is obviously difficult to separate the effects of his Alpha College

experiences from other factors impinging on the life of James Green. Furthermore,

Alpha College not only affected him directly but also, through him, apparently

impacted many others, including his parents, his brother and sister, his

fellow students, his wife and children, his company, his city and various

community and civic organizations, Alpha College itself, his professional

associates, his state, his country, and even foreign countries. In addition

to impacts through students like Jim, Alpha College also was directly

affecting groups, communities, and individuals who were not students, through

research conducted by the faculty, an extension advisory service, a day-care

program set up for working mothers, weekend gymiasium privileges for community

youth, a concert series for the community, goods and services purchases from

6 8



local businesses, and similar activities.

Educational-outcome scenarios of this kind could be developed for any

college or university, and for elementary and secondary education as well.

This example was generated using a conceptual framework for educational outcomes

developed in recent years at the National Center for Higher Education Management

Systems (NCHEMS). Work on this framework took into account the fact that

although most people have an intuitive idea of what an educational outcome

is, widely different concepts of outcome appear in the literature and else-

where. Outcomes have been equated by some to such conceptually different terms

as efficiency, productivity, effectiveness, benefits, output level, value

added, impacts, and performance. There did not appear to be a, generic con-

ceptual framework that defined educational outcome in a generally accepted and

operationally useful manner. Therefore, NCHEMS staff began in 1974 to synthesize

the extensive literature pertaining to the issue (Lenning 1977b) and to

develop a framework that would have general acceptance throughtout postsecondary

education. This conceptual framework became the basis for the NCHEMS Outcomes

Structure, a three-dimensional system for organizing outcomes information for

pureoses of classification, analysis, and decisionmaking (Lenning, Lee, Micek,

and Service 1977; Lenning 1977a).

The remainder of this paper explicates the conceptual framework for

educational outcomes developed at NCHEMS. Although it was specifically

developed with postsecondary education in mind, the framework may also be

relevant to educational outcomes at other levels. The basic elements of any

educational outcome are discussed first. This is followed by a presentation

of other factors important for an in-depth understanding of particular edu-

cational outcomes.

9
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The Concept of Educ- ,nal Outcomes

The approach taken with respect to defining a general and operationally

useful concept of educational outcomes was to identify the basic attributes

and characteristics of any such outcomes. Six such elements were identified

as critical to defining and differentiating among educational outcomes, and

each has been given a descriptive name as shown below:

1. Output/Impact - the degree of directness which characterizes the

relation between educational process and educational outcome.

2. Form - the mode or fashion in which the outcome is observed.

3. Measurability - the degree to which the outcome can be quantitatively

described.

4. Change Status - the degree of modification of the s_atus quo

associated with the outcome.

5. Focus - the basic entity that is affected by the outcome.

6. Neutrality - the value-free character of educational outcomes.

These elements are elaborated upon below.

1. Output/Impact. A major problem is that educational outputs have

generally not been clearly distinguished from educational impacts.

Failure to make a clear conceptual distinction between outputs and

impacts reduces our ability to identify, organize, and analyze the

wide range of educational outcomes. Both concepts are very important

and each is a type of outcome. However, as policy analysts have found

in other types of institutions and organizations (for example,

Easton 1965; Robinson and Majak 1967; Cook and Scioli 1972; and

Dye 1975), it is essential that outputs and impacts be distinguished

from one another.
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Educational outputs are the direct end products, events, or conditions

that result from facilitation and production processes within educational

institutions. Examples of outputs at the college level are achievement levels,

knowledge, degrees, program completers, publications, cultural or entertainment

events sponsored or provided, and scientific or artistic advances. Educational

im acts, on the other hand, are the indirect products, events, or conditions

that result from educational outputs and earlier educational impacts. Examples

of college impacts are greater individual incomes resultino from colle ?e degrees,

higher standards of living resulting from the increased income, and a larger

gross national product resulting from higher standards of living. The primary

distinction between outputs and impacts is whether or not the outcome can

be directly linked, at least in concept, to basic institutional and programmatic

activities. Outputs may be referred to as first-order consequences, signifying

a dir,-ct link to institutional or program activities. Similarly, impacts

may be considered second-order consequences, because the links to institutional

or programmatic activities are indirect, either through an output (or more

than one output) or through the output(s) plus a chain (or chains) of earlier

impacts that resulted from the output(s).

Conceptually, the distinction between outputs and impacts is quite

straightforward. to practice, however, things become rather complex and

difficult. First, it is often impossible to ascertain cause-and-effect

relationships between educational resources, activities, and outcomes, even though

many such relationships have been hypothesized and some have been demonstrated.

Second, from one perspective an outcome may be viewed as an output of an

activity, and from another perspective it could be viewed as an impact of

the same activity--for example, the development of student leaders might be

seen as an output of the institution and as an impact of different programs

within the institution. Third, aLy presumed output can be divided into component
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that must occur before the overall output can occur. This introduces

complexity into the determination of whether a particular outcome is an output

or an impact. Referring to the example above relating to the development of

student leaders, the component skills and abilities that make up leadership

ability--ability to organize, empathize, speak fluently, motivate people, etc.- -

are outputs, and they lead to the overall ability to lead. They must be in-

tegrated within a person, however, before the over .1 ability to lead is

present.

A related problem is that some entiti.s conceived of as outputs and impacts

are seen as inputs by others. Thus, some would consider a curricular program

to be an output, while others would consider it to be a producing/facilitating

activity that leads to outputs like student skills and knowledge. The same is

true of the development and build-up of library and other instructional resources,

including those being developed by faculty. For the resource developers on a

campus, this development could logically be considered an output. The instructor

using those resources could, on the other hand, view them as strictly inputs

to the instructional process, and not as outputs.

It should be recognized that an impact is not only less direct than

an output, but often is less immediately realized. An output occurs curing

or at the end of the process bringing it about, while an impact can occur during

oc at any time after the process ends. Therefore, educational institutions

generally have much less control (if any) over impacts than they have over

associated outputs of the institution. Although significantly positive

correlations between amount of college education and income earned have been

noted in the research literature, income is probably affected more by prevailing

economic condit.ons and other postgraduate factors than by the college

attended. Few college officials would claim that their institution has

direct, immediate control over such an outcome.
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In summary, outcomes are either outputs or impacts, and a particular

outcome may be considered either when viewed from different perspectives.

Some outcomes are definitely impacts, however, no matter who within the

institution is viewing them; and it is important for planning purposes to

consider them as such. Furthermore, thinking in terms of both outputs and

impacts can help one to generate more comprehensive lists of particular kinds

of educational outcomes, once the perspective from which one is viewing

outcomes is clarified. To reach consensus on which outcomes should be

considered outputs and which are impacts, it is essential that the unit

of analysis be made clear (the outcome-production level on which attention

is to be fixed, e.g., course, program, institution, system of institutions).

2. Form. The work of Schalock and his associates (1972) makes it clear

that both outputs and impacts can take any one of three forms:

product is a concrete entity that endures with time, such as a program

completer, a degree, a job, a book, or an invention. An event is

an observable, tangible transaction or set of behaviors that does not

endure with time, .such as a public seminar, a concert, or a graduation

exercise. A condition is an intangible circumstance or set of

circumstances, such as morale, satisfaction, an attaude or belief,

an appreciation, social equity, or achievement. As with the output-impact

distinction, thinking about kinds of outcomes in terms of products,

events, and conditions can be useful for generating lists of specific

outcomes, for developing measures or indicators of those outcomes, and

for analyzing outcomes inormztion.



3. Measurability. The ease with which particular outcomes of an

educational institution or program can be quantified or measured is

related to the tangibility or concreteness of its form. However,

measurability is not synonymous with tangibility or concreteness.

For example, abstract and intangible constructs that are often

considered to be outcomes of a college education--analytical ability,

reading comprehension, vocational readinesss, and various aptitudes- -

can be measured in quantifiable terms.

Determining whether specific outcomes and types of outcomes are easy

or difficult to measure, and assessing the validity and reliability

of their measures, can contribute to a better understanding of those

outcomes and to any analyses that are done of them. Gross (1973), for

example, has broken outcome goals for five target. populations (society,

individuals, employer, government, and institutions) into these that

are easy to measure and those that are difficult to measure. One

problem here is that what is easy to measure in the view of one person,

based on the availability of a particular measure, may be considered

difficult to measure by another person who considers that measure to

be invalid. In addition, as technological advances in the measurement

field occur, some outcomes currently considered difficult to measure

may become easier to measure.

4. Change Status. Another important characterisri c educational

outcomes is whether they are concerned with maintenance or change.

Maintenance involves stabilization, reproduction, preservation, or

other status quo outcomes. Examples include the continuation of

traditions into the next generation, preservation of cultural values,

restoration of community artifacts and paintings through guidance from

university art students, skill maintenance provided by in-service
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education, or maintenance of the educational level of a family.

Conversely, change involves modification, revision, replacement

or other alteration of the status quo. Examples include achievement

of a college degree, greater economic and social mobility, increased

knowledge and skill level_ -ew art forms developed by college graduates,

technological innovations, or medical discoveries. Derivation of

these categories is based on the work of Derr (1973) and Parsons

(1351). All educational outcomes can be thought about in these

terms. Educational goals are designed either to preserve, replenish,

reproduce, and stabilize the status quo or to modify, enrich,

restructure, revise, or replace what is current.

5. Focus. Still another important characteristic of an educational

outcome concerns the specific "what" on which the maintenance or change

is focusiag. For example, knowing that the outcome involves a

change in knowledge and understanding, values, skills, habits,

standards, economic conditions, or the gross national product is more

useful than simply knowing that the outcome involves a change in

status. Figure 1 presents the large array of focus categories and

subcategories included as part of the "type-of-outcome"'dimension of

the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure. These categories are based on work

by a large number of researchers and theorists, as outlined in Lenning,

Lee, Micek, and Service (1977, p. 27).

6. Neutrality. Generically, outcome is a value-neutral concept, and thus

educational outcomes should be thought of as being inherently neutral

in character. Often, outcomes are equated with benefits and outcomes

perceived to be negative in nature are ignored. But these value

connotations are attached by the perceiver; they are not inherently

part of or a characteristic of the outcomes. For planning purposes,

1315
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Figure 1

FOCUS CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES IN THE

TYPE-OF-OUTCOME DIMENSION OF THE NCHES OUTCOi'ES STRUCTUREa

Cate;ivry
Code Ft umber

Entity Being Maintaineo or Changed
Category

Code Number Entity Being Maintained or Cnanged

tool ECONOMIC OUTCOMES

1100 Economic Access and Independence Outcomes
1110 Economic Access
1120 Economic F ley i ility. Ad3qtaility. and Securityb

1130 Income and Stanuaro of Living

1200 Economic Resources and Costs
1210 Economic Costs and Efficiency
1220 Economic Resourceslinclucing employees)

1300 Economic Production
1310 Economic Productivity and Production
1320 Economic Services Ptovidea

1.100 Otner Economic Outcomes

2000 HUMAN CH A RACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

r
2770 Job. School,
2760 Power and: o

oAutnurLife
rity
Success

2780 Omer Status, Recognition. and Contilication Outcomes

2800 Social Activities and Roles
2810 Achustmcnt to Retirement
2320 Alfiliations
2830 Avocationat and Scciat Activities and Roles
2840 Career and Vocatienet ACIIVItt65 and Aoles
2850 Citizens:lop Activities anc Roles
2860 Family Activitiqs and Roles
2870 Friendsnips arc, Reiationsnips
2880 Other Activity and Role Outcomes

2900 Other Human Characteriutic Outcomes

200 HUMAN CHAR AC TERISTIC OUTCOMES

2100 Aspirations
2110 Desires, Aims. and Goals
2120 Dislikes. Likes. and Interests
2130 Motivation or Drive Lesei
2140 Other Azpirationai Outcomes

2200 Ccrninetence and Skills
2210 ACit34.11.0 Skills
2220 Citizensma ana iamity Membership Skills
2230 Creativity Skills
2243 Expression and Communication Skills
2250 Intellectual Skills
2260 Interpersonal. Leaf:weds, and Orlanizationai Skills
2270 Occdcationai and Emplcooility Skills
2260 Physical and Motor Skills
2233 Omer Skill Outcomes

2303 Morale Satisfaction. and Affective Characteristics
2110 Attitudes and Vsiues
2323 Beliefs. Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
2130 Feelings and Emonns
2240 Mores. Customs, and Standards of Conauct
2353 Other Alfe:tive Outcomes

2400 Perceptual Craracteristics
2410 Perceptual Awareness and Sensitivity
2420 Perception of Self
2430 Perc- 'ption of Others
2440 Perception of Thinqs
2453 Oiler Perceptual Outcomes

2500 Pet sonality and Personal Coping Characteristics
2510 Atiyanturousness and initiative
2520 Autonomy and independence
2530 Depenclat'llty ano Aesoonsibility
2540 Dogmatic:Open-Minded, AutriaritarianiDemocratic
2550 Flexibility and Adaptability
2500 Heads
2570 Psychological Functioning
2580 Tolerance and Persistence
2590 Other Personality and Personal Coping Outcomes

2630 Physical and Physiological Characteristics
2610 Physical Fitness and traits
2620 PhystologiCal Health
2530 Oh. Physical or Physiological Outcomes

2700 Status, Recognition. and Certilication
2710 Completion or Achievement A Nara
2'20 Credit Pecrsorition
V30 Image, Reputation, or Status
2740 Licensing and Ceditication
2750 Ottainitig a Job or Admid.iion to a Folio's-up Program

3300 KNOW, EDGE. TECHNOLOGY. AND ART FOAM OUTCOMES

3100 Genera! Knowledge and Understanding
3110 Knowiedge and Unaerstanding of General Facts and

Terminolo;y
3120 Knowledge ano Unaerstanding of Goniral Processes
3130 Knowledge and Unner5tancling of GAnc'ut Theory
3140 Other General Knowledge ano Understanding

3200 Specialized Knowledge aria Understanding
3210 Knowledge aro Linaeratanaing of Spiv:wing Facts

and Terminology
3220 Knowledge and Understanding of Speciatized

Processes
3230 Knowledge end Understanding of Specialized Theory
3240 Other Soectaticeo Knowledge and Understanding

3300 Researcn and Scholarsnip
3310 Research and Scroiarship Knowledge and

Understanding
3320 Research and Schoiarsnip Products

3400 Art Forms and Works
3110 Arcnitecture
3420 Dance
3430 Debate and Oratory
J440 Drama
3450 Literature and Writing
3460 Music
3470 Paintino. (3;awing, and Photography
3480 Sculpture
3490 Other Fine Arts

3500 Other Knowledge. Technology, and Art Form Outcomes

4000 RESOURCE AND SERVICE PROVISION OUTCOMES

4100 Provision of Facilities and Events
4110 Provision of Facilities
4120 Provision or Sponsorship of Events

4300 Provision of Direct Services
4210 Teaching
4210 Advisory and Analytic Assistance

Treatment. Care. and Referral Services
4240 Provision of Other Services

4300 Other Resource and Service Provision Outcomes

5000 OTHER MAIN TENANCE AND CHANGE OUTCOMES

5100 AestheticCultural Activities, Traditions, and Conditions

5200 Organizational Format, Activity. and Osoration

5300 Other Maintenance and Change

aReprinted from Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service (1977, p. 27)
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in particular, the full range of outcomes and associated values

should be considered.

It should also be noted that individuals may differ in their

perception of the value of a particular outcome. Even for an outcome

generally viewed as positive in our society, there may be people who

see it as negative. The stated outcome goals in our society for schools

and colleges are generally perceived by most people to be of positive

value. However, Bowen (1974, pp. 14-15), has identified a number of

general outcomes of college that many people consider to have negative

value, for example, more liberal political, religious and social attitudes

and values.

Zhese six basic elements together delineate our concept of educational

outcomes in an operationally useful form. Theoretically, outcome can be characterized

as an LtauL or an impact; takes a certain form; is measurable to some greater or

lesser extent; is concerned with change or maintenance; has a particular focus or

subject; and is inherently neutral in value. Any of the rich array of outcomes

associated with our ficticious James Green, for example , could be categorized in

terms of these six major characteristics. Attempting such a categorization,

however, makes it clar that a number of factors not inherently part of educational

outcomes nevertheless have important relationships with and effects upon those

outcomes. These factors are reviewed in the next section.

Factors Related to Educational Outcomes

Identifying the most important outside factors associated with educational

outcomes can be seen as a process of answering a series of straightforward questions:

What activities, processes, or programs were implemented to bring about the

outcome of concern?
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Who receives or is affected by the outcome?

Why was the outcome generation process initiated?

Where did the outcome occur?

When did the outcome occur?

The factors corresponding to these questions are identified in this framework as:

1. Producer/facilitator

2. Audience

3. Intention

4. Functional area

5. Time

1. Producer/Facilitator. Even unintended college outcomes are typically

stimulated by some causative or facilitative entities or factors

within the institution. Knowledge about the entities influencing or

causing an outcome is critical in any attempt to identify, classify,

or analyze outcomes, since different types and levels of programs and

organizational units are designed to produce particular kinds of

outputs and impacts. For example, many of the outcomes intended for

an introductory biology course may be different from tho..e intended

for an advanced biology course, for 3 degreeoriented program in the

biological sciences, for a biology department, or for the institution

as a whole.

Furthermore, what is viewed as an outcome from one viewpoint may be

seen as an input from another perspective. For example, "graduates produced

in college" constitute an outcome in the eyes of college officials,

while business firms nay regard these graduates as inputs. Thus

it is necessary to link outcomes to the unit or entity that produces

them in order to maintain a consistent perspective. Within higher
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education, the programmatic activities of the college and its

components have traditionally been divided into instruction,

research, and public service. A commonly used expansion of this

breakdown is the NCHEMS Program Classification Structure (Collier

1978), which includes a range of support programs and is considered

applicable to all types of postsecondary-education institutions.

Neither the educational process within an educational institution

nor the associated outcomes is totally separable into a set of

component parts. As a result, it is difficult to determine which

units within the institution contribute to the formation of a

particular outcome. In addition, multiple programs or other organi-

zational units within the institutiton often contribute to the same

outcome, and their relative contributions cannot be easily ascertained.

Institutional and program environments (other students, atmosphere,

reputation, and so forth) also affect the outcomes produced. Similarly,

a wide variety of methods, techniques, and tools can interact to

constitute the process within the program or other unit. Each

possible combination might be e'upected to result in a different

educational outcome. Finally, the characteristics of the students and

other inputs makes a difference in the outcomes attained. In short,

a variety of complexities is associated with isolating the role of

a specific educational producer/facilitator. Nevertheless, the more

that is known about such entities, the greater the potential for

understanding the resultant educationa.l. outcomes.

2. Audience. A second factor that affects educational outcomes is

the identity of the persons, groups, organizations, or other entities

that receive or are affected by the educational outcomes of concern.

An educational institution ha., the potential to influence a large

" 19



number of persons, groups, and communities--plus other entities, such

as the environment. un the surface, this dimension may seem straightforward,

but actually it represents a major aifficuity in iaentifying and understandini.,

educational outcomes. This difficulty results from the great com-

plexity characterizing the individuals, groups, and communities

directly served or affected by the outcomes of education. For

example, Gross (1966) identified 26 major groups interested in the

outcomes of any social system, such as education. Figure 2

presents audience categories and subcategories that constitute the

audience dimension of the NCHENS Outcomes Structure.

3. Intention. Specific outcomes may or may not be intended by the

producing and facilitating units within the institution that give

rise to them. In particular, many of the negatively viewed educational

outcomes (for example, increased student drug use) are not expected

by those planning the educational activity that causes or facilitates

them. These unintended outcomes, or side effects, may occur either

instead of or along with intended outcomes. Sometimes, previous

experience or research may suggest that negative side effects will

occur. One must then consider whether the benefits of the intended

outcomes outweigh the expected negative side effects by enough to warrant

proceeding with the activity or program. However, it should not

be inferred from this, or from the fact that intended outcomes are

almost always viewed as being desirable, that unintended outcomes

are always undesirable, or negative. Some of the most important and

valued outcomes of specific programs and a:tivities can be unintended

side effects, for example, a program designed specifically for

information dissemination that stimulates the formation of an or-

ganized student action group.



Figure 2

CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES OF THE

ALUILACL DINENSION OF THE HCHEMS OUTCOvIES STRUCTUREa

Indiv....dit/GrOu0 category flews to persons or groups of persons who are alroi.t clients of the postsocandery education unit of

C3nCOrn &odic( their imme-Lata is )Ciatus sus n as 'amity and relatives or peers

It StudentsIndividuals or groups of IndliiCluala whOCVrently Wu enrolled In the program .nst it uttcn. or systcin of COStoMondury eduCat ion

12 Former StUdente--IndiViOuile Of grt.ups Of individuals AN formerly were enrolled in my program. institution. or system of postsecondary

education

13 Femay and Ref en OS of Students Of Former Students

to Peers and Associates of Students Of Farmer Student*

15. FOCUify

16 Stall Other than Faculty

17 Other irichviclue//OrOup ChiltrifSAn example would be an Individual whO IS none of The above but is saner] by in advisory service Offilrikl

by the coops

20 Intatet8asal Communities Thus category relate 10 taiga groups that are Identified as ehtitiel working tOurard a tell-delmed interest or

miss:cn

21 Private Enterprise Communities Communities where a maiOr purpose ts financial remuneration and ;.wolittor example. corporations.

small businesses, and farmers

22 Asscciation CommunitiesCommunities where members Dot Ong On Ms basis of affiliation rather than ernpicyment, such as unions and

protessionai societies.

23 Government CommunitiesCommunities designed to admintStar government regulations and services Such as car Rah stale :epartment

of education. ano legislative communoies

24 NO:100vefflinelltillilotnOtiC Service Communities Omer than me InstitutionProducing Inc Outcome Nonprofit service organizations. such

.5 schocis, hosoitalt welfare agencrs. phi.antnropic founcaticns. Colleges (Other man the cotiele produc,rQ Me OUICOM01, and research

organizations.

25 Institution or institutions: Unit Producing the Outcome The postsecondary education institution and/or units within tha: institution that

are perceived as the prcelueerr facilitator of the oulcOme4s1 of ConCern,

2t Other Interest-Based CommunitiesAn example would be an ad MSC Coalition lass for CO of recresentstives hcm two or more of the 40me

areas.

30 Gtograohiceasai CommunitiesThis Category refers 10 large groups defined on the basis of functional McMartin coundanes

31 local Community A lowntivo city county, metr000ntan area or other type of locobty haring particular c..,unceiles It is not necensarily

restricted to ins 'eget or turislictIonal Count lary cut Ina funCt Onal One in whiCh the mpact Of the in;,titution is tor snou,d De, doef.tly and

physically loll The boundaries will vary with the InStduliOn / program and Ou MOTO of concern

32 The State

33 A Pnion An aggregation 01 states or parts of states

34 The Nation

35 An intemetronal Community

:a Omit GeograohicBased CommunitiesAn example would be a ',search discovery that if feels Dianaf,ly people Irving in

tentacles. or where rt snows heavily

40 AgliyiNates of People This category refers to subponulations of Peo:.,iedistingursned by particular chary:tens/its 'hat may indicate common

concern,. needs Of mina. Out whO do net necessarily nave a cot:1140h inferest or mission Ord tneretc:a do not constitute communities

the COldeSt

It AOWfy t.evel SufroodulationsSun000dations Clamed according to level of 301141y prohclenci on general intellectual functioning or

SpecollO skull for /tempi*. gifted. typical, Cloadvantagto. or trifled, unskilled

12 Age Subpdpuiatens

u. Z'alucationai Level SubpOpublitonS

44 Income Lever SuOoopulotions

45 0:aupotron SuOPORUPIDOnS

46 PllyS/CSICtSSOadyGaildittOt1SuDOODUIStionS

47 Race Suboodulations

441 Sea Suh000ulttions

49 Other Such Aggregate

50 Outer Audiences would be the natural environment that is affected Dy uhlterSitySrOnICIO0 research nvh,:h in turn would be

expected to hate impacts on auoiences such as indivduais and communiiiesi and r.opdolions CI amrTUIS (such as the animsis aft.ted Dy

Clefts to keep depleted species frOnt becoming evtihct or ty the ammo:men' Of relosrmary moJiCirieSI

aReprinted from Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service (1977), page 24.
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The interaction between the producer/facilitator of educational

outcomes and the audience receiving or being affected by outcomes is

also an important variable. Instituions supply educational goods and

services because these are desired or demanded by various members of

the community and larger society (or at least the institutions perceive

a demand for the goods and services). In exchange, the institution

and its programs receive financial and other necessary resources,

including such nonpecuniary returns as status and praise. To be

most effective in producing the diplomas, knowledge, skills, and

other outcomes demanded by their clientele and funders, institutions

need to know the costs of production and the impacts these goods

and services will have on individuals and society. Such knowledge

should help institutions obtain greater returns on the investments

being made in them.

4. Functional Area. The life of any individual, group, institution, or

community can be viewed as involving several functional areas,

and the outcomes of educational programs and institutions impinge

on these areas. An understanding of particular educational outcomes

can thus be facilitated by delineating each major functional area

affected by educational institutions and programs. Here is one

possible breakdown of outcomes by functional area: (1) economic

(earnings, promotions, job opportunities, labor productivity, income

distribution, growth of the national income), (2) educational/technologic?1

(degrees, reading habits, writing habits, educational level of

society, advancement of scientific and technclogical knowledge,

dissemination of new knowledge), (3) political (political attitudes,

skill in evaluating political candidates, participation in civic

activities, public policy development, election outcomes, international
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relations; and (4) social/cultural/personal (religious attitudes

appreciation of art, human relation skills, personality growth,

crime rates, changes in traditional social values).

5. Time. As Havighurst (1952) has suggested in his discussion of

"developmental tasks," certain outcomes should be expected at particular

points in one's educational career. Outcomes are difficult to bring

about before the recipient is ready for them. Thus the time that an

outcome occurs can be revealing. Duration or persistence of the

outcome is also a time-related factor that can have importance for

analytic purposes. Some outcomes are of short term--a college football

game, for example. Other outcomes are lasting, such .as development

of a vaccine for influenza in a university department of medicine. It

should be kept in mind, however, that the dividing line between short

term and long term depends on situation and viewpoint. One person

could consider an outcome that persists until one year after graduating

from college as a short-term outcome, while another person might

consider this same outcome to be long term. The basic point is that

both time of occurrence and duration are important for collecting data

about educational outcomes, in analyzing and interpreting such data,

and to guide planning for outcomes.

Conclusion

The key question about the framework presented is the extent to which

it appears to fulfill its intended role as a generally accepted and operationally

useful basis for understanding and describing educational outcomes. Is the

framework conceptually complete and nonredundant? If not, what are the

significant omissions or overlaps? Can the framework be the basis for consensus

about the nature of educational outcomes and factors associated with dheir

understanding? Can the framework effe tively support operational tasks such as

21 23



delineating outcome possibilities, planning for outcomes, developing outcome

measures, analyzing and interpresting outcomes information, and communicating

about the broad range of education outcomes? Preliminary evidence and

experience (Lenning 1977a) indicate that we can give a positive response to

these questions. However, much more questioning, testing, and development

remains to be done. The entire arena is rich in scope and fraught with

complexity. We hope that this paper takes a step toward untangling that

complexity without compromising the attendant richness.
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All social programs in our society are in response to assumed or perceived

needs, although observers wonder sometimes whether it is not the needs of the

provider (for financial support, for nonpecuniary benefits such as status and

prestige, for survival, for growth, etc.) rather than the needs of the receiver

of the services that primarily stimulate social services into happening. The

concept of need is clearly an integral part of our culture. Most of the great

litarary classics are built around needs and how they are or are not met.

Satisfying important human needs is the central theme of almost all commorcial

advertising, political lobbying and advocacy, and educational jargon.

Given that the concept of "need" is a primary driving force within education,

including postsecondary education, the focus naturally turns to the analysis of

which needs are most important, which are most feasible to meet, or which should

receive priority attention in determining how available educational funds and

other resources (such as staff, facilities, methodologies) should be expended.

And during a period of projected enrollment decline and probable financial

retrenchment, an objective analysis of needs becomes especially important for

discerning which areas to maintain and which to cut back. Thus, the theme of

the 1978 Forum of the Association for Institutional Research is "Balancing

Needs and Resources." To insure such a balance, it is important to identify

and assess effectively both the needs and the resources available. On the one

end, however, there are serious difficulties related to identifying and assessing

needs in postsecondary education - whether it be needs at the institutional,

the state, or the national level.

It is only recently that postsecondary education people, other than those

in the community colleges, have expressed much interest in conducting formal,
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e studies to identify and assess needs. Fortunately, however, a

cant body of knowledge about what has been called "Needs Assessment"

n developed over the last decade by educators at the elementary and

ary levels, from which postsecondary educators can borrow. Furthermore,

rthy developmental work is also now taking place in postsecondary

tion.

In spite of the developments that have taken place and the needs assess-

t models that have been developed, needs assessment is still a largely

eveloped area - for example, see the discussion by Witkin (1975). Many of

e developmental efforts have been "piecemeal," and a conceptual framework

hat can tie all of the pieces together and guide practice has been missing.

herefore, from April through October of 1978, NCHEMS staff conducted a com-

rehensive review of the needs assessment literature pertinent to the concerns

of postsecondary education. The purpose of this effort was to sort out a

comprehensible total picture regarding needs assessment and to develop a useful

conceptual framework for this area. Unexpectedly, several hundred relevant

literary sources were identified. This paper is based on the review of that

comprehensive literature search (Lenning, Cooper, and Passmore, forthcoming).

The demand for systematic, objective, and concrete needs assessment

information will undoubtedly increase as rational planning models become more

widely used within postsecondary education institutions and agencies. The

ability to objectively assess needs and to effectively translate them into

insti:utional and program responses will thus be expected to become increasingly

more important in the years ahead. It is hoped that this preliminary formu-

lation of a conceptual framework for needs assessment will lead to increasingly

more-refined conceptual formulations and improved assessment models that will

be useful for needs assessment efforts in postsecondary education.
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The Concept of Need

A major problem in the area of needs assessment has been the lack of a

good definition of need. Conceptions of need that are expressed in the

various literature are not consistent, and often they are vague and nonspecific.

Almost all needs assessment models have used a "discrepancy" definition, but

as illustrated by Coffing and Hutchinson (1970), such a definition is too

limited in itF focus. Scriven (1977) cites the problem in colorful terms:

Needs assessments have been for some dile the most ludicrous

spectacle in evaluation. The usual "models" are farcical and
decisions based on them are built on soluable sand. One sign

of the extent of the problem is the failure to begin with a
tolerable definition of need....Is a need a discrepancy between
the actual and the ideal (a formula I used to like)? No, because

we often need to improve and know how to, without knowing what
the ideal would be like. There is some attraction about adding
the requirement that x must be feasible, since it seems odd to
say that one could need something that wasn't possible. But

that would eliminate the motivation for, e.g., medical break-
throughs....[P. 25]

Different Aspects of the Concept of Need

Needs are viewed in different ways by those in the various disciplines. For

example,in the fields of biology, ohysiology, and medicine needs are interpreted in

terms of what will contribute to the efficient and effective functioning, and

the survival and growth, of the human organism. Educators also tend to view

needs in terms of individuals, but the focus here is more often on effective

and efficiE t functioning, survival, and growth within the community or society.

In psychology needs are largely interpreted in terms of the perceptions of individuals.

Psychologists usually view need as a learned construct (taught or based on

natural experience) used to indicate a perception of disequilibrium or unsatis-

factory condition for which pressure/need exists to right the situation.

Another way to state this is that need is a personal tension and means appro-

priate for meeting a desirable goal or condition, as perceived by an individual.
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Some psychologists would broaden this to include groups of people, and they

construe it as a force that pressures a person or a group to reduce or

eliminate the discrepancy between what is perceived as desired and what per-

ceptions or experiences indicate is currently the case. Sociologists, in

turn, focus more on groups and society. They see needs as indicators of

problems that must be solved, plus types and levels of competence and roles

(and their integration) that must occur, for individuals, groups, and organi-

zations to function effectively as social units, and within a social community

or society at large.

All of the above are legitimate types of needs that must be included in

any generic definition of needs for use in postsecondary education. The

discrepancy definition of need guiding almost all formal needs assessment

efforts and models up until now - the amount of discrepancy or gap that must

be filled, through increased fulfillment or lowered threshholds of desirability,

in order to bring the actual level of fulfillment (in terms of processes,

procedures, conditions, outcomes, or results) up to the ideal level or con-

dition - does not meet this condition. Neither does Coffing and Hutchinson's

(1974) proposed alternative that need is a desired condition or state that

may or may not be the current condition. Scriven (1977) was also bothered by

the commonly accepted discrepancy concept of need, and proposed a formula as

a definition:

z needs x z would (or does) significantly benefit from

x and z is now (or would be, without x) in an unsatisfactory

co-aition. (p. 25).

To illustrate this definition, let us suppose that z represents a college

student, and x represents the particular knowledge and skills necessary to

obtain a job. If we say that the student NEEDS the knowledge and skills

in order to obtain a job, we mean that:
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(a) the student would (or does) significantly benefit from the

knowledge and skills,

(b) the student is now (or would be, without the krowledge and

skills) in an unsatisfactory condition.

Scriven's definition adds important new clarifications, as he points out in

his rationale:

. . . at least it avoids the usual fallacies of a definition- -

explicit or implicit--of need in terms of wants or preferences

(children may need a cavity filled but they certainly don't

want it done; conversely, people may think they need laetrile

or CAI with Braille keys but it doesn't follow that they do.)

Do you need a million dollars? No. Would you significantly

benefit from it? Yes. Hence we can't omit the second clause

in the definition, which reminds us that needs are (typically)

necessities not luxuries. (p. 25)

Scriven above makes the important point that wants or preferences are not

the same thing as needs. Needs may be present that people do not recognize

because of a lack of knowledge, because the need is being fulfilled and

there is no discrepancy, or because it is being masked by other needs that

demand attention. Similarly, a person may want something merely so someone

else cannot have it, for the purpose of attracting attention, or because

others have it. A want in such a case may be an expression of needs, but

not the need expressed directly by the want (the expressed need is not the

real need.) Therefore, most marketing research efforts and educational needs

assessments are incorrect when they equate opinions, expressed desires,

wants, or demands to needs. This is not to negate the usefulness of such

information, which may provide good indications of needs that are present,

and, especially if the wants are referred to by respondents in severe and

critical terms (Taylor, Vinebery and Rufford, 1974.) But equating

wants to needs causes people to not look for other types of info-

mation that could confirm whether those wants are valid and reliable

indicators of need.
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A New Definition of Need

All of the definitions mentioned in the preceding section are legiti-

mate concepts of need, and each defines a particular kind cf need. Thus,

what is called for is a definition that is broad or generic enough to include

all of those specific types of need and show how they relate to one another.

Lenning, Cooper, and Passmore (forthcoming) have proposed a new definition

of need that they believe has some validity in this respect:

A NEED is a necessary or desirable condition, state or
situation--whether it be an end result that is actuality

(met need) or a discrepancy that should be closed between
a current or projected actuality and a necessary or highly

desirable end result (unmet need)--as judged by a rele-

vant person or group using multiple objective criteria

that have been agreed upon.

This definition is a combination of discrepancy and level of necessity, where

the amount of need varies directly with level of necessity and inversely with

amount of discrepancy. Therefore, both of the following statements of need

are valid according to this definition: "our students' needs for job infor-

mation and employer contacts are well taken care of by the placement office

on this campus," but "they have a serious need for more counseling prior to

their interviews with prospective employers." This definition is also congruent

with Burton and Merrill's (1977) observation that solutions in cases of unful-

filled (unmet) needs can involve both increased fulfillment and lowered

threshholds of desirability or satisfaction.

This definition is pertinent to all of the different types of need

outlined in the following section. It is also pertinent whether one is

referring to needs: of prospective or enrolled students, of the college or

program, of faculty or staff, of the local community or of the region, of the

state or nation, or of society at large or other entities and groups. It also

allows persons to speak in terms of past tense, current tense, and future

tense when talking about needs: former needs, current needs, or projected
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needs.

According to this definition, it is proper to use self report of

wants as an indicator of need, but the self report must have been gathered

in an objective, unbiased manner, and there must also be other supporting

evidence. Multiple sources of evidence, or multiple criteria as this is

called in the definition, will normally lead to increased assurance of actual

need (increased reliability and validity) if objectivity is of paramount

concern when gathering each type of evidence.

This definition still has a potential problem in that it does not

specify when the necessity or desirability becomes significant enough to be

classified a need, or when the discrepancy between fulfillment and unfulfillment

becomes significant enough to warrant that the need is partially unmet. This

is in fact necessary, however, if it is to be generic in nature and apply to

all of the types of need that have been identified by different people. On

the other hand, the definition does indicate that this is properly determined

by the judgement of a relevant person or group (who is a relevant person or

group depends on the situation) using multiple, objective, agreed upon criteria

(who must reach agreement is not specified, but once again it varies with the

situation).

Types of Outcomes for Whom

If one is going to attempt to identify and assess needs, it is important

to be very clear about whose needs are of concern. The tendency of needs

assessors has been to not be specific enough about .:hose needs are being

identified and analyzed, and to not separately consider the needs of specific

subgroups. Similarly, needs assessors too often do not deliniate ahead of

time which specific types of needs are of concern to them.



Whose Needs Are of Concern?

As mentioned earlier, the focus of a needs assessment study can be on

needs within the institution (for example, courses, programs, departments,

enrolled students, faculty, or administrators) or outside of the institution

(for example, prospective students, groups or organizations within the local

community or the state, or society at large). It is important to delineate

at the earliest stages of the study exactly whose needs are of concern (where

"whose" could even include entities like organizations and the ecological

environment).

A comprehensive, two-level classification of groups and entities for

which someone in postsecondary education might want to assess needs was

developed as a part* of the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure (Lenning et al, 1977).

It is presented in Figure 1. The focus there was on "audiences," the persons,

groups, or other entities that could potentially receive or be affected by

postsecondary education outcomes. Various needs assessments have been conducted

for many of these groups and communities.

The listing of Figure 1 does not provide the detailed third-level categories

needed for many outcomes studies at the institutional and program levels.

The reason additional levels of detail are not included is that any further

subdivisions could be based on several equally valid factors, and one user

of the Structure would want one breakdown, while another person with a different

philosophy, problem, and context would want a second breakdown. For example,

students within a program could be usefully subdivided into: (1) those

majoring in the program versus those only taking courses in the program,

(2) age groupings, (3) commuter students versus resident students, (4) under-

classmen versus upperclassmen, (5) groupings according to disadvantaged

status, (6) men and women, (7) groupings according to life and career goals or
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Figure 1

CATEGORIES OF PERSONS, GROUPS, AND OTHER ENTITIES

OF POSSIBLE CONCERN IN ASSESSMENTS OF NEEDSa

10 Indivrouel/arouff ClitantsTlits category refers to persons or groups of weans who we direct clients of the postsecondivy aduization unit of

conCem and/or thelr invivediste isooctane. such an family and relatives Or peers.

11. &Wen IsIndividuals or groups of individuals who currently are enrolled In !nomogram. Institution, or system of postsecondary education.

t2. F01111114 SIIKIS114sInellviduals or groups of Individuals who formerly were enrolled In the program. institution. or system of postsecondary

education.

13. Pauly and Menthes of Students of Former Students

14 Peers end Assocuttee or Students or Former Students

15. Faculty

16. Stan Other than Faculty

t7. Wier mohnual/Croup Clients An example would be an individual vitro is none of the above Out Is served by an advisory service offered

by the college.

20. interostgcseil Con munittssTins category refers to 'ergs groups that are identified as entities wonting toward a nildefined interest or
11111114011.

21 Aware folronliffse COnfolinroesConlmunitdis whore a miler Purpose Is financial remuneration and profitfor example, corporations.

small Witnesses. and tannin.

22. Association CommunilloeCornrnunities where members belong on the basis of affiliation rattler than empioyment, such aa unions and

professional Societies.

23. OrivernorontCommunitres--Contrnunitios designed to administer government regulations and services. such as city hail, state department

of education. and legislative cornmunitios.

24. rtongosorniwoorwpiimo Saw. Communities Omer men me institution Producing nes OutoineNonprolit service organitations, such
as scnools. hospitals, welfare pence,. philanthropic foundations. colleges (other than thecollege producing tne outcome). and tosearcn

crganitations.

25. Insinution or insatutionel Unit Producing Ms OutcomeThe postsecondary education Institutionand/or units within that institution that

we perceived as the producer/facilitator of the outcome( al of concern

25. Offior lmoniel-BesedConinitmonettAn example would be an ad moo coalition task forte of reonseentativell from two or more of the above

Ideall.

30. Ciecirsenic-iflesed Communitiss.This category refers to large groups defined an the beats of functional tiwntoriat boundaries.

31 Local Community -.A township. city, county, metropolitan wee. or otner type of locality having particularboundaries. It is not nocossarily
restricted to the roost er luflICICt10141 boundary. but tne functional one In ',unroll the impact of the institution is tor srxtuld Oa) directly and

pflyatcally fen. The boundaries will vary with the institution /program and outcome of concern

32. The State

33. A Region An aggregation of states or pats of stales.

36 The motion

35. An immolated Community

36. Oilier Geogreonnalseed Communities-4n *sample would be a research discovery tnat affects primarily people living in in* coldest

latitudes, or where It snows heavily.

40. Aggregates or heareThis category refers to su0000ufations of mom distinguishes/ Oy °sitcom/ citerectsristics that may indicate common

COM101114.114144ts. Of 101111M, but Whe 00 not necessarily limes COmMOn interim, or minion. and trtoroloredo not constitute Communities

Al. Ability town SublhrourefronsSuOpopulations defined according to tool of ability/proficiency on general inteitectual functioning or

specific skins her oodnidlo, linlstf, typical. dislidventogled. Of Wiled, semisitil:ed. unskiited

42. Age Sonopuletiona

43. ferucationor Lewd Sunnoutenons

44 income Lsni Subcopuntions

45. Occupation Sulnopuistions

It Physical Disability Condition Sulmoeuistions

47 AncSunnulations

U Sex Suliontations

49 Other Such Soper:wee

SO. Other Audtences bantam would be the natural environment that is affected by untversitysponsoreci research (which in turn would be
ttoott10 to have impacts on audiences such as individuate and communities! and 000ulations of animals such Si the animas.) attested by
efforts to Meg depleted species from becoming extinct or by the devote-1m M of veterinary medicines!

aReprinted from Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service (1977, p. 24), where the focus

was on aodiences - individuals, groups,
communities, organizQjons, etc. receiving

or being affected by particular outcomes of
36
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aspirations levels, and so forth. Rather than provide alternative formal

breakdowns of each second-level category, the decision was made to provide

procedures for users of the Structure to develop their own more-detailed

breakdowns tailored to their specific problem, concern, or other need context

(Lenning, 1977a). Such more-detailed categories of groups are needed for

planning needs assessment studies also. In planning a curricular program for

students, for example, it is important to consider the special needs of

important student subgroups.

An additional word should be said about the needs of groups, organizations,

and communities as compared to the needs of individuals. Many people have assumed

that the needs of a group are merely aggregations of the needs of individuals

within that group. It is true that some community and class needs are aggregations

of individual needs. For example, an aggregate need exists when more than half

of the freshmen entering a college have reading problems. What might have been an

individual problem has become a community problem calling for administrative

action. There are group needs that are not aggregate needs, however. These

tend to be organizational in nature, relating to the effective functioning of

the group as a body and to survival and growth of the group. It is even

probable that some of these group needs will conflict with certain aggrc.:-

gations of individual needs, in particular cases.

What Types of Needs Are of Concern

Before beginning a needs assessment study, and after determining whose

needs are of concern, it is important to specify the types of needs with

which the study will concern itself. So that the boundaries of focus are

clearly delineated, this should be done along several type dimensions as

discussed later in this section.



Most needs assessments at the elementary and secondary education level

have focused on the needs for particular educational outcomes. Needs for

outcomes are important in postsecondary education also, and there are many

types of potentially important outcomes on which one could focus. Lenning

(1977b) has reviewed the literature for categorizations of outcomes and related

concepts such as goals, and found almost 90 of them, some focusing on outcomes

for individuals, some on outcomes for society, and some for both. Based on

that review and other work, a comprehensive taxonomy of types of postsecondary

education outcomes was developed (Lenning et al, 1977, pp. 55-66), which can

be used in planning and developing items for a needs assessment survey

questionnaire.

Needs for particular outcomes imply needs for process activities. For

example, student outcomes needs may suggest a need for special methodologies,

environments, faculty-student ratios, teaching strategies, instructors,

innovative techniques, etc. Such process needs can also usefully be focused

on directly, not merely inferred from assessed needs for particular outcomes.

In addition, there are needs in postsecondary education that are less

directly related to outcomes, and which elementary and secondary educators

tend not to be concerned, such as needs for financial aid, needs for information

about institutions and programs, and needs for lodging facilities.

When assessing needs, the focus can be broad or general and diffused

("wide-band study") or it can be concentrated or specific and detailed

("narrow-band study"). The wide-band study will be concerned with broad

categories of needs while the narrow-band study will be concerned with specialized

and detailed need categorizations. Lenning, Cooper, and Passmore (forthcoming)

have identified a number of different need type classifications, some of

them broad-band in focus (e.g., Maslow's 01968] need hierarchy, Parsons'
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C19501 community need categories, and Bradshaw's Taxonomy of Social Need

[1972]) while others have a narrow-band focus (e.g., Murray's [1978] categories

of manifest and latent needs, Kinnick's [1975] Taxonomy of Information Needs

of Prospective Students, and the Mooney Probelem Checklist scales [Pagels,

1973]).

Many of the categorizations of needs that have been developed place

needs into categories along a continuum on a particular dimension. Examples

of such dimensions are: developmental tasks corresponding to chronological age,

basic versus learned (or derived) needs, personal versus social problems

resulting in needs, maintenance versus incremental needs, conscious versus

unconscious needs, general versus specific needs, current versus projected

needs, critical versus routine needs, instructional versus noninstructional

needs, economic versus noneconomic needs, needs for goods or products versus

needs for services, easy-to-measure needs versus difficult-to-measure needs,

and short-term or short-duration needs versus long-term or long-duration needs.

Thinking in terms of such dimensions can be helpful for determining and setting

the appropriate and desired boundaries of focus in planning for an assessment

of needs. Thinking in such terms can also help one in setting needs assessment

focus priorities within those boundaries.

Assessing Needs

As has been discussed, one must specifically determine whose needs, and

what types of needs for each group, are to be assessed before plans are begun

for conducting a needs assessment study. Now some important conceptual consid-

erations relating to the conduct of the assessment itself will be discussed, briefly.

Models for As_essing Needs

A number of needs assessment models have been developed for use in the

educational setting. Most, but not all, have been discrepancy based. Those

developed at the elementary and secondary education levels have tended to be
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general in their focus. Thus, some of the concepts and procedures they discuss

may be useful also at the postsecondary level, for example: Coffing and Hutchin-

son (1974), English and Kaufman (1975), Hoepfner et al (1972), Klein et al (1971),

Lewis (1973), New Jersey State Department of Education (1974), Read (1974), and

the various other models reviewed by Adams (1976), Kaufman (1971), and Witkin

(1975, 1976). Conversely, postsecondary education models have tended to be more

diverse and specific in their focus: vocational, occupational, and continuing

education needs (Adams, 1976; Brown, 1974; Keim and others, 1975; Put_am, 1970;

Smith, 1968; Tucker, 1973); environmental needs (Aulepp and Delworth, 1976);

course-level needs (Burton and Merril, 1977); community service needs (Central

Florida Commu-ity College Consortium, 1973; Gollattscheck et al, 1976; League of

California Cities, 1975; Selgas, 1977); needs of the handicapped student (Coffing,

Hodson, and Hutchinson, 1974); community information and service needs (Gotsick,

1974); overall curricular needs (Gray, 1974; Hamilton, 1973; Pagels, 1973); admin-

istrative functioning needs (Higher Education Management Institute, 1977); pro-

spective students' needs for institutional and program information (Kinnick and

Lenning, 1976; Lenning and Cooper, 1978); state-level needs for career education

(McCaslin and Lave, 1976); needs related to Performance problems (Mager and Pipe,

1970); institutional goal needs (Peterson, 1976); curricular needs in programs for

emergency ambulance personnel (Shook, 1969); and student financial aid needs

(the models developed by ACT and CSS). Diverse and specialized models such as

many of those above demonstrate the importance of tailoring concepts and procedures

to the uniqueness of the conditions and situation. For example, an assessment

of the curricular needs in a program for emergency ambulance personnel has to be

quite different than one to assess curricular needs in a fine arts program, even

though they are both focusing on curricualar needs and are both using a critical

incident technique.

Several writers have attempted to classify needs assessment models into types

that show relationships among them and distinguish among their emphases and
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and characteristics. One way to classify needs assessment approaches is according

to the purposes for which they are designed. For example, w- can classify approaches

according to those focusing on planning versus those focusing on policy formulation,

those focusing on curriculum development versus institutional goal setting, and

those aimed at understanding problems versus those aimed merely at identifying

problems. Lenning, Cooper, and Passmore (forthcoming) identified 30 different

general purposes served by needs assessment as di:cussed in the literature. (In

differentiating model types, the League of California Cities [1975] grouped

according to three broad, overall purposes: social policy, exploratory, and

program needs assessments.) Furthermore, these purposes can vary according to

the types of needs being assessed, whose needs are being assessed, who is doing the

assessing and for whom, etc. Another way to classify needs assessment approaches

is according to time of need being assessed, such as focusing on current needs

versus focusing on projected needs (or both) or short-duration needs versus long-

duration needs. Some additional model classification dimensions that could be useful

are according to: population types being assessed, such as Baumheier and Heller's

(1974) five population/purpose types - secondary data analysis, general population

surveys, service population surveys, service provider surveys, and political and

community surveys; breadth and detail of focus, such as the "narrow band" and "wide

band" types of studies mentioned earlier; concreteness of the data collected, such

ar Anderson and Associates (1976) reference to "objective" and "subjective" neeus

assessments; approaches used for collecting data and conducting analjses, such as

the four strategy types ou.lined in the New Jersey Department of Lucation (1974)

planning handbook and Scriven's (1977) categorization of common study types; and

how the data are irtE,reted, such as Kaufman's (1972) inductive, deductive, and

classical model differentiations.

Planning. and Operational Considerations

Collecting and reliable evidence of need(s) is a necessary and crucial

part of every needs assessment study. For any met and unmet need, a number of

relevant *ndicators and measures usually apply. Generally, some will be better
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indicators of the presence of the need than will others, and such factors as

whose needs are being assessed can affect the validity of the indicator or

measure. Therefore, multiple indicators and measures should be used whenever

feasible. This gives increased assurance of validity (that it is a real need).,

if they all indicate the same thing about need, plus it facilitates tailoring

the data collection system to different groups, When one measure is less valid,

another measure may be more valid, and vice versa.

Currently, most need surveys are administered solely to t'e client groups

whose needs are being assessed. It is important not to ignore client self-

reports about their perceived needs, but other data are needed as well. Implica-

tions about need can also be derived from client reports about such things as

school envj'onment, th,ir peers, disappointments or dissatisfactions, successes

and achievements, activities, problems, and complaints. Baird (1976), for example,

discusses the importance of identifying and remedying "brass tacks." Surveys

should be administered to relevant others for their observations and judgments,

also. They perhaps can be more objective, and may have more experience and

expertise in making such judgments. Profiles showing how different groups view

the situation can be quite reveali-g, and the pattern of similarities and

discrepancies may significantly facilitate understanding about the needs-

outcome needs are of concern, performance measures and history (trends)

become very important, but self- and other-report data are still desirable also.

Other useful supplemental data include frequency counts from institutional records

concerning such things as attendance, complaints, amount of use (and ratings) of

services, requests received for assistance of various kinds, etc. Similarly,

statistics from governmental and other community agencies can provide useful

supplemental evidence for studies of community needs. What others have found

in similar types of institutions, programs, or locales can also be useful

supplemental wiidence if care is taken to examine closely how the other situations

were similar and exactly how they were different from the one of concern.

Concerning all of these types k,f data that have all ready been collected (which some
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have termed "secondary data"), although they save costs and time in addition to

providing useful supplemental evidence, they can lead to problems if great care

is not taken in their use. Boyd and Westfall (1972) provide criteria for ,letermining

when particular secondary data are okay for a particular situation and use, and

they also discuss precautions that can help one avoid the potential pitfalls.

Concerning data collection methods, needs assessors generally limit themselves

to several types of traditional instruments: questionnaires, paper and pencil

tests and interviews. However, other methods that may be just as reliable and

valid for a particular case should be considered as alternatives and supplements

for the traditional instruments. Lenning (1978) found fifty different methods in

the literature that were recommended for assessments of various kinds, including

needs assessments. Yet most needs assessors never even consider such nontraditional

methods that have been shown to be practical, valid, reliable, and cost efficient

for particular purposes and contexts. As with indicators and measures, and for

the same reasons, the use of multiple data collection methods is desirable - and

the large variety of data collection methods available can facilitate this.

Interpretation and use of needs data are also crucial elements in a needs

assessment study, and too often the application of needs assessment results is

ineffective. If needs data are going to have practical impact, the users of the

needs assessment results must be precisely identified early in the assessment

planning process, prior to conducting the study. Input should be solicited from

them concerning their specific concerns and what needs information will be helpful

to them in their decision making. Once analyses are completed, brief, concise reports

tailored to each person's information needs should be sent to them. Additional

ways to increase the impact of the results are also available (Lenning, Cooper,

and Passmore, forthcoming).

Some needs assessment approaches only try to identify needs. Yet, more

is needed: (2) a ranking of needs according to how critIcal they are, and (3)

information that can help one to understand why the need occurred. In addition to

not attempting to perform the last function above, almost all of the available
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assessment models, even though they may rank the needs, make use of over-simple

and ineffective decision rules that do not consider enough factors or consider

each factor in isolation from the others. Another problem with many of the

models is that they key so much on current goals and objectives that the results

of such assessments are not useful for evaluating current institutional and

program goals, for modifying or reformulating them, or for c.veloping new goals

to meet changing conditions. Lending, Cooper, and Passmore (forthcoming) explore

these problems in detail and discuss some possible solution:. They also provide

in-depth and extended discussion about all of the other topics covered in this

paper. Needs assessment clearly is a viable tool to assist administrators and

faculty members who are concerned about meeting client and community needs.

Howev_r, much more development in this area needs to take place before it can

began to reach its full potential.
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USING THE NCHEMS OUTCOMES STRUCTURE TO TEST THE ADEQUACY

OF OUTCOMES LISTS: TRYOUT AT A STATE UNIVERSITY

Jean J. Endo
University of Colorado, Boulder

Oscar T. Lenning
National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems

All of the major activities conducted by administrators, faculty, and

other professional staff members at postsecondary institutions are, presumably,

aimed in some way toward bringing about "educational outcomes." In this "age

of accountability," college administrators and others have become especially

concerned about concretely identifying and understanding the impacts of their

institution on students, the community, and society. After two years of concen-

trated effort, the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

(NCHEMS) developed an "outcomes structure," a new system for organizing outcomes

and outcomes information for purposes of classification, analysis and decision-

making (Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service, 1977). Preliminary tryout and review

of this stri....ture suggests that it has potential use in: (1) stimulating people

to realize the importance of having information about educational outcomes;

(2) stimulating people to think more systematically and concretely about what

they are trying to accomplish in their institutions and programs (and for whom);

(3) helping institutional officials to identify educational needs, develop goals,

translate goals into more concrete objectives, plan for the outcomes, evaluate

the institution and its programs; and (4) improving communication about outcomes

with clientele and concerned publics; and so forth (for example, several students

and student personnel administrators interviewed at a couple of small colleges

felt that the Structure could also be used to assist students in planning what

they want to accomplish for themselves during college).

This is a report of one of the projects used to try out the NCHEMS Outcomes

Structure in a preliminary way. It was conducted in the winter of 1977 by the
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University of Colorado at Boulder. Over a period of several years, through

surveys and interviews of important clientele groups, several extensive lists

of intended outcomes were developed by staff of the Office of the Vice Chan-

cellor for Academic Affairs on the Boulder Campus that were comprehensive for

their planning needs. The NCHEMS Outcomes Structure was applied to these

lists in a way that would reveal the adequacy of the coverage of those lists- -

using step-by-step procedures that had been developed at NCHEMS (Lenning, 1977).

This process revealed several outcomes areas considered to be important that

had been overlooked in developing the lists. The lists were modified, along

with the Freshman Questionnaire which had been based in part on the lists.

The remainder of this paper will go into detail about this project and its

results.

THE NCHEMS OUTCOMES STRUCTURE

The purposes of the Outcomes Structure have been outlined in the introduc-

tion to the paper. The Structure consists of three dimensions along which

outcrls or information about outcomes can be placed and related to one another.

The structure is based on a conceptual framework that defines six attributes

of educational outcomes in postsecondary education plus five other factors that

are important for understanding particular outcomes (Lenning, Micek, and Service,

1978; Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service, 1979). The three dimensions of the

structure are described below:

o Audience -- The "audience" dimension focuses on who or what receives or is

affected by the outcome of concern, or is intended to receive or be

affected by it. It has five broad categories, and subcategories for

them, as outlined in Figure 1.



o Type of Outcome -- The "type-of-outcome" dimension focuses on whether the

outcome results in maintenance (stabilization, reproduction, or

preservation) or change (reorganization. modification, revision, or

replacement), and on 14,e basic entity within the audience that is

maintained or changed. This dimension also has five broad cate-

gories, and each is subdivided into categories and subcategories of

increasingly more detail and specificity, as outlined in Figure 2.

Standard definition- are provided for every category and subcategory

of this dimension, along with illustrative examples of outcomes

measurAs and indicators for each.

o Time -- The "time" dimension focuses on when the outcome is expected to

or does occur, and on how long the outcome persists. The categories

and subcategories for the "time" dimension that are deemed most

appropriate vary, depending on the audience of concern, on the philo-

sophy of the person using the Structure, and on the context in which

the Structure is being used. (For example, its use at the institu-

tion-wide level may very well require different time categories than

its use at the institutional program level.) To illustrate this,

two quite different student outcome sets of categories that could be

used for the "time" dimension are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 111 one

presented in Figure 4, is the time classification used by the Univer-

sity of Colorado at Boulder to follow the chronological path taken

by new freshmen through their educational careers. Identification

of the times when different data should be collected is valuable in

planning.
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Figure 1

CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES OF THE

AUDIENCE DIMENSION OF THE NCHEMS OUTCOMES STRUCTUREa

10 adividuel/Grouo Clients Thus colegory feints to parsons or groups of PWSOOS 010 WO dhoti COO11111 Of the postsecondary education unit of
cancan 1114/Of INK ItOff101111O IISIoloalus. such u Nulty and relatives Of peers.

11. Studentsindividuals or groups of Individuals who currently are enrolled In Microgram. institution. or system or post sodomy( whicsliOn.

12 Porrner StudentsIndividuals Or Orcithis of individual who lormerly were enrolled in me program. InsillutiOn. Or systwn of OostSeCOndarf
eduCallOn.

11. Family and Anilines of Swann or Fortner Students

14 Peers and ASSOWSIOS ot Students or Former Students

15. Faculty

16. Stall Omer than Faculty

17 Other andlinduitf/osoup Chants An sump*, would be an individual who Is none of the above but IS salved by an advisory ***co 0/tend
by trilt Maga

30. Infonistlased Communities Thos category Men to large grOupe that as idimlitled as entitles working toward a weddefined Mr/rest or
mission.

21. avrirate &remise Communities Communhies where a moor purpose Is financial remunaration and profitfor essentee. CorOdwallonsi
Wan wageless's. and IiinTieff.

22. A $30CIAnOn COMMisintelltS-40Mlnynel where mentors (along on the Oasis of affiliation rather Than employment. such as unions and

Professional sociaties.

Government COMilitinf 1105 Communitill designed to administer gOvernment regulation* and se aces. such as city nail. state department
et wareation. and legullatructmarturtilial.

24 Nongovernmental/Public &twee Communinee Ofhor man the Institution Producing the OutcomeNonotottt sera* organludiens. such
as schools. noSaitais. welfare sgenclls. philanthropic foundations. cottages (other man me college oroaucutg **outcorr e). and nrseafch

organizations.

25 institution or Institutional meat Producing the Outeonterhe postsecondary education institution anclior units within Mal InstitutionMat

are awcerred as IM prockitteriraciiitator or me outcome(*) of comers.

M. Other inferestilased COMontalnigM sumo* would be an ad nod coalition lash lords of rettreeentilliue from Iwo or mare of Me above
Nees.

30. GOXPAPAPC114111PJ COMMontenNIThnI category haws to large groups defined on the basis ol /unction*/ huntonet eognyouiss.

31 Loco/ Community A 10VMS:110. city. county. metr000man area or other type of locality hiving Nauru boundaries, II is not necessarily
reStricted lo the legal Or laisaCtional ahirKlary. but me functional one in which the impact 01 the 1101111.1110n Is (or should bel directly and
pnysicaily ion The bounoanes will vary .win Me ul ion / program and outcome of concan.

32. The Sim

33 A AegtanAn aggregation of slates or pans of states.

34 The Nation

35 An international Community

38 Omer Geograanic- eased CommunitiesAn sample would 05 s reseerch discovery Mal affects pnmanly people living in the coldest
miliades. or where it snows heavily

40 Appegain of 'MAN. Ma category refers to subOtteutetions of 00001e distinguished by oanieuter enarectenSties !het may indicate common
cuncrins. needs et waifs. but who do not necessarily have a Common interest 01 musing% and mentors do not ccnstilute commune nes.

41 Abuiry Levet Suotioaulations-4410o00utOleons defined according to level of sonity/proticiency on gamine intellectual functioning or
swim SIMIS-aol livamato. grata. typiCal. liskitanugett. or MOW. unsluded.

42. Age Sulipopulaftons

43. Educational Lever Suboolitaidens

44 income Level SuboolfulshOns

45. Occupation SuOgoopulations

41). Physical Oistiality Condition Subpopulathins

47 Pace SubboOulatios

4g. Set SuOpoculations

49. Omar Sven Aggregates

50. OM? AuerAncnbantpine would be the flaws anvitemmni It if IS liffOCUPO by WIlsOfSItSSOOOSOISCI r054111C11 (which In turn would be
espectinl to have imuircis on audiences such as muoviduditi and n..mitiesi and tiouula ,s of murnels (such as the animals afecled by
elfons lo moo devleled swims tram Weaning abut or by Me of veterinary mu nest.

aReprinted from Lenning, Lee, Micek. and Service (19i7), page 24.
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Figure 2

FOCUS CATEGORIES ANO SUBCATEGORIES IN THE

TYPE-OF-OUTCOME DIMENSION OF THE NCHEMS OUTCOMES STRUCTUREa

Category
Cude Number

Entity Being Maintained or Changes
Category

Code Number Entity Being Maintained or Changed

1000

1100

1200

1300

t400

ECONOMIC OUTCOMES

Economic Access and Independence Outcomes
1110 Economic Access
1120 Cconomic f lualbility, Adaptability, and Security
1130 Income acid Standard ol Living

Economic Resources and Costs
1210 Economic Costs and Efficiency
1220 Economic Resources (including import's)

Economic Production
1310 Economic Productivity and Production
1320 Economic Services Provided

Other Economic Outcomes

2000 HUMAN

2800

$00

CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

2760 Power and/or Autnonty
2770 Job, School, or Lile Success
2780 Other Status. Recognition, and Cenificstilon Outcomes
Social Activities and Roses

2810 Adlustmont to Retirement
2020 Allinson.
2830 Avocational and Social Activities and Roles
2540 Carew and Vocational Activities and Roles
2850 Citizenship Activities and R0103
2880 Family ActIvitiell and Fiches
2870 Friendships and Relationships
2880 Other ACIlvfly and Role Outcomes

Other Human Characteristic Outcomes

2000

2100

2200

2300

2400

2500

2600

2700

HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES

Aspirations
2110 Desires. Aims. and Goals
2120 Dislikes. Likes. and interests
2130 Motivation or Orin Level
2140 Other Aspotional Outcomes

Competence and Skills
2210 Academic Skills
2220 Citizenship and Family Membership Skills
2230 Ciesmay Skills
7240 Expression and Communication Skins
2250 Intellectual Skills
2260 Interpersonal. Leadership, and Organizationat Skills
2270 Occupational and Employability Skins
2280 Physical and Motor Skins
2790 Other Skiii Outcomes

Mosaic Sails, action. and Affective Characteristics
2110 Attitudes and Values
2320 Beliefs, Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
MO Feelings and Emotions
2340 Mores. Customs. arm Standards of Conduct
2350 Omer Aim:live Outcomes

Peri.eptual Characteristics
2410 Perceptual Awareness and Sensitivity
242C °emotion of ben
2430 Pt on of Otners
2440 Perce,...on of Things
2450 Other Perceptual Outcomes

Personality and Personal Coping Characteristics
2510 Aoventuroi.sness and inttlat,ve
2520 Autonomy aid Independence
25J3 Dependabilley ano Nesponsibihey
2540 Dogmatics Open-Minded, A utnoritatian / Democratic
2550 istexiblisty and Adaptability
2560 Habits
2570 Psychoiogical Functioning
nbo Tolerance and Persistence
2590 Omer Personality and Personal Coping Outcomes

Physical ano Physiological Charactenstics
2810 Physical Fitness and trans
2620 Physiological Holum
2630 Omer Physical or Physiological Outcomes

Status, Recognition, and Certification
2710 Completion or Achievement Award
2720 Credit Recognition.
2730 Image, keputation. or Status
2740 Licensing and Unification
2750 Obtaining a Job or Admission 10 a Follow-up Program

3000 KNOWLEDGE. TECHNOLOGY, AND ART FORM OUTCOMES

3100 General Knowledge and Understanding
3110 Knowledge and Understanding of General Facts awl

Terminology
3120 Knowledge and Understanding of General Processes
3130 Knowledge and Understanding of General ' ivory
3140 Other General Knowiedge and Understanding

3200 Specialized Knowledge and Understanding
3210 Knowledge and Understanding ol Specialized Facts

and Terminology
3220 Knowledge and Understanding ol Specialized

Processes
3230 Knowledge and Understanding ol Specialized Theory
3240 Other Specialized Knowledge and Understanding

3300 Research and Scholarship
3310 Research and Schoiarsnip Knowledge and

Understanding
3320 Research and Scholarship Products

3400 Art Forms and Works
3410 Architecture
3420 Dance
3430 Debate and Oratory
3440 Drama
3450 Literature and Writing
3400 Music
3470 Painting. Drawing, and Photography
3480 Sculpture
3490 Other Fine Ana

3500 Other Knowledge. Technology, and Art Form Outcomes

4000 RESOURCE ANO SERVICE PROVISION Ou TCOMES

4100 provision of Facilities and Events
atm Provision of Facilities
4120 Provision or Sponsorship of Events

4200 Provision of Direct Services
4210 Teaching
4220 Advisory and AnalytfC ASSIIIIInCO
4230 Treatment. Care, and Fletinal Services
4240 Provision of Other Services

4300 Other Resource and Service Provision Outcomes

5000 OTHER MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE OUTCOMES

5100 AestneticCulturat Activities, Traditions, and Conditions

52Gu OrgsnizatIonai Format, Activity, and Operation

5300 Omer MaintenanCe and Change

aReprinted from Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service (19777, page 4/. The fourth-level

Categories, into which any of the categories listed here can be divided, are

"maintenance" (a fourth digit of "1") and "change" (a fourth digit of "2").
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Figure 3

ONE POSSIBLE SET OF STUDENT OUTCOME

CATEGORTES FOi, THE TIME DIMENSIONa

10. Short - Duration Outcomes

1. Short-duration
outcomes appear-
ing at or prior to
graduation

12. Short-duration
outcomes appear-
ing after gradu-
ation

20. Long-Duration Outcomes

21 Long-duration r 22.
outcomes appear-
ing at or prior
to graduation

Long-duration
outcomes appear-
ing after gradu-
ation

a
Reprinted from Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service (1977), page 29,
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TAXONOMY OF TIMES TO CONSIDER FOR COLLECTING UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENT OUTCOMES DATA USING SURVEY OUESTIONNAIRESa

100 Data from Lower Division Students

110 Data from Freshmen Students

111 Data collected Prior to Fall Registration

112 Data collected One Month Following the First Day of Classes
in the Fall

113 Data collected One Month Prior to First Semester Final :xams

114 Data collected One Month After Spring Semester Classes Begin

115 Data collected One Month Prior to Spring Semester Final Exams

116 Other, For Example, In the Middle of the Summer Term

120 Data From Sophomore Students

121 Data Collected Prior to Fall Registration
122 Data Collected One Month Following the First Day of Classes

in the Fall
123 Data Collected One Month Prior to First Semestehr Final Exams

124 Data Collected One Month After Spring Semtiter Classes Begin
125 Data Collected One Month Prior to Spring Semester Final Exams
126 Other, For Exampli, In the Middle of the Summer Term

200 Data From Upper Division Students

210 Data From Junior Students

211 Data collected Prior to Fall Registration
212 Data collected One Month Following the First Day of Classes

lid the Fall

213 Data collected One Month Prior to First Semester Final Fxams
214 Data collected One Month After Spring Semester Classes Begin
215 Data collected One Month Prior to Spring Semester Fina' Exams
216 Other, For Example, In the Middle of the Summer Term

220 Data From Senior Students

221 Data Collected Prior to Fall Registration
222 Data Collected One Month Followinej the First Day of Classes

in the Fall
223 Data Collected One Monti Prior to First Semester Final Exams
224 Data Collected One Month After Spring Semester Classes Begin
225 Data Celected One Month Prior to Spring ^-mester Final Exams
226 Other, For Example, In the Middle of the 4ummer Term

300 Data from Alumni

310 Data Collected at Graduation
31') Data Collected One Year After Graduation
330 Data Collected Five Years After Graduation
340 Other, For Example, Data Collected 20 Years After Graduation

400 Other, For Example, Data Collected After Students Have "Dropped Out"

a
Reprinted from Lenning (1977), page 8. These categories and subcategories

are based specially on the data collection experiences of staff in the Office of
the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs at the University of Colorado, Boulder.
Therefore, they may not be entirely appropriate for other postsecondary insti-
tutions.
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When the three dimensions are put together, they can be pictured graph-

ically as

one of the

dimensions

dimension.

a three dimensional series of cubes formed by the categories for

dimension intersecting each of the categories of the other two

. This is illustrated below for the broadest categories of each
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It is illustrated at a more detailed outcome category level as follows,

using the category code numbers shown in Figures 1-3:

AUDIENCE
12--Family and Relatives of

Students and Former

Students

TYPE-OF-OUTC0:1
1132--Change in Income and

Standard of living

TIME

22--Appearing after gradual
tion and having long'

duration

12.1132.22

{An outcome for the
family Ind relatives
of students and forcer
students that involves
a change in income ana
standard of living that
will appear after
graduation and ue of

long duration.

When the dimensions are combined at the level of detail illustrated above,

they provide several thousand distinct "cells". The categories within the

Structure are believed to cover the full range of possible audiences and types

of outcomes, and procedures are provided for subdividing to even more detailed

subcategories than provided by the Structure. Thus, when all of the outcomes

in a list are categorized using the Structure and step-by-step procedures for

this purpose, areas of the Structure that have no outcomes assigned to them

(or fewer than expecteu or wanted) become readily apparent. Then, if desired,

specific priority outcomes for those areas that seem lacing can be generated

using another set of procedures that have been developed. This, in summery,

is the process that was used in this tryout of the Structure.
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THE UNIVERSIYY OF COLORADO OUTCOMES LIST AND ITS DEVELOPMENT

The Student Outcomes Planning Model
1
helped guide the development of.the

outcomes list used by the University of Colorado at Boulder. This model is

based on the notion that information about students is useful in determining

educational policy and improving curriculum. The Model allows for the study

of various student subpopulations and their differential outcomes. It repre-

sents an exploratory investAation into types of relationships between certain

student characteristics and outcomes variables. The Model evolved at the insti-

tution in 1975 to assist internal manangement, to provide information for exter-

nal accountability, and academic planning. Academic planning includes needs

assessment, program development, evaluation, and resource allocation (budgeting).

The Model allows for the systematic collection of student data through

the use of surveys. The Model facilitates the coordination of basic student-

related questionnaires and incorporates the results into a larger, more exten-

sive academic planning model (Meyerson and Banfield, 1955). Uther important

items of outcomes information which are available through institutional records

(for example, college entrance exam scores and undergraduate grade point aver-

age) are not included. The Model is designed to identify those items that

must be collected directly from students.

The Student Outcomes Planning Model includes students' background, atti-

tudes, values, aspirations, abilities, and the extent of change in these var-

iables. The Model, fhown in Figure 5, consists of four basic questionnaires:

1) Freshman Questionnaire, 2) Exiting Students' Survey, 3) Graduating Students'

Questionnaire, and 4) Alumni Survey. The Model allows for longitudinal (cohort)

and cross-sectional analysis.

1
Developed by Richard L. Harpel and Jean J. Endo



CULTURAL INTEREST

MI In 10111 IMO NO r FIRINIe UN OM MI 1111111 MN NM OM
STUDENT OUTCOMES PLANNING MODEL

FOR

THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO--BOULDER

FRESHMEN

IDEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Academic ability
Financial support

IPREVIOUS EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES

ASPIRATIONS/EXPECTATIONS/
MOTIVATIONS

Reasons for choosing CU
Highest degree planned
Career plans

U4 [SELF EVALUATION'
op

Academic
Social

CRITICAL THINKING ORIENTATION I

[C111Aii/VALUii1

EXITING STUDENTS

ITIME OF DEPARTURE

IREASONS FOR LEAVING'

IFINANCIAL SUPPORT__]

EVALUATION OF UNIVERSITY
ENVIRONMENT

Academic
Social

IUNMET NEEDS

IFUTURE PLANS]

60

GRADUATING STUDENTS

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT'

Grade point average
Degree type
Basic academic skills
Critical thinking
orientation

Satisfaction with college
experience

(CAREER DEVELOPMENT I

Major or field of study
Highest degree planned
Importance of job factors
Satisfaction with college
experience

IPERSONAL/SOCIAL CEVELOPMENTI

Interpersonal skills
Personal talents/creativity
Appreciation for culture
Understanding different
cultures/ideas

EVALUATION OF UNIVERSITY

ENVIRONMENT

Academic
Social

ALUMNI

'OCCUPATIONAL SUCCESS 1

Positions held
Skills required
Assessment of skills
Job characteristics
Flexibility in field

changes
Satisfaction with

job
Satisfaction with

college preparation

IFURTHER

ACADEMIC

EXPERIENCES

Graduate School

Continuing education
Military occupational

training

COMMUNITY ACTIVITYI

Clubs/organizations

f-POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Elections
National events/

local activities

Level of participation
Breadth of Interest
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Longitudinal studies involve testing the same students (cohorts) several

times in their college career. Questionnaires are given to students as fresh-

men, exiting students, graduating students, and alumni. the testing of cohorts

controls for many external variables such as family background and basic ability.

Unfortunately, much needed and useful data is not produced early in the process.

Cross-sectional studies provide responses from a sample of students

representative of those in the longitudinal cohorts. Cross-sectional studies

are performed on exiting students, graduating students, and alumni.

The Model is currently in its third year of testing--incorporating both

the longitudinal and cross-sectional surveys to determine response differences.

It is hoped that within two years the University will be able to minimize the

length of the surveys and use only those instruments needed to provide student

data necessary for efficient planning and management of campus programs.

The Student Outcomes Planning Model centers around 22 student related

goals and their measures which are listed in the Freshman Questionnaire. The

relative importance of each goal reflects students' expectations while attending

the University. Student interests are an important component of educational

planning. Administrators can balance the needs of various student populations

and the different preferences of various educational experts. Several measur-

able objectives from the Higher Education Measures and Evaluation KIT (C. Robert

Pace, 1975) were assigned to each goal. For example, the goal "to gain self-

confidence" is measured by responses to the following statements: a) "I am a

person of worth and on an equal plane with others", b) "My confidence in myself

Is strong enough so that it doesn't bother me if people don't like me", c) "I

seem to have inner strength in handling taings".

6
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In addition to the Pace and Associates KIT, a number of other sources

in the literature were referred to in devloping the Modell and its assoc-

iated questionnaires. To date, the Boulder Campus has completed a 1975

Freshman Questionnaire and a 1977 Freshman Questionnaire and is currently

developing an Exiting Students' Survey to be completed in 1978. The fresh-

man surveys will be administered every two years to provide descriptive infor-

mation and establish trends. Trends in measures of objectives are useful in

determining whether an outcome is in the desired direction. The exiting

survey will compare students who have temporarily or permanently left the

institution with those who have rerained. It will identify the stopouts,

transferouts, and dropouts. It will determine why students leave the campus,

the time they left, amount of financial support received, and what their

future plans will be.

The Graduating Students' Survey will be administered in 1979. It will

include questions that attempt to measure academic achievement, career develop-

ment, personal/social development, and an evaluation of the University's environ-

ment. One year later, the alumni survey will measure occupational success,

further academic experiences, community activities, political participation,

and cultural interests.

PROCEDURE USED BY THE UNIVERSITY IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE ITEMS ON ITS

OUTCOMES LIST

The University of Colorado outcomes list was derived in part from the

Student Outcomes Planning Modei, anG in part from other sources. Although

the primary focus of the list ie on student outcomes, a few outcomes for

other audiences are also included, that are not student outcomes but might

Additional sources used in developing the Model were Schalman, et al.
(1974), Baird (1967), Baldridge (1971), Bloom (1956), Clapp (1946), Cohen and
and March (1974), Fox (1974), Peterson (1973), Richman and Farmer (1974),
Trivette (1973), Meyerson and Banfield (1955), and Micek and Arney (1974).
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be expected to relate to student outcomes, for example, number of publications

by faculty, number of t)oks i the library, and number of events and type spon-

sored by the departments or universities.

Two of the basic processes developed by the NCHEMS staff for using the

Structure were involved in this study. Systematic, straight forward, step-by-

step procedures for each of the Processes are provided in Lenn:lg (077). First,

process No. 2-- classifying outcomes items--was used, to classify all items in

the University of Colorado outcomes list. Then Process No. I was applied in

order to evaluate the adequacy of the list, in terms of whether important out-

comes desired by the University community have been left out.

PROCESS NO. 2--CLASSIFYING THE OUTCOMES ON THE LIST

The desired "audience" for classification was determined to be current and

graduating students (Code No. 11). First, each outcome on the University of

Colorado list was classified in terms of the broadest type-of-outcome categor-

ies. Then each was grouped into the more detailed categories at the second and

third levels of detail for that dimension of the Structure. Procedures are

provided for adding additional levels of detail, using available taxonomies that

go into still more detail, for example, Bloom's (19b6) taxonomy of the cognitive

domain, or using a logical array developed locally. At this University it

decided that the third-level Structure categories were adequate for their aca-

demic planning purposes.

Table 1 shows the University of Colorado's listing of outcome items (right

half of each page) and the Structure categories that each was classified into

(left half of each page). It was noticed that a number of Structure categories

did not have outcomes list items assigned to them. It was felt that there

might be additional outcomes categories to which some outcomes from the list

had been assigned so Process No. 1 Procedures followed.



NCHEMS

Category
Code

Number

Table 1

THE OUTCOMES LIST ITEMS PLUS THE
STRUCTURE CATEGORY INTC WHICH EACH WAS PLACED

"AUDIENCE"--SENIOR STUDENTS AT CU

NCHEMS
Type-of-Outcome

Category
Name

'ECONOMIC OUTCOME (Code 1000) CATEGORIES

1130 Income and Standard of Living

Items Included
on the

University of Colorado
Outcomes List

- Family income

HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC (Code 2000) CATEGORIES

2110 Desires, Aims, Goals

2210 Academic Skills

2230 Creativity Skills

2250 Intellectual Skills

2270 Occupational Skills

- Change in students' goals,
desires, aspirations as
a result of college

- Grades earned by students

- Persistence in college

- Self report of ability in
math, writing, reading

and comprehension

- Changes in test score that
measure originality and
creative ability

- Self-report of development

and activity

- Change in students' ability
to analyze or solve prob-

lems

- Measure critical thinking
activity by developing
an "index score"

- Demonstrated ability to
perform specific tasks

- Self-report of occupationa
skills

"AO Attitudes, Values - Effect of college on
attitudes and values

2420 Perception of Self - Self-confidence measure

- Expectations

2620 Autonomy and Independence - Measures of independence

2680 Tolerance and Persistence - Measures of tolerance and
persistence

2710 Completion or Achievement Award - Graduation diploma

- Special awards

2740 Licensing and Certification - Percent passed specific
licensing exams
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Table 1 (continued)

HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC CATEGORIES (continued)

2750 Obtaining a Job or Admission to a
Follow-up Program

2840 Career and Vocational Roles

- Percent who received jobs

d- ercen t hw o were accep t e

to graduate programs

- Self-report

KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY, AND ART FORM OUTCOME (Code 3000) CATEGORIES

3110 Knowledge and Understanding of
General Facts and Terminology

3120 Knowledge and Understanding of
General Processes

Knowledge and Understanding of Spec-
ialized Facts and Terminology

- CLEP exam score

- Graduate Record Exam score

- Self-report

- Comprehension of general
processes and methods

- Student grades in a general

survey course

3210 - Scores on tests that measu
knowledge in specific
fields

3220 - Scores on tests that mea-
sure knowledge in specifi

fields

3310 - Number of publications by
students

- Number of publications by
faculty

3400 - Specific accomplishments
in the arts by disciplin

department

[RESOURCE AND SERVICE PROVISION OUTCOME (Code 4000) CATEGORIES

4110 Provision of Facilities - Number of books in library

- Number of courts in the
Recreation Center

- Number and type of compute

- Number of keypunch machine

4120 Provision or Sponsorship of Events - Number of events and type
sponsored by departments
or unlversity

4210 Teaching - Handbook on evaluations of
specific instructors

4220 Advisory and Analytic Assistance - Number of advisors avail-
able to students

- Technical assistance avail
able to students

4230 Treatment, Care, and Referral Services - Student health center

Knowledge and Understanding of Spec-
ialized Processes

Research and Scholarship Knowledge
and Understanding

Art Forms and Works

- Mental health facility
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PROCESS NO. I--DEVELOPING OUTCOMES LISTS

Process 1 was used to develop a list of imoortant outcomes irrespective

of the current list. Such a list will vary depending upon the values of the

planning group making the decision: for example, faculty, students, adminis-

trators, legislators. However, an overall institution-wide approach was taken.

4

The "audience" focus was limited to "current students in order to limit

the scope of Process 1. The five major categories of the type-of-outcome

dimension were outlined on a sheet of paper that was titled "audience--currently

enrolled students". Then, under each major category, all subcategories at the

second and third levels of detail were considered for importance. The detailed

subcategories were then used to stimulate thinking about specific outcomes

that could be considered "essential" or "important". Aiding in this process

for each subcategory were: (1) A product/event/condition typology, (2) a main-

tenance /chance typology, (3) an output/impact typology, and (4) and an intended-

unintended/valued-not valued typology.

Table 2 presents Structure categories left out of the original University

of Colorado listing that were identified during this project as important

categories for the University and its students. Also included are the specific

priority outcomes that were identified for each category.
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Table 2

IMPORTANT STUDENT OUTCOMES ITEMS IDENTIFIED

THAT WERE NOT ON THE ORIGINAL.

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO LIST

NCHEMS
Category

Code
Number

NCHEMS
Type-of-Outcome

Category
Name

Items to be Added
to the

University of Colorado
Outcomes List

ECONOMIC OUTCOME (Code 1000) CATEGORIES'

1120 Economic Flexibility and Independence - Social MObility

1130 Standard of Living - Family assests
(other than income)

HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOME (Code 2000) CATEGORIESj

2240 Expression and Communication Skills - Self-perception of
skills in the for-
eign languages

2260 Interpersonal, Leadership and
Organization Skills - Self-perception of

interpersonal and
leadership skills

- Positions held in
organizations that
require leadership

2630 Dependability and Responsibility - Self-perception of
dependability and
responsibility

. Employer's opinion

2650 Flexibility and Adaptability - Self-perception of
adaptability
(other than in job
changes)

KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY, AND ART FORM

OUTCOME (Code 3000) CATEGORIES

1330 Knowledge and Understanding of General
Theory

- Score on tests measur-
ing comprehension
of general theories

3230 Knowledge and Understanding of -

Specialized Theory

Scores on tests measur
ing theoretical
knowledge in specif
fields
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CONCLUSION

As a result of this tryout of the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure, some impor-

tant outcomes information were discovered to have been omitted in tile original

list. The Structure served as a reminder of the breadth of outcome items assoc-

iated with each outcome category. For example, the category "Competence and

Skills" indicated that Expression and Communication Skills such as skills in

the foreign languages were important indicators of entering students' ability.

Basic speaking, writing, and reading skills in the English language were con-

sidered to'be the primary indicators in the orginal outcomes list. 4.s a result,

the 143t and the Freshman Questionnaire were modified.

The Cnal distribution code numbers indicated that the Boulder Campus out-

comes list is predominately comprised of human characterisvics. This is be-

cause the variables in the Model are primarily "student-oriented" outcomes.

In addition, the classification of unique "audiences" will be valuable to

the Boulder Campus as the outcomes information is incorporated into reports.

A public relations staff can categorize outcomes items that would be useful to

particular audiences. For example, research projects completed by graduate

students may be of interest to the following audiences: 1) current students,

2) public school aistricts, 3) industry and business, 4) citizens and policy-

makers of Colorado. Short executive summaries written for particular audiences

can be developed which communicates this information.

The organization which results from the classification into "type of

outcome" can help campus leaders and representatives report the outcomes of

educational programs more effectively. Information can be stored in computer-

ized student information systems keyed to the NCHEMS classification codes.

The classification system can also be used to organize reference materials

collected on outcome variables.
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Pflkcj iii. NARY TRYOUT OF THE NCHEMS OUTCOMES STRUCTURE AT TWO SETS OF FOUR COLLE(ES

Oscar 7. Lenning
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

Edward G. Lundin
Spelman College

In this "age of accountability," institutional researchers and others

have become especially concerned about concretely identifying and understanding

tne impacts of their institution on students and society. After two years of

concentrated effort NCHEMS has developed an "outcomes structure," a new system

for organizing outcomes and outcome information for purposes of classification,

analysis, and decision-making. As conceived, this structure has potential use

in helping institutional officials to identify educational needs, develop goals,

translate goals into more concrete objectives, evaluate tne institution and its

programs, raise the awareness of institutional personnel about the need to

rethink the outcomes of their institution or program, explore w' _r or not

there are 7mportant outcome areas that have been overlooked on ramous, com

municate about outcomes with concerned publics, etc. It does this through

direct application to: (1) defining outcomes, (2.) organizing outcome infor-

Jiation, (3) generating lists of priority outcomes, (4) classifying outcomes,

and (5) information storage and retrieval.

This paper gives an overview of the Structure and reports on a project

,:;ict attempted, in a preliminary way, to test application of the Structure in

small liberal arts colleges. The project was co-sponsored by the Learning

Cutcomes Task Force of the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges and NCHEMS.

It commenced in the summer of 1976 and vas completed in lace winter 1977.

i

A paper presented at the Annual Forum of the Association for Intituticnal
Research, Montreal, Quebec, May 1977. Acknowledgement and appreciation is nereby
expressed to the colleges participating in tnis project, to their aMOUS coorCin.tors
for the project, and to the memoers of :he CASC Learning Outcomes Task Force for
their contribution to project's success.
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The NCHEMS Outcomes Structure

In the early 1970's NCHEMS staff had developed an Inventory of Higher

Education Outcome Variables and Measures (Micek and Wallhaus, 1973) that

consisted of organized lists of outcomes prominent in higher education,

along with definitions and outcome measures or indicators for each. This

inventory was used at a number of colleges and universities in goal setting

and gnal translation efforts, and found to be quite helpful. Concerns were

expressed, however, that it was not comprehensive enough - -that it left out

outcomes that are important to some people in higher education. Furthermore,

it was felt by many that the instrument should focus on the whole of post-

secondary education, not just on higher education. Therefore, an effort

was begun at NCHEMS in 1974 to develop a comprehensive structure for the

outcomes of postsecondary education.

Before trying to develop the Structure itself, it was felt that agree-

ment should be reached on "just what is an educational outcome?" Various

people seemed to view outcomes in quite different ways, so it was felt that

one definition of "outcome" might not be enough for the Structure--the

definition might have to be adjusted for different contexts in which the

Structure would be used. Therefore, an extensive search of the literature

was conducted to try to arrive at a concept for educational outcomes ucon

wnicn different people could agree, and that would be especially appropriate

f'r planning, management, and policy development purposes. Concurrent with

this, other comprehensive reviews of the literature were conducted to derive

the following: all previous attempts to structure educational outcomes and

outcome-related concepts such as goals and objectives that are outlined in the

literature, all specific and general outcomes of postsecondary education that

are specifically claimed in various portions of the literature to be worthy of



concern, which could be uses to test the content coverage the structure to

be developed; and all principles or criteria that could be found in the

literature of the field of taxonomy.

The concept of educational outcome that was derived to undergird tne outcomes

structure to be developed (and which is thus a part of the structure) and the

principles or criteria for developing and testing out the structure that came

from the taxonomic literature are discussed in depth by Lenning, Lee, Micek, and

Service (in press). A document discussing the more than 80 previous outcomes

classification attempts found in the literature (Lenning, in press) and a paper

that lists all the various outcomes found to be emphasized anywhere in the

literature (Lenning, 1976) are also available from NCHEMS.

The Concept of an "Educational Outcome"

Wring the initial phase of developing the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure, a

general concept of "educational outcome" was derived which it was felt most

people could support no matter what their orientation--whether their concern

is primarily with efficiency or whether it is primarily witn effectiveness.

Six general attributes (or characteristics) of an educational outcome were

formulated along with five other factors that am important for understanding

what a particular educational outcome is all about. For an in-depth discussion

of each attribute and factor, see Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service (in press).

The attributes of an "Educational Outcome". The six attributes of educational

outcomes have been titled: form, change status, focus, neutrality, measurability,

and output/impact. Each is briefly described below.

1. FORM - This attribute of an outcome refers to the makeup or substance cr: tne

outcome, that is, the forms in which particular direct outcomes of postsecondary

education, or consequences associated with those direct outcomes, are (or are

intended to be) observed and/or measured. The three classes of "form" are

defined as follows:
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Product -- tangible, concrete entities that endure, for example, a program completer,

raiFie, a job, or a book.

Eventobservable, tangible transactions or sets of behaviors that do not endure
with time, such as a seminar, a concert, a graduation exercise, and being listed in

Who's Who.

Condition -- intangible but real circumstances, such as morale, satisfaction, an
attituae or belief, an appreciation, social equity, and achievemenL.

Z. CHANGE STATUS - This attribute was suggested by the extensive work of Derr (1973),

who developed a taxonomy of tne "social function" of education that had such a concept

as its foundation. Two basic change states are possible:

Maintenance--outcomes that result in keeping the status quo; in stabilization, or
in reproduction and preservation--for example, helping a student to keep basic
academic skills from becoming "rusty" or continuing traditions into the next

generation.

ChinaOutcomes that result in alteration rif the status quo; in modification,
revision (improvement or otherwise), or -,,olacement.

3. FOCUS - Webster's definition of "focus" is "a point to which something converges,"

and this attribute converges on the basic, specific "what" that is maintained r±r

changed to constitute the outcome of concern. (Another appropriate name for tnis

attribute would have been "aspect," as used by the Swedish LIGRU taxonomy of

educational objectives [Klingberg, 19701) To illustrate, instruction can involve

maintenance or change on such entities as knowledge and und..:rstanding, skills and

competencies, attitudes and values, appreciations, habits, roles, reputation, GNP,

certification and licensure, jobs, income, family relations, social conditions, etc.

4. NEUTRALITY - The generic concept of "educational outcome" is a neutral one

separated from any inherent value status. It is important that postsecondary

education planners and managers not let values cause them to ignore important

negative or unexpected outcomes in their planning and assessment.

S. MEASURABILITY - This attribute refers to the extent and ease with which a

oarticular outcome or type of outcome can be quantified. Knowledge about measur-

ability has important implications for outcomes identification, analysis, and

interpretation.
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6. OUTPUT/IMPACT - "Output" has often been used as though synonymous or combined

with the term "impact," and such a failure *o make a distinction between these

two important concepts reduces the ability to identify, organize, and analyze

outcomes. Distinctions formulated for these two terms are:

Outcomes- -the direct end products, events, or conditions that result from the
application of .:me institutional or program processes to transform the various
inputs. Examples for institutions are achievement levels, specialization of
knowledge, degrees, program completers, publicatirdns, and cultural events.

Impacts - -the consequences of outputs and earlier impacts for particular individuals,
communities, or things. They are the indirect end products of institutional,
program, or other activities and proceiiii71Xamples of possible (not assured)
impacts for institutions include a program completer's increased ability to obtain
and hold a job, the security and income or prestige that job gives the person, the
increased gross national product that results from increased income of individuals,
the increased standard of living and quality of life in society which may be
associated with increased gross national product, and so forth.

Other Factors Im ortant in Understandin Particular Educational Outcomes.

Although they do not describe the essence of an educational outcome, like the

six attributes do, other factors are just as important in understanding tne outcome,

applying outcomes information to planning, management, and evaluation:

PRODUCER/FACILITATOR - Activities, methods, processes, procrams, etc. that
cause or influence tne outcome to happen, or the conditions that allow it
to happen.

AUDIENCE - The persons, groups, organizations, communities, and other entities
tnat receive or are affected by the educational outcome(s) of concern. Not
delineating this factor often presents one of the major difFiculties in
identifying and understanding educational outcomes.

INTENDED/UNINTENDED - Unexpressed as well as expressed motives for different
groups desiring particular outcomes are important to consider in planning and
management. The potential for unintended outcomes (both those viewed as
positive and those viewed as negative) should also be considered in planning.

FUNCTIONAL AREA - The function(s) that particular outcomes can or do serve.

TIME - The point in time when the outcome occurs and how long the outcome lasts.



A Description of the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure

The NGHEMS Outcomes Structure has three formal dimensions, where an

outcome dimension is a continuum that can be divided into segments along which

outcomes can be placed and viewed in relation to one another. These tnree

dimensions are: (1) Audience--the persons, groups, or entities that receive

and/or are affected by (or that are intended to receive or be affected by) the

outcome of concern, (2) Type -of- Outcome --whether or not the outcome involves

a change in status (maintenance versus change) and the basic, specific entity

that is maintained or changed, and (3) Time--the time frame in which the out-

come occurs or is intended or expected to occur.

The categories and subcategories (along with their associatec code number)

of the audience dimension are presented in Appendix A. For some purposes at the

institutional, system, state, or federal loel, the amount of detail shown at

the lowest level in Appendix A will be sufficient. For many purposes, however,

(and especially within the institution), additional levels of detail are needea.

Helpful orocedures for adding additional levels of detail to the dimension, for

different purposes, are provided--such a process is called 'extending the structure."

The categories and subcategories developed for the type-of-outcome dimension

are presented in Appendix 3. Standard definitions along with example outcome

measures and indicators are also available to the user of the Structure for each

detailed category. (Work on expanding the lists of measures .or various cate-

gories, and on synthesizing the empirical studies in the literature that relate

to those categories, is currently underway at NCHEMS.) As with tne audience

dimension, certain applications of the Structure will call for additional levels

of detail on the type-of-outcome dimension--for example, if it is applied to

curricular development and planning for courses.



It is intended that those dimensions and categories not of serious concern

to a particular user of the Structure be ignored, or modified and adapted in a

way that will better meet local needs and situations. The same is true of the

various proposed procedures for using the Structure that are presented in a

document especially prepared for institutional practitioners (Lenning, in press).

Planners and managers at the system, state, or federal level should also be

able to make use of the procedures and techniques outlined in this manual. Only

some of the application procedures nave been tested, and those in a preliminary

manner, but the results thus far are positive. For example, the University of

Colorado has developed, over a period of years, lists of student outcomes that

their staff felt confident were comprehensive for their institution. The person

who coordinated the development of those lists was hired by NCHEMS to apply the

Structure to the lists, using the appropriate procedures in the draft users

manual, to see if there were any "holes." To her surprise, several of wnat

they considered to be very important outcome categor'es had been left of of

their lists. Asa result, they are revising their lists accordingly, which in

turn will result in some modifications in their freshman student survey form.

Only time and widespread use in a variety of different institutional and

other settings will tell whether the supposed potential of the Structure will

really "bear fruit." Such use will also probably suggest modifications for

future versions of the Structure, and adaptations in procedures that need to

be made for different types of users and for different types of institutions.

lrying Out the Outcomes Structure

Two approaches to outcomes identification and validation,each using the

NCHEMS Outcomes Structure in a different context, were attempted in the joint

NCHEMS/CASC effort. The "NCHEMS approach" emphasized identification and
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preferential weighting of outcomes, ordered according to "essential," "important,"

and "less than important" outcomes. This weighting then led to questions of

institutional administrators, departmental chairpersons, faculty members, and

students about assessment and evidence issues. Fina'ly, the discussion moved

toward the identification of student activities and experiences which would lead

to, percipitate or culminate in the achievement of the outcomes. (A major refine-

ment of this approach that used only the most global categories of the Structure

was implemented into the planning cycle at one of the participating colleges;

and was found to be quite helpful for evaluating their institutional and program

goals.) The "CASC approach," by juxtaposition, was designed to identify and

specify learning activities that had three traits:

(7) the activity was of a publicly demonstrable nature;

(2) the institution could exercise some control over the development

and expression of the activity; and

(3) the activity was expressed within a time frame related to the

acquisition of skill or the attainment of an outcome.

Once the activity was specified, the instrument elicited responses which satisfied

the criteria question and identified th, outcomes sought through participation

in the activity.

Before commenting on the relative merits of, and reactions to, the approaches,

we would like to address the problems or needs which suggested these approaches.

The problems are the global nature of mission/goals statements, the translation

of goals to operational objectives, and the need for determining a connection

between what happens on campus and the raison d'etre of the institution. Out-

comes identification is an attempt to hypothesize and realize causal linkage

between what a campus expostulates as its mission and those changed behaviors

which the college can be held accountable for Our task force perceived a void

between the all-embracing goal statements f-iind in college catalogs and the

methods of assessing student achievement--most notable of which are paper and
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1

pencil exercises. Hence, the pivotal issue which our task force raised with

faculty members is illustrated by questions such as, "How do you determine if

a student's critical thinking capability has been enhanced as a result of

knowing the content of your course?" At the departmental and college-wide

levels, similar discussion took place to determine the activities wnich were

perceived to bring about the attainment of intended outcomes.

The Central Metaphor

As we were participating in the ca.:e exercise at one of the colleges, a

faculty member raised an objection to the metaphor which encompassed our pro-

ceedings. His objection was aimed at the metaphor of a microscope, which

attempted to isolate and identify rich and diverse activities of an educational

program. This remark is also reminiscent of Kenneth Boulding's statement that

measurement of teaching effectiveness is essentially "measurement of rapport."

Furthermore, a faculty member at another institution objected to a mentality

which did not value the spontaneous, creative, and personal interaction between

faculty and students which cannot be predetermined or assessed. Our approacnes--

both CASC and NCHEMS--have been sensitive to these concerns and have attempted

to integrate the greatest amount of latitude in areas of activity statements,

evidence of achievement, and intended outcomes. While the teaching enterprise

is personal, spontaneous, creative, and idiosyncratic, it is also

intentional intellectual activity. Our ap -oath has been to document what is

intentional and to recognize our limitations regarding the spontaneous energies

released in the educational setting.

In addition to the metaphor of the microscope is the larger question of

whether colleges can be held accountable for attaining student learning out-

comes. At issue are the dynamics of governance, pedagogical intervention and

value added learning. Governance issues emerge around the question of goal

setting and institutional accountability. In other words, must a Xanadu College
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graduate exhibit attainment of specified outcomes? Issues of Pedagogical

intervention emerge around student choice and the rites of passage as specified

in the general educational, departmental majors, and college-wide reouirements.

The retreat from requirements spawned in the '60s is being reassessed toward the

chary reinstatement of some common learning experiences. Finally, the issue of

value added learning is central to the identification and validation of student

learning outcomes. Failing accurate and comprehensive assessment of stuoent

capabilities upon entry, colleges cannot expect to take credit for the promulga-

tion of certain student learning outcomes. Moreover, in the absence .-;f input

data on student capabilities, tne assessment of specific activities wnich lead

to outcomes becomes academic at best.

Results of the "NCHEIMS Aooroach"

Since diversity in intended outcomes was desired, it was decided to invite

small colleges to participate that were diverse on geographic distribution, size,

institutional control, nature of the student population (residential versus

commuter and coeducational versus single sex), curriculum, and planning/management

orientation. Other important selection factors were the insti' ional interest

in the project and willingness to participate. Once the institutions were

identified, each appointed a campus coordinator for the project. Those reore-

sentatives traveled to NCHEMS for an orientation and olio: implementation session.

Participation in this stage signified the iostitution's commitment to the process

and, also, familiarized the institutional representatives with the background and

rationale for outcomes identification and validation. A vital link was established,

thee, between the outside group and the institution, thereby legitimizing the

endeavor.

The campus coordinators organized CASC/NCHEMS visits to their colleges, convening

participants and arranging schedules for individual appointments. A workshop was

held at the beginning of the proceedings to familiarize campus representatives with
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the purpose and procedures for the interaction. Essentially, three activities

were scheduled for the workshop:

(1) introduction of CASC and NCHEMS representatives and the outcomes project;

(2) orientation of participants to terminology, definitions and use of
materials for outcomes planning at the department level; and

(3) participation in role-playing about the use of outcomes concepts as a
basis for allocation of funds at the institution-wide level.

After the role-playing exercise, the CASC representative offered observations

of NCHEMS and the CASC representative vising on campus. Interviews followed

on institutional outcomes but, more importantly, to concentrate on student learning

outcomes that they desire (or ir, and/plan to bring about) for students in their

note-

worthy variations in patterns for different institutions (and groups within i nsti-

and is currently being reviewed.

closely an interview inment that has been appended to this paper (see Appendix

C).2 Faculty members, students, and administrative personnel were asked to comment

These data are discussed in depth in Lenning (1977) along with: soecific outcomes

program areas.

1 --

because of the small numbers of respondents, percentages could not be used.

concern have occurred, and the student activities and experiences that the various

and the participants were asked to comment on the exercise and materials provided.

suggested as especially important for various priority categories, concrete mea-

sures and indicators which can provide adequate eviceoce that the outcomes cf

tutions) are noted in Table 1; institutional differences in focus and. activities

respondents felt would most contribute to bringing about the particular outcomes

they had emphasized as being especially important. Although a number of note-

"type-of-outcome" dimension categories at each college are presented in Table 1--

, 2

2A survey questionnaire form of this instrument has since been developed

Priorities that different groups gave to the various Outcome Structure

Individuals were interviewed during the next one and one-half days by Lenning
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1

really seemed to ...**.dnd out when the emphasis shifted to a more specific, concrete

level.

As a result of the workshop and interview activities, t..e following observa-

tions may be made:

(1) concept of student learning outcomes is new (and to a degree suspect)

on college campuses;

(2) role-playing the use of outcomes in the resource allocation process

can facilitate interaction and communications;

(3) it is extrem.tly difficult for most faculty to decide on outcome
priorities, and to go from detailed outcome categories to specific,
concrete outcomes, but they can do so successfully with the help
Of-procedUrdt-Tike-those delineated in this approSch; and

(4) faculties resist the deltmitations of outcomes methodology.

The long term impact of the exercise is difficult t. gauge, although the

residual effect, as judged by informal comments, has been positive. For example,

many of the faculty members outside of education exclaimed that they had never

tried to think about what they were trying to accomplish in this way before, and

they seemed stimulated.

Results of the "CASC Approach"

The "CASC approach" to campus selection, p-eparation cf representatives

and orientations differed markedly from the "NCHEMS approach." While selection

criteria for institution participation were similar, greater attention was given

to minimizing the cost of project implementation. Because of limitations of

professional staff .nd money, task force members prepared explanation materials

which coverea the concepts, rationale and processes of the task force. included

in the packet sent to respondents (po'cential interviewees) were the fo17:ming

papers:

(1) overview of the activities--outcomes concept and linkaga;

(2) introduction to the objectives of the project;

(3) description of procedures for project implementation;



(4) an "advanced organizer" which briefly described the above three items;

(5) selected outcomes from the NCHEMS outcomes structure;

(6) the interview instrument (see Appendix 0).

Two brief reactions are appropriate of this point: first, too much material was

sent to respondents; second, too little material was read by respondents. This

latter condition necessitated a brief orientation session during most interviews.

Once the campuses expressed agreement to participate, explanatory materials

were sent to each campus representative--who then distributed the materials to

campus administrators, faculty, and students. CASC representatives (in oairs)

interviewed on campus at one hour intervals, using the interview instrument

included in Appendix O. Some of the responses to the concepts and problems were

admittedly negative; whether this resulted from ignorance of the material or a

thoughtful disdain is difficult to say. Other responses were very positive, as

if the concepts of activities-outcomes linkage orovided a means of expressing

educational practices in a more forthright manner. Overall, it is difficult

to say whether tie colleges benefited from the interview experience. Some of

the factors which mitigated against the implementation were:

(1) lack of awareness of institution as to what local benefits derive from

exercise and who sanctioned the process;

(2) the amount of material sent to each respondent discouraged some and

confused others;

(3) no context had been established for the interview, which meant that

interviewers had to "make their case" to a number of interviewees; and

(4) the mechanism for incorporating the interview findings into a planning

process were not made clear to interviewees.

Henc., a number of factors diminished the efficacy of the CASC approach. But,

starting with a discussion of activities, rather than outcomes, does facflitata

early interview discussion. Faculty members especially are more reaay to zaik

about activities tnan they are about outcomes.



Conclusion

The Perceived Usefulness of the Two Approaches. Four factors are perceived

to be important in judging these approaches:

(1) Clarity of communications--how well were key concepts expressed and

understood?

(2) Perception of relevance and interrelatedness - -now well did respondents

incorporate the concept and terminology into institutional possibilities?

(3) Institutional response--did aecision-makers advance the purposes of

outcomes identification and validation?

(4) Receptivity and/or resistance--to what degree did respondents contradict

or complement the concepts presented in the interview or in other formats?

Clearly, there were both positive and negative aspects to each approach as

suggested by evaluative statements reported in the previous section. Some of tne

problems with each approach could probably have been worked out with improved inter-

viewee preorientation, extra practice in interviewing techniques and approach prior

to starting the interviews, more carefully setting the stage within the interview,

and so forth. Even so, however, a combination of the two approaches may be desir-

able, involving: (1) carefully planned orientation 4!orkshops; (2) starting the

interviews with activities and going to broad outcomes, as in the "C.ASC approach;"

and (3) going to specific outcomes and then back again to activities, as in the

"NCHEMS approach."

What, then, are the benefits of the concepts, approaches, and instrumentation

as developed by the CASCOCHEMS effort? Two seem especially apparent. The First

is bridge-building in the academic_ and institutional planning cycle. Academic

planners ar. confronted with a c.anoply of expectations and severe constraints on

resocTes. Expectations either become canonized in the college's mission statements

or they submerge, awaiting resuscitation through the next foundation grant. Granting

consensus on goals, the planners are then confron'-za with programmatic reinforcement

of, or deviance from, goal attainment. A second benefit, that we as researchers have

witnessed, is the stimulation of faculty members toward consideration of larger-than-

classroom issues. At one college a professor of chemistry averred that the issues
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which transcend courses, classes, and departments are at the heart of liberal

education. Faculty members who reacted negatively to the concepts of outcomes

identification were similarly stimulated to look beyond the shibboleths and pat

assumptions that most of us shield ourselves with. In a sense, outcomes

identification brings assumptions about procedures and commitment to purposes

out into the open for discussion, debate, and dialogue. Sharing of goals and

outcomes among departmental faculty members can be the first step toward

collegial relations among all faculty members. The prospect of community

ouilding in academic environments can enrich all sectors of higher education,

from students seeking guidance and instruction, to professors and administrators

seeking a wholeness and uni:y in the academic enterprise.

The Perceived Usefulness of the Outcomes Structure. The "NCHEMS approach"

was built around the Outcomes Structure, and it did give structure and an impetus

to the interviews. However, tne code numbers were disconcerting to some, as was

tne "psychological jargon.' to a few others. And it was not until the Thterview situ-

ation that most interviewees seemed to start sensing real potential significance

for the Structure. At the end of each interview, if there was time, the inter-

viewee was asked to rate the potential usPfulness or the Outcomes structure,

based on their limited experience with it `pus far. Table 2 presents tLuula-

dons of the replies to this e4uestion. The ,imited data indicate that the

reactions of most responueots to the Structure was oy this ,:ime fairly oositive.

Appendix E lists the cautions and potential voblems with the Structure mentioned

oy particular respondents, and specific uses for the Structure ;,hat different

people perceived.
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TABLE 2

EXPRESSED OPINIONS OF RESPONDENTS

CONCERNING THE USEFULNESS OF THE STRUCTUREa

Did Not
Discuss It

Definitely
Useful

May Be t Not

Useful i Useful

Said That They Did Not
Understand it Enougn to

Judge

Colle'e A
1

Administrators 1 5 11 3 3 1

Faculty 1 10 13 9 0 2

Students I a 6 i I 0

aEach numb,:- indicates how many people in that group (identified in the left

margin) gave a particular response (identified by the column heading).

The "CASC approach" was not built around the Structure, but utilized it in the

attempt to make the transition from a focus on activities to linking activities to

outcome areas. In this sense it was central to understandings of the relationships

of activities to the larger purposes toward which those activities are directed.

Without the Outcomes Structure categories, the faculty members could have focused

on activities without any systematic examination of the larger purposes. The

Outcomes Structure was also noted to serve as a taxonomic device for communicating

outcomes across disciplinary lines.

The evidence thus suggests that the Outcomes Structure was facilitative 71 the

efforts of both approaches. It is possible, nowever, that it could have had more

of an impact if it had been applied in a different 'ay. Furthermore, this is not

to suggest that the Outcomes Structure is complete and of the best possible form

and content. As mentioned !n an earlier section, it is expected that the Structure

will continue to develop and be improved as it is used in many different contexts

within different types of institutions.
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APPENDIX A
CODED LISTING OF CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES FOR THE AUDIENCE DIMENSION

10 individAal;Grnuo :lientsThis category r ,s 'o Jersens or mucs of :e,sons no i,t }'feet client

irthe postsecondar/ education unit of cl, trn and/or their immediate associates. s.Jco is frill,

and relacivli or Peers.

11
Studentsndivfouals or groups of tndiv,:uals woo currently are enrolled in the program.

ins' titution. or system of postsecondary eoucatio.

12 Former StudentsIndividuals or grouos of indiv,duals who former)), were en-ol'od in :he orooram.

nstitution. or system of postsecondary education

13.
Family and ,elatives of Students or Former Students

14. Peer, and Associates of Students or Former students

IS. faculty

16. Staff Other than Faculty

17. Other Individual/Grnup ClientsAn evamole would be an Individual wno is none of the above but is

serqa-Van advisory service offered 0y the college.

20. Interest -based CommunitiesThis category refers to large groups that ire identified as entities

;37iTriiTbward a ...eL-e!'tded inoirest

21 °rivet, Enterprise CommunitiesCommunities where i haiur ouroose s financial remuneritioo

and profit- -for exarole. corporations, small ousinesles. and farmers.

22. Association CommunitiesCommunities inere momeers belong on the oasis of affiliation rather

than emplovmemt, such eS unions and professidnal societes.

23. Government CommunitiesCommunities designed to administer government regulations and services.

such as city nail, state department of education. and legislative commumioes

24 nonnovernmentol/Public Service Communities Rhor than the Institution rroduc.no thr ,I.irsomn

tionoiTi91777'7,1ce organizations. sucn is s000ls. oosoltaTs, wel(ire loonLies.
foundations. colledeS (other than th0 colleoe ornducing the outcome), and research orvni:ations.

ZS. institution or Insti'ptionil Unit Froducino the Ou:cc-1riie postsecondary inst'tution ari ^r

!Jots within that Institution that ire cerceivei is tie orcaucerifacilitator 3f the lutcome(s) of

concern

26. Other interest-eased CommunitiesAn ixamole mould be in in hoc ,:oelition exic force of i-eore-

ientatives r,oin two Jr or* Jr tie ;hove areas

30.
Geoorsonic-based CommunitiesThis category refers to large groups defined on the oasis of fAnc:uonal

:orrEr.cmal 1.cAna47...es.

31. Local Community - -A township. city. county. metropolitan free or other tioe 3f lor11..i hAv'Ml

;articu ar 0oundartes. it is not necessaril/ restricted to the legal or jur.sJic:ionwl bourdary.

Out the functional one in wnich the Impact or the institution is or snould he) Airoctiv ird

ohysically felt. The boundaries will va^v with the institution/program and outcome of :o.cern

22. Mt State

33. 4 RegionAn aggregation of states or oars 7f states

34 The Mation

3S. An International Community

36. Other Geograpnic-eased Communiries---n evamole would oe a - esnirci oiscovery that affects or- mart}/

010011 living in tne cot .atitudes. Or where it snows t lot

aggregate, of emle..Thil Category refers to sub000ulattons If oeoole

FprotaNiar puiraogertzoius ohat. 7^.y :ommon co4:erns, -0414 or but wno 10 not

necessarily hive a common interest or mission, and therefore do not constitute communities.

41. ability Level SuboopulationsSubcopulatIons defined according to level If abt'ity,orofic'ency
on general intellectual functioning or specific skillsfor example. gifted. 'ypicol,

disadvantaged, or skilled. Semi-skilled, unskilled.

42. Age Samooulations

43. Educaticnil Level Subpopnlations

Id Income Levet SubpOeuidtiOni

35 Occupation lubpdouletions

36. zhysical Disability Condition i,Abonou1ations

47, Race Subpopulitions

48. Sex SuO000oletiCnS

4o. Other Such Aggregates

50 Other Aud'enceiCiimoles muld be the natLral envir:rreot 'Nat by univoro,',.,onnsoreo

resenFillWET in 'urn wsu'd be evoerteo to 94vn mnicts on iud'ir,os wch AS 1ndiviouals
cormoiCiesl and DOPulat'ons Of animals WO is the loIr411 Affected IN, effletd to .eer Jeu:eteu

specie' from becoming extinct or by the Aeve
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APPENDIX

CO0E0 LISTING OF THE SECOMO-ANO 'HIRO-LEVEL SUBCATEGORIES

FOR EACH FIRST-LEVEL CATEGORY OF NE TYPE-OF-OUTCOME 31MEMSIONI

Category
Code Number Entity Sting Maintained r Change?

1000 ECONOMIC GUTCCMES

1100 Economic Access ird independence Outcomes

1110 Economic Access
1120 Economic rea111*ty, Adaptapility and Security

1130 Income and itandard of Living

1200 Eccaomic Resources and Costs

1210 Economic :asts and Efficiency

1220 Economic Resources (incluolig employees)

1300 Economic Production
1310 Economic Productivity ino Production

1320 Economic Services Provided

1400 Other Economic Outcomes

2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS

2100 Aspirations

2110 Oesires. Alms, and loals

2120 Dislikes. Lixes, and interests

2130 motivaron or Orly, :ever

2140 Other Asoirational Outcomes

2200 Comoetence and Skills
2210 Academic Skills
2220 Citizenship and family membership Skills

2230 Creativity Skills

2240 Exortssion and Communication Skills

2250 Intellectual Ski'll

2250 Interoersonal.Leadersnio, and 1r7anizational Skil's

2270 Occupational and Emolovaoliicy S1,i:1s

2250 Physical and motor Skills

2290 Other Skill lutchmos

2300 ftralt. Satisfacvna. and Affective Characteristics

2210 Attitudes and valurs
2220 With. Commitments, am ohildsoony of ...fa

2330 Feelings and Emotions

2340 Mores, :atoms. and Standards of Conduct

2250 Other Affective Outcomes

2400 Perceptual Charactar,Itics
2410 Perceptual Awareness and Sensitivity

2420 Perception Self

2430 Perception v Others

2440 Perception of Thinos

2450 Other Perceptual Outcomes

2500 Personality and 'arsons! Cooing Characteristics

2510 Adventourousness and Initiative

2520 Autonomy and Ircependence

2530 Oependeotli:y $ 0 a4sponsibilit

2540 Oogmatic,Open.minded. Autnor:ar-in,CemocratIc
2560 Flexibility and Adel:tactility

2560 Meoits

2570 Piycnological Punctioning
2560 Tolerance and Persistence

2590 Other Psychological Outcomes

2600 Physical and Physiological :harac:rristics

2610 Physical Fitness and 'ruts
2520 Physioiogical meeith
2630 Other Ph's:cal or Physiological littames

'The fourth-level categories, no .nich any of categories ts:ed

nere :an be iivided. sre "maintenance !* olvt of 1 '; and .:N4A414.

(a fourth digit of "2")
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APPENDIX C

"NCHEMS APPROACH" iNTERVIEW INSTRUMENT
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vviQys

Person(s) being interviewed:

Position:

CASC/NCHEMS OUTCOMES PROJECT
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW OUTLINE

1. Aat specific audiences (as defined by the Outcomes Structure; era of serious
and direct concern to your institutional unit?

2. Concerning Student Learning Outcomes, which of the following outcome categories
from the Outcomes Structure are of MOST concern to your institutional unit'
(turn to rule 4 on page 20 of An Overview of the Outcomes Structure to see
if there are ol-..mars of special concern.) PLACE AN 'E' BEFORE THOSE `SAT ARE
ESSENTIAL, AN 'I' BEFORE THOSE THAT ARE IMPORTANT, ANO AN 'N' 3EFORE THOSE

Z7 IMPORTANT.

COMPETE:ICE ANO SKILLS

2210 Academic Skills
2220 Citizenship and Family Membership Skills

2230 Creatity Skills
----2240 Expression and Communication Skills
----2250 Intellectual Skills

2250 Interpersonal, Leadership, and Organizational ;kills

2270 Occupational Skills
2280 Physical and Motor Skills

KNOWLEDGE Ao UNOERSTANOING
3100 General Knowledge and Understanding
3200 Specialized Knowledge and Understanding

OTHER LEARNING OUTCOMES
2110 Cesirss, Aims, and Goals
2120 Oislikes, Likes, and Interests
2130 Motivation or Crive Level

2310 Attitudes and Values
2320 reliefs, Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
2330 Feelings and Emotions, for example, appreciations and satisfaction
2400 Perceptual Awareness, and Perceptions of Self, Others. and Th4n7s

2510 Physical Fitness and Traits
2520 Physiological Health
2600 Psychological Adjustment Factors

(wnich ones?

OTHER



3. For each category selected, what specific, observable outcomes are of t4OST

concern? (For example, judge's ratings of .5773717IFEi, amoluit of student

involvement, or some product developed by the student.)

( )

( )

a..

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

For each outcome selected in 3, what opservations or measurls would constitute

concrtte evidence that the particular learning outcome occurred?



1
S. For each outcome selected in 3, what specific student activities and

experiences would you expect to especially contribute to the realization

of that outcome (for example, peer tutoring, participation in political

campaigns, or community service projects), and when should that activity or

experience ideally occur during the student's college career in order to

have the greatest impact?

6. If you mentioned ctier audiences (than students) in restonse to Item 1, wni.ft

outcome categories and specific outcomes would it te MOST important to stimulate

for each audience?

7. Based on the experience you have had with it by now, to what extent do ycu

feel the Outcomes Structure has any potential to be useful in the small college

setting?
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APPENDIX D

"CASC APPROACH" INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT
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2

4. Now that you have identified SLAB at each level, will you please

tell us which outcomes they are designed to achieve and why-you

think they reach these outcomes? Intertr:awer should report responses

on the appropriate form.

5. Are there Activities which do not quite fit our definition? Please

give us same examples.

6. Could you share your thoughts on the promise of outcome centered

higher education. Are outcomes generally measurable? Can abstract

skills ever be certified in precise fashion. To what degree do

r, think your colleagues understand or accept the notion of speci-

fy outcomes? Ooes the concept of "outcumes" hold promise for
ev4..ating education toward greater effectiveness?

94
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INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT

College: Tyoe of Respondent:

These Questions are part of an effort to further our understanding of

student outcomes in higher education. We hope to move beyond conven-

tional wisdom in specifying outcomes and by relating these outcomes to

activities in the college experience.

The interviewer ahould maks the interviewee feel comfortable by engaging

in sane general discussion about the campus, the program that he or she

represents, and something about his or her experience in teaching. Record

the field in which he or she teaches and something about their experience

in teaching.

1. We would like to begin our discussion with a review of our definition

of a Student Learning Activity. Could you tell us how an SLA differs

from other activities in which the students participate?

2. Let us discuss the three SLAs you identified on the Advanced Organizer.

The interviewer should record the examples on the next pages. Can

you answer the questions raised on the Advanced Organizer?

3. Can you give us other examples of SLAs at each of the three levels

and tell us how the students demonstrate achievement?

96
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APPENDIX E

CAUTIONS AND POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH THE NCHEMS OUTCOMES STRUCTURE

AND

PERCEIVED USES FOR THE STRUCTURE MENTIONED BY VARIOUS INTERV:EWEES

98
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CAUTIONS ANO POTTlil41. 41T14 "u: 11.1TC3MES

STPUCTUM THAT mERE meatoNED 3Y yams :ftrtRvIc..us

'teed to get students and ilimne 'Ivolved in outcome pienning also.

Mewl to snow ceo; le how it will ne12.

'Nis kind of self anelasis is very moortant. Out will it rose any difference on

Might work if you nave the rignt setting, like a workshop away from «he campus.

tIon't is. it unless you have the time and energy to ~hang;..

'Sne needs time away 'ran day-to-day pressures in order t0 .rriolesent

the thiltIUS.

Oesistance to the Ouretucrates in anion the loctretit rittew-m( :.on' t mint to go to :he
trouole of :sing :t ,inlets you :an snow re that 't is liract'y ^elevant to ny lepartment an
its StudentS.

ootentlally very ti-e tonsuriro--aafeduarca Oval:. he built in :c insure _hat the *Am*: :rain
is lot too ;rent (Pima out the out:tries of the system that tan to achieved :h a snort tune:

It say Orcielle mare than it aelivers.

a the system~ really mierarchIcal-ris lierarthy the acorcorlate rider)

Yeti funds for the departnent to develop long ter' worksnooS to incorporate use of the Stricture.

If it is ;relented crooerly. stuoents crld atm" interested the Structure.
. (Ike it. 3yrorlitei It :OLIO se SuCh i long -tarn' thing, layover.

011111=1C to ruck consensus on such things-mm*0s a good leader

rakes too mums bite - mmat iS sewed 's funos fora week's staff retreat in a retreat settirg.

nor* useful at small :alleges than there" because we 'eve roma of a :hence to see ird .ncterttarcs
activities /evict 'lid to outcthits ',toe way of outcomes) Ina me get to now our sounrees very meta.

Need to start 'ising this in goal silittlno it the InSti talon-vide 'eves. :` you start at the
department level will ;o In all iirections so that 4nen :IMO* ;et together at the hstitution-
wide level will as so 'le apart will 'ever he to:e th - :toned:.

at :5 easier to think of outcomes soecific and concrete tern at the lecertnent level, so ;30i:I4
start aoolying the Striccire to reach consensus it that level tefore you try ^each some :OnlenSuS
an :ollege-wide goals.

Seed to nave total faculty involvement at the deoartmental ;eve, 'f you are 7oing to lake pod siOf the Structure.

in excellent list/unit and the system inst.'uctions inderetand Intl Cartiv:ated Sylost of the faculty in the still college. 'He ortimn way 'tat In I t.Jses--e ::-`re
and loyalty to the herei scuttles and :Insilco! stricture. . time constraints. inn iiihq the
StrucZart as they envision it. :ince it is :earned and ,molinented. however, the "'levies could
be ravened and it Could speild the proceSSE: of Olerin.hg and ievelooment.

A problem with the StrucZane concerns differences In oef4nitions, and it Includes jargonise.

As a stiffen majoring in religious education t tend to think in Tort 7eneral tar-S. liertfOre..it is limiting - -It Halts ay options. : mould artier a :Limo:inst./ loen.eroed iocroach,

.t mould be Js et u I to tne extent that it serves either than enslaves. einimal outcomes should
oe emoliasized. Should let more 'aooen beyond the %QUM OutcZlies.

iuestlon Its reel although it Is an asset that Is systematiced.

I heard from a staff rawer mno attended the mnrxthoo yesterday morning that a ;St of ;sod 'dies
were presented. Out that they were oerneoS overly Idealistic.

People need to see Jhe cannectioni sooner to hair anmining tasks. lvivievi is a odjic at a retreat
ratting working with faculty on .nstitutsonal goals and molecaves, and new to ,ntsiainent them.

NOTE: Reprinted from Lenning (1977).
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USES ;CR tNE irRUCTURE 'AT ARICUS :1TERVIZ4E:S 1E2^1'n ;FACE7tMc

Can 1t an aid in :tanning aur crogram.

fenicle for curricular viands.

10101 one 31 systenatic in thinking about 3.4tt=rss

Encourages enonasis on loured goals natror t-an trt4vItIts.

Can serve Is a st:mulus to think in soeci"c outcome t,-is.

Ooffning goals and adjectives for the zollege. divisions. and tours..

.
-orals a to be inOre systematic in thinking aoout gnat ve art trying to accorolisn

.!seful for or000sal Ievoicloment.

:otttng pals and onjactIvos.

Useful In setting goal; and oriorltlotoo tnsm on t ialue Oasis.

Could 3it iseful also personal oianning of :of hilt students toncernin; tiey .411c

'vom their calif', carttrs

Could NH; as tersloo limos IsseSseent 'ocases.

It 'tas "ado me stop and think thou[ ghat .a ars trying to acconiol lin. and is -akin; !h..)
°electives in the sack of 'vy nind conicioi.s

ouemetes Structure may facilitate curricular reorganization ly lilting to al irPna:a ovvlao
'n content.

Should nolo to mortise Ifficienc7.

* Structure nay lute proration if a list -f tonents of a :ortfolio 11 gnat students zan co.

's systrnatic. 4daottoie, and Was to :nor/tits.

Could speed the orocess of plant ^q and tovelcomtnt.

:omits :Cu tO think about things jou gouldn't otherwise think aoeut .n 4 :oncrnte *inner

'Cos to soectly ;cols and :storming :rot ties.

:an ^el° IS unoerstand the .ny of outcomes,

able to locus -ore on the ,nadeouscies of programs.

gum t tnougnt in tnis gay tears: made aware of and knowledgeable scout toms of tno out:2mo'

: us striving 'or.

Sialtdr to tome -esoects to the ilLIP 'ores. out tottsr

Jleful for dialoguefor raising luestions.

Can orovide stithalation no guide dtrydrodn.

Could be a uniout tool for noloing t :storming .nac *traction vo should Or ;oino.

Seta at the concrete things t value in Our thinking and our actions, and balances are against
the other.

a COulo be useful to studonts in tvaluating ootions--at the soonorors or ;unicr icusi, and
f1100041 1y if unclocided.

a Could 4211 it to celo /!fine our goals.

a Soreeds things out and serves as a taludols :hecklist.

niis 'moppet caused ii to sort tn's leoartent out i Ifttle Olt.

'his is orgioably .oeing vino ;:owignat and ifitriaticary nqr aireary enuc,ton
seoarordnt) , but ;vi' r ronn if Alc:ryes iv ton i:(11.1,1 and .4e :o, en In plc/trace
look at :no relationth.nc ortween 'acuity ,cnseinn ir:Idn, and the lesirid 3utcninns. 1-hcit
for the Structure couiii n*.oncia; ly :tt Jsef,:i in this :die

cave thougnr in 'similar +ay; voters and Munn tt rtfrvl, ; ":1, '40.1 a -ntreat 'or ry
staff in Janigiry, and mfR 6onittlftripi uto :f Llytt- .; .1.1c

NOTE: Reprinted from Lenning (1977).
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Assessment of student educationl achievement has always been a

necessary function w_:hin postsecondary education institutions, and its im-

portance is as great today as ever. Furthermore, re-evaluation of procedures

being used for such assessments is desirable in a day when accountability is

a catchword, ever more diverse groups of students are entering postsecondary

education, complaints about test bias and high attrition rates continue un-

abated, a decrease in the size of the traditional age student pool is

imminent, and innovative new assessment methods are being developed. The

traditional methods of assessment are less than adequate for today's needs

in postsecondary education, especially with regard to its use in institu-

tional and student decision making.

Traditionally, paper and pencil tests have been relied on almost

exclusively in most segments of higher education for assessing educational

progress. Not all assessment mechanisms used in traditional academic

courses are of this variety, however. Examples of exceptions are in physical

education, speech and drama, writing classes, art and music, professional

internships and practicums, and many vocational-technical programs, where

direct observation of student performance or products often constitutes

the primary means of assessmc.it. A wide variety of methods and approaches to

assessing student educational progress are available. College administrators

and faculty in all postsecondary institutions need to consider these various

approaches--many of them practical and cost effective--as alternatives and

supplements to methods they now rely on for assessment of student progress

in coursework and programs, and for institution-wide assessment. Many

college and university officials and faculty members, however, have either

ignored or been unaware of the potential uses and benefits of such nontradi-

tional assessment procedures. Thus, the major purpose of this issue of Research
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Currents is to call attention to the Twiny alternative procedures for assessing

student educational progress and where one can go for mare information.
1

The "What" and "Wily" of Such Assessment

Traditionally, student educational progress in college has been thought

of primarily in terms of written and oral communication competency, intellectual

competency, and increased knowledge and understanding. It is now

common to think in broader terms, however, to whatever developments and

attainments are being aimed at for students in a curricular course or program

offered by a postsecondary education institution. Thus, Payne (1974) refers

to both cognitive and affective outcomes of a course or program in his book on

"the acsessment of learning". On the other hand, Ebel (1972) insists that all

affective development involves a cognitive component, which he would contend

is what makes it learning. Either way, educational learning could include the

imparting of attitudes and values (Kohlberg, 1973), value clarification, con-

fidence and self concept development, development of various personality

characteristics, development of improved interpersonal sensitivity and func-

tioning, development of skills ranging all of the way from learning to relax

to complex theory and model development, or the development of occupational

habits (such as punctuality) and skills (ranging all the way from flower

arranging to sophisticated technological skills). As discussed here, educational

progress is broad in concept, including the entire range of desired student

change and attainments resulting from planned course and program activities

occuring in the classroom, outside of the classroom, and off-campus. Of

course, what is desirable varies from person to person; and changes considered to

be undesirable should not be overlooked because thay can have as much or more

consequence for students and their lives as changes considered to be desirable.

1
For an earlier but more in-depth treatment of this overall topic, see Lenning
(1976)
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Assessment is a term that was nude popular by psychologist Henry Murray

and his associates in the late 1930's as they developed theories regarding

personal need and methods for determining such need. It refers to the appraisal

of persons and/or specific aspects of persons, for example, their academic

achievements. Some assessment specialists have limited the focus of this

concept to identification--have equated it to measurement. Others relate it

also to developing understanding of the occurrence of ^rogress, and to con-

ceptualizing recommended or alternative courses of action to foster greater

progress that are implied by the findings--they equate it to evaluation. As

used here, assessment is broader than measurement, but narrower in concept

than evaluation; it involves measurement and is a component of and contributes

to evaluation. By assessing student educational progress we mean that such

achievement is bel,,g measured, analyzed, and appraised, and that potential

implications of this achievement are being explored. But, alternative or

suggested decisions regarding courses of action that may be implied are not

being laid out during the assessment process--they are being left to the

evaluation phase.

Assessment of student educational progress can be applied to many

puposes in higher education. For students, the results of such assessment

can serve as a motivational incentive, can provide self confidence, and can

assist self-diagnosis of strengths and weaknesses and lead to guidelines for

self direction. For members of the college staff, the results of such

assessment can be applied in diagnosing student problems, appra4sing student

readiness, classifying students and placing them into courses and programs,

planning and structuring student learning experiences, counseling and advising

students, grading and awarding promotion or merit recognition, evaluating

effectiveness and eroductivity, and evaluating innovations and programs.
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Conducting APressments of Educations' Progress

Payne (1974) lists seven broad steps in assessing cognitive and affective

learning that most assessment specialists would agree with: (1) specifying

detailed goals and objectives, (2) designing the assessment system, (3)

selecting data-gathering methods, (4) collecting relevant data, (5) analyzing

and summarizing data, (6) contrasting data and objectives, and (7) feeding

back results, Space will only allow comments about some of them.

As Palola and Padgett (1971) have stated, "too little attention is

paid to defining the aims of the educational process beyond coining global

abstractions (p.7)." If one is to have effective guidelines for conducting

actions to bring about accomplished ends for one's students, the course, program,

and/or institutional goal:, that apply need to be transformed into concrete,

observable specifics. Such concreteness is also needed for purposes of

assessment. As food in a project conducted by the Council for the Advancement

of Small Colleges and NCHEMS, however, this is a difficult problem for many

people, and especially for faculty members in a number of disciplines who are

used to thinking primarily in terms of process rather than outcomes. That

project developed some step-by-step procedures that have been helpful (Lenning,

1977; Lenning and Lundin, 1977), and which allow staff to start with the specific

student learning activities taking place or with a universe of potential learning

outcome goal categories. Magey (1972, 1975) his provided two very useful,

interesting and easy-to-read books that outline another approach. At the program

or institutional level, consensus rendering procedures become important for this

ryocess - whether it be give-and-take group discussion or more sophisticated

approaches such as card sorts or modified Delphi techniques.

Assessment design is another problem that is crucial to the entire effort.

For every assessment a plan is needed that outlines the purposes of the assess-

ment, the context in which the assessment will occur, the questions that need

to be answered by the assessment, the data to be gathered nor answering each
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question, the data sources, data gathering and analysis strategies and pro-

cedures, feedback procedures, costs, how everything fits together into an

integrated system, etc. The design must be realistic - feasible in terms

of the costs and effort required - as well as effective in providing the

information needed to answer the pertinent decision makers' questions. It

must identify and provide a rationale concerning which specific groups of

students should be assessed, which areas of attainment and development are

to be assessed for each group, and how the assessment procedures and strategy

will vary by group. For example, assessing older students' intellectual

progress using a standardized instrument designed for and normed on teenage

college students would be clearly inappropriate.

The design of an assessment for a particular course, program, or insti-

tution should be unique and tailored specifically to the situation at hand.

There are a variety of general models available, however, that one can modify

to meet local needs. At Empire State College (Palola and Lehemann, 1976) they

have developed a comprehensive learning assessment system that gathers data

from student self report, instructor observations, writing samples, standardized and

local tests, administrators, etc. Theirs is a longitudinal approach, and

they relate 'earning outcomes to costs and a variety of other factors, plus

suggest strategies,and procedures for sampling (when it is needPd), data

collection, analysts and dissemination and use of the data. Their analytic

strategy for group data involves three steps: identifying the fonctions of

all variables; manipulating and reducing the raw data Latistios through such

procedures as computing averages, tabulations, cross translations, and analysis

of variance; and conducting multivariate analysis such as discriminant analysis.

give on
(Other assessment modffiy/

exci
e simple and unsophisticated analytical proce-

dures - such as graphical profile analysis - which can oftentimes be just as

effective.) Concerning dissemination and use of the data, they make the

important point that the mere reporting of the data will not lead to data
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use. For each decision maker of concrrn, the data should be transformed into

a brief, succinct informational report having an appropriate format and

content that speaks directly to his/her concerns.

A quite different model was developed by the Division of Occupational

Education Instruction in the New York State Education Department (1976). They

developed useful guidelines and procedures for assessing cognitive, psychomotor,

and affective outcomes within two different contexts: (1) when the assessment is

to be used to assign grades and (2) when the assessment is to be used to

evaluate and plan instruction. They concluded from their study that paper and

pencil tests should be used for cognitive assessment in both contexts; per-

formance tests should be used for psychomotor assessment in both contexts;

and questionnaires, inventories, logs, diaries, and anecdotal records should

be used for affect assessmeni .1rhinarea of evaluation and planning instruction.

(Conversely, the Empire State College Model had emphasized the importance of

having multiple types of measures to supplement one another in measuring the

same outcome - for example, standardized tests, self report, and performance

observations by faculty to assess reasoning ability and critical thinking.)

Because it is difficult to obtain reliable measures of affective achievement,

and since measures that do exist usually just assess knowledge about the attitude

or other variable, these researchers concluded that the affective area should

not be considered in assigning grades.

Other different assessment models also have appeared recently. For

example, Pottinger and Klemp (1975, 1976) developed a General Integrative

Model that involves the use of several tests and measures for evaluating the

integration of life skills within students, and which investigates how students

process and integrate imformation--as contrasted to storage and retrieval of

information. As another example, Hulsart (1975) applied the National Assess-

ment of Educational Progress model to the classroom for use by the teachers
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and students to assess educational progress. Both performance and paper and

pencil tests are used. Still another example is a model promoted by

Rivas (1976) for. using assessment to test hypotheses about skill development.

Hypotheses to be tested can come from reviewing the literature, interviewing

experts in the field, critical examination of previous assessment results,

or qualitative (observational) field research prior to quantitative assessment.

Over the years, many of the issues and problems in assessment have involved the

measurement of change. Overcoming such problems is also a design role. Thus, in

longitudinal assessment it is important to compare those dropping out along

using
the way to those remaining, input information about the students character-

istics and initial levels of performance or status. Even if there were no dropout

would be
group, considering such input information / important for interpreting the

results of the assessment of educational progress.

Concerning another problem related to change, a number of specialists

in the area have stated that for analysis purposes change scores or

average change should not normally be used in the analysis. Rather, they advise

comparing the final status of the student or group of students to the final

status of students having similar initia_ ability. For comparison across

groups this can be accomplished by random appointment to each group initially,

by group assignment through paired matching on input level, by comparing across

similar initial-level strata, or through the use of sophisticated statistical

adjustments to posttest scores that effectively equate initial levels (e.g.,

analysis of covariance).

If the desire is to correlate progress to other factors (in order to

explore what the determinants of the progress might be), corrections for

attenuation - a phenomenon that causes the observed correlations to be

significantly lower than the true correlations - must be made. Werts and

Linn (1976) have demonstrated in a preliminary way that a special "simplex

model," which allows for the measurement error that causes attenuation, works
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well in longitudinal studies for expl,q-ing determinants of student

academic growth.

The Many Options An Choice of Measures

One cannot have assessment without measurement of some kind, but all

measures have weaknesses (some more so than others). Many measures, in particular

those in the affective area, should probably be referred to as indicators so

that their relative inaccuracy is made apparent. Thus, it is a good idea to

use multiple measures or indicators for a particular learning outcome unless

one has complete confidence in one of the measures. If they all indicate

that educational progigsOgsalnurred for a student, there is a greater

probability that such progress has in fact occurred than if only one of

the measures were used. More than one method of data collection is also

desirable, assuming it is economically feasible, because all data collection

methods have strengths and weaknesses that vary from method to method and

because some work better with different kinds of groups than do others. The

use of multiple methods means that where one is weaker another can be stronger,

plus the data collections system can be tailored to the characteristics of

the diverse groups for which progress is being assessed.

Standardized paper and pencil tests are often used in program and institu

tional assessments, but in spite of some demonstrated reliabllity and general

validity they often do not measure specifically what is of concern in the local

assessment for particular groups of students. Examining Buros (1972), the

Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (1975) compendium of assessment

instruments, and reviews in measurement journals can suggest instruments to

location and situation. It
consider and allow one to judge their adequacy for a particular / should also be

noted here that the ETS Undergraduate Program Area Tests have just been revised

and updated, and two new forms of the popular Field Test in business have been
developed.

In many cases it will be desirable to develop local instruments tailored

to local needs. There are an abundance of excellent books on standard measure

ment theory and the construction of normreferenced tests, and the diversity
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is such that both experienced and ineperienced instrument developers can

be served. Important new knowledge becomes available yearly in this area,

however, so it is desirable that a person on campus who is responsible for

consulting with faculty and staff about their assessment problems and

procedures also be assigned to keep up-to-date on such developments. Examples

of such noteworthy developments are: Rowley's (1974) finding that multiple

choice tests favor certain types of students over others; Ebel's (1970) finding

that true-false tests are preferred for some types of purposes and content;

Anderson's (1974) finding that doze measures are useful for certain assessment

tasks on the local campus; Wagner's (1976) finding that there are benefits

as well as problems with having students construct their own classroom exams;

Wittmaier's (1976) finding that written critique "evaluations" placed in

the students files instead of grades provided more incentive for his students

to do effective work than is the case with pass/fail grading; and Shannon's

(1975) finding, for his students, that matching tests have a special advantage

over multiple choice tests in assessing partial knowledge, plus his finding

that the premises in a matching test should be organized into groups of five

--more than that number of premises per group may mean that student skills not

of concern, such as reading comprehension, attentiveness, and xganization,

will be tested as much as the knowledge and skills of concern.

As illustrated by Lange, Lehmann and Mehrens (1967), revising items takes

less time, effort, and expense than developing items from scratch. Therefore,

sharing items among departments and institutions, and the use of storage banks of

test items that are flexible and can be easily accessed, is to be encouraged,

as long as great care is taken to modify them appropriately for the new context.

Another potential aid consists of books containing collections of experimental

and/or empirically tested items and scales for particular areas of concern.

Lenning (1977) identified some available source books, and presented cautions

regarding their use, for the followinx areas: attitudes, social functioning,
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occupational attitudes and characteristics, occupational education achieve-

ment, psychological characteristics, and self-concept. Other elpful resources

that should be mentioned are Micek, Service, and Young (1975) and Pace (1975).

Locally-developed criterion - references, paper-and-pencil tests are

more often of use on campuses than are norm-referenced tests. Unlike

norm-referenced tests that attempt to rank and discriminate among students,

criterion referenced tests focus exclusively on the level of performance or

mastery. Among several useful books on this topic, the one by Gronlund (1973)

classroom
on developing criterion-referenced instruments is "must" reading. As/

pointed out by Airasian and Madaus (1972), the most difficult problem in this

kind of assessment is determining what should be the minimum, expected, and

desired level of performance. Thus far, people have had to rely on experience,

expert opinion, item content validity, and/or group consensus for such stan-

dards. For examples of criterion-referenced tests, see Knapp (1974).

As mentioned earlier, paper-and-pencil tests need to be supplemented by

other types of data-gathering methods. This could be desirable even in areas

such as knowledge, understanding, and analytical thinking, as demonstrated

at Empire State College. Furthermore, in many areas paper-and-pencil tests

are less appropriate than other methods. There are many methods for college

administrators and faculty members to consider, and each will be useful in

some circumstances and not in others. Fifty such assessment mechanisms were

found mentioned in the literature, although some of them overlap, and they are

listed below:
2

1. anecdotal records, 2. audio-visual media procedures,

3. behavioral events analysis, 4. card sorts, 5. case studies, 6. charette,

2 Each of the methods listed must be used with care, and procedures for applying

it, plus its appropriateness for the local assessment situation, should be

explored in depth. As an example, consider unobtrusive measures which provide
indirect indications that a learning outcome has occured - for example, an
increase in attendance at campus plays and art displays corresponding to the

introduction of a course on appreciation of the arts. Thelin (1977) says

about unobtrusive measures, "These obvious, isolated indicators have to be

considered in clusters and tied to a conceptual framework if they are to be

of significance for institutional monitoring Cp. 113j." The reader can obtain

(footnote continued on pagell)
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7. checklists, 8. computer analysis, 9. computer-assisted instruction,

10. concerns conferences, 11. confrontation exercises, 12. critical incident

technique, 13. diaries, 14. fact finding and decision-making exercises,

15. games (board games and otherwise), 16. group interviews, 17. group

problem solving exercises, 18. in-basket techniques, 19. institutional

records and other secondary data, 20. interview simulations, 21. inventories,

22. job element analysis, 23. leaderless group discussions, 24. logs,

25. on-the-job assessment by supervisors, 26. opinion polls, 27. oral exams,

28. oral presentations, 29. organizational climate technique, 30. performance

tests, 31. product testing and assessment, 32. programmed cases, 33. quest-

ionnaires and rating forms, 34. ratings of expert judges or others, 35. ratings

of self, 36. recording observed behavior or other observations, 37. reverse

flow conferences, 38. role playing, 39. self monitoring, 40. self observation

reports, 41. simulation games, 42. simulation models, 43. speak ups, 44.

staffing conferences, 45. stress interviews, 46. structured interviews, 47.

unobtrusive measures, 48. unstructured interviews, 49. work samples,

50. written diagnostic and trouble-shooting exercises.

(Footnote # 2 continued) an in-depth discussion of unobtrusive measures in a

book by Webb and associates (1966). Some helpful discussions of other methods

are also availabe, as follows: Many of the methods listed (Knapp and Sharon,
1975); opinion polls, speak-ups, charette, group interviews, concerns conferences,
reverse-flow conferences (Witkin, 1975); use of motion pictures, television,
photos, kinescope, and videotape for testing (Edling, 1968); programmed cases

and organizational climate technique (Pottinger and Klemp, 1975, 1976); quest-

ionnaires (Oppenheim, 1966; Warren and Roelfs, 1972; Tull and Albaum, 1973;

Bower and Renkiewicz, 1977); behavioral events analysis (McClelland, 1974;

Pottinger and Klemp, 1975, 1976); job elements analysis (Primoff, 1973; Pott-

inger and Klemp, 1975, 1976); computer grading of essays (Levy and Fritz, 1972;

Slotnick, 1972); records and other secondary data (Boyd and Westphal], 1972):
self report (Baird, 1976); direct approaches to observing and recording
behavior (Boyd and DeVault, 1966); use of self-charts of course progress
(Swenson, 1974); objective scoring key for compositions (McGowan, 1976);

innovative grading practices (Smith, 1976); self monitoring alternatives
and their effect on achievement (Mount and Tirrell, 1977); and staffing con-
ference assessment and its effect on achievement (Kelly and Dowd, 1975).
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Conclusion

A large number of alternative astIssment tools from which college ad-

ministrators and faculty can choose have been identified. Their relevance to

whaL is to be assessed, and for whom, is the primary concern.

A special word should be said about a new and growing phenomenon in

postsecondary education--assessment of competencies pertinent to real-life

situations. In two excellent documents (1975, 1976), Pottinger and Klemp

present a number of competency-based measures that have been validated and

tested in both academic and real-world settings for the following areas: cogni-

tive outcomes, affective outcomes, and social outcomes. They also list 12

characteristics and advantages of such measures (1976) that should be of great

interest to many reading this article.

The American College Testing Program has in operation an Adult Performance

Level Program that uses a paper-and-pencil instrument to access "functional

competency"--the ability to perform the wide variety of tasks required in modern

society. They have also developed and pilot tested an open-ended battery using

films, videotapes, and audio cassettes to measure the desired general education

outcomes of communication, solving problems, and clarifying values as they apply

to the three "real life" areas of functioning in social institutions, using

science and technology, and using art. In addition, they have developed, but

not yet tested, an objective paper-and-pencil version sf that battery.

Educational Testing Service has developed, but not yet validated, a paper-

and-pencil instrument that is designed to measure competencies of college students

in the areas of communication, analytic thinking, synthesizing ability, and social-

cultural awareness. Students respond to open-ended questions about specific

problem/situational cases. The instrument is easy to administer, requiring

minimal training and expertise.

The CUE Center at Bowling Green State University has also developed a number

of single-domain instruments for assessing generic competencies that are proactive,

for example, critical thinking in managing confrontations and creating one's own

discrimination. These instruments have been tested in a preliminary manner and

found quite useful (see the paperback by Whimbey, 1976).
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Introduction

An important value that is a part of our culture is that all social

institutions presumably exist to feet individual and group needs. This basic

value is reflected in college student personnel work, which came into being

as a profession solely to meet student needs. Students had needs in certain

areas that were not being met adequately by colleges' instructional personnel.

Furthermore, the instructional personnel had felt needs to devote their time

exclusively to instruction. Thus, the term "extra-curricular" came into

existence, which was largely viewed by the academic community as separate from

and less important than formal curricular instruction.

By the 1960's, there were large numbers of college staff members primarily

engaged in specialized services to students such as admissions, records, counseling,

advising, orientation, housing, student out-of-class activities. learning skills

assistance, living-learning centers, career education, and behavioral learning. In

addition, needs for new types of specialized services - -such as financial aid and

honors program coordinators--were becoming more apparent. During the sixties.

student personnel workers were advocating the position that the needs of students

outside of the classroom were as important as the needs within the classroom, and

that student activities and experiences within thi arena could supplement. reinforce,

and provide a "practice area" for testing and applying classroom learning to "real

life" situations. Thus, the term "co-curricular" came into vogue within the orn-

fession, and even some academics came to acknowledge that the increased status

implied by this term was warranted.

During the 1970's, field work and other c/f-campus experiences were

increasingly becoming an integral part of the formal curriculum, and there

were emerging concepts such as internships, cooperative education,

and external degree programs. Increased numbers of academics were also
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starting to acknowledge the importance of influencing the affective domain as

well as the cognitive domain with their teaching. Furthermore, increasing

numbers of non-traditional students with unique characteristics and educational

needs (compared with those of traditional students entering college out of high

school) were enrolling in postsecondary institutions. At the same time, many

student affairs staff members were seeing their activities as an integral part

of the curricular effort; with many of the out-of-class and in-class needs of

students being very much inter- dependent. Student affairs personnel began to

call themselves student development experts, and considered themselves a signifi-

cant part of the total instructional team. The collaboration concept, where

student development experts and other members of the faculty work together to

promote student learning, has started to be viewed as the ideal goal to enhance

total student development. (Miller & Prince, 1976).

As part of its continuing movement towards increased status and recognition

within the college community, the student affairs profession has acknowledged the

importance of evaluating whether significant student needs are being met by its

activities and programs, or whether those needs could be more effectively met

if modifications are made. Thus, during the seventies there has been increased

emphasis within the profession regarding the importance of program evaluation.

The need for more sophisticated mechanisims designed to provide more objective,

systematic, and effective evaluation procedures is being advocated frequently

by small-college and university staffs.

The evaluation literature generally acknowledges the importance of assessing

needs as a prelude to or a part of systematic evaluation, but the procedures for

sue assessment are rarely explicated. It is as if needs assessment is an obvious

and elementary process. To illustrate the lack of emphasis on needs assessment

in the evaluation literature, we can refer to what is probably the largest and

most - omprehensive bibliography of evaluation references ever developed. Despite

603 entries in Bunda's (1976) Evaluation Bibliography, no mention of needs assess-
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ment is made in the document. Yet, as discussed by Witkin (1975), needs assess-

ment is a complex, difficult area that is largely undeveloped:

The field is markedly and sadly lacking in almost any kind of research

on the processes of needs assessment. There should be validity and

reliability studies on instruments, as well as studies of the effects

of different assessment processes and communication strategies on the

educational system. Longitudinal studies are needed to trace the

impacts of needs assessment on policy making, curricular change,

organizational structure, and student performance. Cost/benefit

comparisons of different approaches are needed. Studies might also

be undertaken to test hypotheses generated by theoretical models,

such as Kaufman's unity continuum . . . Few developers have shown

how to relate such qualitative data as values, perceptions and

concerns to such quantitative data as test s,..es, demographic data,

and transiency and absentee rates. Yet until such techniques are

widely available, educators will assign priorities and make decisions

using one-dimension or over-simplified decision rules. [Pp. 7-8]

A somew!lat similar statement can be made about assessing needs in the student

affairs profession. Counselors and other student affairs staff members are generally

quite knowledgeable and proficient in identifying and assessing important needs of

their individual clients. Yet, when it comes to setting up programs for groups,

the identification and assessment of group needs is often quite unobjective,

unsystematic, overly simplistic, and often ineffective. Even when writers in

student affairs do discuss needs assessment as a prerequisite to or part of

evaluation, they tend to deal with it in an introductory fashion, as in Burck

and Peterson's (1975) discussion of five recommended steps for good program

development and evaluation. Of course, in student affairs there is an additional

problem (which may also be a problem in other areas) in that little meaningful

or systematic evaluation has been considered or attempted (Burck & Peterson, 1975).

Thus, a separate chapter on needs assessment has been included in this

evaluation monograph. In this chapter, the concept cf "need" will be clarified,

and the importance of "which needs for whom" will be discussed, along with

relevant classifications of needs that can be useful in planning student services

needs assessment. Alternative approaches, strategies, techniques, and procedures

having relevance for such assessment will also be examined.
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Whose Needs?

Before needs can be assessed, it is essential to Qsk the following

question: Which specific groups' needs is it important to identify and under-

stand for planning and evaluating a particular student affairs program? All

students may have some needs in common that the program could help meet (e.g.,

the need for organized group recreational activities). On the other hand,

various subgroups of students are likely to have different types and patterns

of needs. For example, the following special groups of students have been found

to have special counseling and/or other student service needs: commuting

students versus resident students (Chickering 1974); environmentally handicapped

students (Kapel, 1971); married students (Flores, 1974); minority students

(Moore, 1970); students such as homemakers, military veterans, retirees, and

retrainees (Cross, 1978; Lenning & Hanson, 1977); and physically handicapped

students (Coffing, Hodson, & Hutchinson, 1973).

In order to effectively improve student affairs programs, it is also

important to identify and assess the needs of particular non-student groups.

For example, as a student affairs program planner and administrator, it is

important to know whether one's staff members have adequate time with their

clients; time for consultation with other staff, keeping up with the literature,

writing case reports, doing client-centered research, reflection between

client sessions, and for continuing education activities; adequate psychometric

resources and other staff support; staff organization and functioning needs,

etc. Other nonstudent groups who may have needs of concern for various types

of student affairs programs include: the families of students, prospective

students, high school counselors, alumni, dropouts, and the local community.

For example, all of these groups have informational needs.

Which groups should be of concern in assessing needs depends on the

student affairs program context or situation. For example, the institution's
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size, purpose and mission, goals, and constituencies all have a direct

bearing on identification of groups for focus. A comprehensive taxonomy of

possible target groups in postsecondary education--that could possibly

stimulate reflection regarding possible target groups for a needs assessment

study--is presented in Figure 1. This taxonomy constitutes one dimension

of the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure (Lenning, Lee, Micek, & Service, 1977).

Figure 1 goes about here

The importance of being concrete and specific about whose needs are of

concern cannot be over-emphasized. For example, too many assessments of students

needs have focused on "students in general" as their target group, with little

or no subgrouping. (Once the specific student groups' needs have been identified

and assessed, need similarities and discrepancies across groups can be examined

and compLred for general student needs.) In addition, it should be emphasized

that target groups can be too specific in nature. Focusing separately on groups

that are not that unique makes the needs assessment unduly cumbersome and may

decrease the usefulness of the assessment data for planning purposes.

The taxonomy in Figure 1 may suggest important target groups that would

otherwise be overlooked. To illustrate, the category titled "association

communities" emphasizes that we should also be concerned about the needs of

our profession, e.g., with the need for sharing our innovations, experiences,

and research with our professional collegues throughout the country.

Clarifying the Concept of Need

In most cases, needs assessment studies have been based on a discrepancy

concept of need, such as the discrepancy between "what should be" and "what is

currently the case." During the 1960's, process and procedural discrepancies

between the actual and the ideal were generally included. However, since
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CATEGORIES OF PERSONS, GROUPS, AND OTHER ENTITIES

OF POSSIBLE CONCERN IN ASSESSMENTS OF NEEDSa

td Milrwthwel/OrOult China Thlit category Were 10 parsons or groups of masons who am direct clients of mu postsecondary education unit of
cancan end/ or their IM111/11d10111111110C4101. WW1 as family and ;Math/el or pears

ti----"'11--1odftiduals soul* of Individuals whO Currently we enrolled in tneprogram. Institution. or system of postsecondary education.

t2. Farrow Studenta--Inctlyictuals or groups of individuals who formerly vivre enrolled in the program. institution, or system of postsecondary
education.

13. Family and debtleirs of Students Or Former Students

fit Peen out Assam**, of Students or Fortner Students

IS. Smutty

ie. Stan Othar Man Iteciray

12. Offter Indivrduelleroup CtleMeAn warm* would be an Individual who is none of Me avow but is served by an advisory woke offered
by Mecollept

8. Inletsal-Saesof CommunillseThis category refers to Woe groups that we identified as entitles whiling toward a we interest or

mielfeut.

21 NM" f&INVOOSIPCONWPWWW011-4ontiwunillso where motor burpo is financial remuneration and profit for -sample. corporations.
some buesneemla. and (inners.

22. ASSOCIWOW CowwwwwhooCaftwounities where me gars belong on the basis of affiliation rather than employment. such as unions and
professional societies.

GOvornmertf CommumheeCOmmunitimi designed to administer governmem regulations and services, such as city hail, state department
of education, and legalist hecommunities.

24 trOngOvernmentel/PubliC Sww0eCerninuninwi Other Men the Institution Producing the OutcomerNonprof service organizations. such
es 91111001$. 01111111a, visitant agencies. philanthropic foundations. colleges (other Man tne coliege producing the outcome,. and research

oriprusatione.

2S. intrutultorol Malituntetal UM Producing the OutcontoThe postsecondary education instftution and/or units within tnat institution mall
are perceived as the producer facilitator of the outcome( e) of concern

a. Other Interest-lbeed CoftwituftiliseAn irsamplowould be an ad hoc coalition taws force of reprosentmvms from two or more of the above
anise.

30. Geedraphm.11esoll CdentunetteaTMs category refers to large groups defined on the basis of functional territorial boundaries.

31 Local CommunityA trivalent). city. county, metropoiitan ell, or other type of locality having particuier boundarws It is not necessarily
restricted to the MOM or jurisdictional boundary, but Ms functional one in which the impact of the Institution is (of should bit directly and
physically lee. The boundaries will wry with the institution/program and *Wayne of concern

32. th*Sfefer

33. A legion An aggregation of stem or parts of states.

34 ThoNedow

3S. An Intemallonal Commune,

Other Getedraelho-lkaml CommundmitAn seance* would be reeeerch discovery that affects primarily poem living In the coldest
lalititeall, 01 where It snows timMly.

40. aggregates of Pefrolerlshis category refers to SuboopulatIons of people filiffinfutlinfid by owtrculer characteristics Mot may indicate common
comma& wilco wows, but who do nos necessarily Arm common Internet or mission. and milord ado not COnitItutecommunilleir

41. Aaarry &awl SubledtulahonsSub000ulatlone defined according to level of ability /proficiency on general intellectual functioning Or
spesitic culls lot swim gifted, typical. disadvantaged. or sinikkt serniinnad. unskilled.

42. ApSoosowatioos

O. &Miami Level Subsoduletions

ea. Marne Level Subehmuletions

411. OCCW)1000 Sulli7ffOuleff017

M. Physical Deathly Condition Sulteoeufabons

47. Ran SuadoMitatiene

at See Subetotmletione

M. Other SuCh Aggregates

20. Other Aullieneeelhonlifes would be the natural environment tint Is affected by untiornty-100iliomd raaecn (waren in turn wow) oe
expected to nee Impacts on audiences such as individuals an. iximmundiest and 000Ulallooll of animals as m animals affected by
all teams Magma species tram becoming doom, or by the development of veterinary

aReprinted from Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service (1977, p. 24), where the focus

was on "audiences"--individuals, groups, communities, organizations, etc. receiving
or being affected by particular outcomes of concern. This taxonomy constitutes the

"audiente dimension" of the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure.
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Kaufman, Corrigan, and Johnson (1969), the focus in the needs assessment

literature has tended to be entirely on discrepancies in outcomes or results.

More recently, some discussion has centered on whether a discrepancy

concept of need is adequate or necessary for an effective and productive

needs study. Scriven (1977), for example, refers to such a definition as

the primary reason that the needs assessment models employed in the past by

evaluators "are farcical and decisions based on them are built on soluable

sand [p. 25]." One problem with the discrepancy concept of need is that it

has led many needs assessors to equate wants or demands with needs. Wants

may very well be indicators of the presence of need, and especially if they

turn to demands or expressions of anguish, but there still may not be needs

present. For example, people may want or demand something merely because others

have it, because it will attract attention, or to keep others from getting it.

In other words, the real need may not be the expressed need. Conversely, people

may have needs and not realize them, or they may recognize the need but not be

willing to act upon what the need implies. For example, a student may recognize

the need for counseling but not want to request it, or be unwilling to take

the necessary steps to follow through on the counselors suggestions and insight.

It is important to identify and analyze wants and demands in an assess-

ment of need. However, most program needs assessments have not gone beyond

that; they have equated wants and demands with needs. Needs assessors should use

any additional evidence that they can find, or develop, to help them determine

whether the wants and demands indicate "real needs" and whether other needs are

present.

Another problem with the discrepancy or deficiency definition occurs when

the need has been fulfilled. In discrepancy-based needs assessment, "met needs"

are not considered to be needs, even if the deficiency would reoccur were the

support withdrawn that has helped the need to be fulfilled. Assessments of
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need by student affairs personnel should identify and assess target group met

needs as well as unmet needs, so that they are prepared to act should conditions

change and deficiencies appear in those areas of current fulfillment. Or, to

use the terms of Scriven (1971), they should focus on maintenance needs (need

for "lots") as well as incremental needs (need for more).

Scriven (1977) makes the additional point that just because someone would

benefit from something does not mean it is a need. For example, a gift of one

million dollars would benefit most people; but having less than a million dollars

would not put most people into an "unsatisfactory condition." According to

this view, a need is present only when an unsatisfactory condition exists or

would exist if the need were not being met. But who decides what is an unsatis-

factory condition, and what criteria should be used in making that judgment?

A "need," as defined in this paper, is a combination of discrepancy and

level of ecessity. The amount of both components should be judged by a

relevant person or group using multiple objective criteria ,id methodologies

that have been mutually agreed upon. The relevant person or group to determine

and apply the criteria of when the necessity and discrepancy constitute ..9ed,

and the point at which needs are partially or fully met, depends on the situation

and context. However, it is important to remember that the amount of need

varies directly with both the level of necessity and the amount of discrepancy- -

the same amount of necessity with increased discrepancy means greater unmet and

overall need, and vice versa. Furthermore, as Burton and Merrill (1977) have

suggested, unmet needs can be met by lowering the threshold of necessity,

closing up the discrepancy (overcoming the deficiency), or a combination of

both. For example, a student affairs professional's need to publish a study

can be reduced by lowering the expectations of the profession concerning

publications, or by the person completing and publishing a study.
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What Need? With What Types of

Needs Should We Be Concerned?

For any individual or group, there are many different needs that could be

of concern. The next question concerns which types of need are most important

to identify and assess for the person or group, and program.

In their review of the literature on needs and needs assessment, Lenning,

Cooper, and Passmore (submitted for publication) identified a number of

categorizations of need. Many of these categorizations are pertinent to the

concerns of student affairs members and can stimulate thinking regarding the

process of making decisions about which needs to attempt to assess for different

target groups.

An early classification of needs was developed oy Murray et al. (1938)

based on interviews with paid college student males at Harvard. Their work

stimulated the development of various need for achievement or achievement

motivation and need for affiliation scales. Some of these scales were objective

and some projective in nature. Murray postulated twenty manifest (leading to

overt action) and eight latent (not leading to overt action but to action

imagination and fantasies) needs.

Maslow's (1954) need hierarchy is another classification of needs that

has greatly influenced student affairs professions. According to Maslow,

needs at a particular level cannot be met until those lower in the hierarchy

have been satisfied. There have been a number of potentially useful attempts

to operationalize Maslow's formulation, such as the one by Groves, Kaholis,

& Erickson (1975).

Developmental tasks related to maturity and chronological age in which

earlier tasks must be mastered or accomplished before individuals can move on

to further tasks suggest a different set of needs. For example, Cronbach (1963)

referred to several basic needs including: affection, adult approval, peer

approval, independence, and competence and self respect. In an earlier and



more extensive formulation, Havighurst (1952) identified ten primary ordered

developmental tasks for adolescents, eight for early adulthood, seven for

middle age, and six for later maturity.

It is also possible to examine needs in terms of classifications of goals.

For example, Beatty (1976) has related needs to goal-state continua. Her

prescriptive (or ascribed) needs for individuals are determined by societal

norms and standards, while her motivational needs are determined by the individual's

goals. Lenning (1977a) has compiled numerous classifications of educational

goals found in the literature for individuals, society, and individuals plus

society. In some the categories are very detailed and narrow in focus, while

in others the categories are broad.

Related to goals are outcomes. As mentioned earlier, needs assessment

studies have generally focused on needs in terms of outcomes or results. For

example, Chickering (1969) identified seven developmental vectors for college

students, each of which had two or more subcategories of outcomes: autonomy,

competence, identity, integrity, interpersonal relationships, managing emotions,

and purpose. Bowen's (1977) identification of numerous types of long-term

impacts on graduates and society is another example. Figure 2 shows a generic,

neutral, and comprehensive taxonomy of types of possible outcomes that is is

believed could apply to any of the target group categories of Figure 1. Many of

those types of outcomes could potentially constitute important student affairs

program needs.

Figure 2 goes about here

Environmental needs and the processes needed to bring about the desired out-

comes in this area must also be considered. For example, Chickering (1969, 1974),

Aulepp and Delworth (1976), and Baird (1976) have discussed educational environ-

mental factors and processes that can best bring about particular types of

student outcomes. In addition, Lenning et al (1974a, 1974b) compiled a compre-
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Figure 2

CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES OF OUTCOMES IN THE

TYPE-OF-OUTCOME DIMENSION OF THE NCHEMS OUTCOMES STRUCTUREa

Category
Code Number Entity Being Maintained or Changed

Category
Code Number Entity Being Maintained or Chan oil

1000 ECONOMIC OUTCOMES 2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

1100 Economic Access and Independence Outcomes
2760 Power andlor Authority
2770 Job. School, or Life Success

1110 Economic Access
1120 Economic Flexibility, Adaptability, and Security

2780 Other Status. Recognition, and Certification Outcomes

1130 Income and Standard of Living 2800 Social Activities anal Poles
2810 Adjustment to Retirement

1200 Economic Resources and Cost:,
1210 Economic Costs and Efficiency

2820 Affiliations
2830 Avocationai and Social Activities and Roles

1220 Economic Resources (including employees) 2840 canter and Vocational Activities and Roles

1300 Economic Production
2850 Citizenship Activities and Roles
2800 Family Activities and Roles

1310 Economic Productivity and Production
1320 Economic Services Provided

2870 Friendships and Relationships
2380 Other Activity and Rol. Outcomes

1400 Other Economic Outcomes 2900 Other Human Characteristic Outcomes

2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES 3000 KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY. AND ART FORM OUTCOMES

2100 Aspirations 3100 General Knowledge and Understanding
2110 Desires. Aims, and Goals 3110 Knowledge and Understanding of General Facts and
2120 Dislikes. Likes, and Interests Terminology
2130 Motivation or Drive Level 3120 Knowledge and Understanding of General Processes
2140 Other Aspirations' outcomes 3130 Knowledge and Understanding of General Theory

2200 Competence and Skills 3140 Other General Knowledge and Understanding

2210 Academic Skills 3200 Specialized Knowledge and Understanding
2220 Citizenship and Family Membership Skills 3210 Knowledge and Understanding of Specialized Facts
2230 Creativity Skills and Terminology
2240 Expression and Communication Skills 3220 Knowledge and Understanding of Specialized
2250 intellectual Skills Processes
2280 Interpersonal. Lesoorshici. and Organizational Skill" 3230 Knowiedga and Understanding of Specialized Theory
2270 Occupational and Employability Skills 3240 Other Specialized Knowledge and Understanding
2230 Physical and Motor Skills
2230 Other Skill Outcomes

3303 Research and Scholarship
3310 Research and Scholarship Knowledge and

2300 Morale, Satisfaction, area Affective Characteristics Understanding
2310 Attitudes and Values 3320 Research and Scholarship Products
2320 Beliefs. Commitments. and Philosophy of Life 3400 Art Forms and Works
2330 Feelings and Emotions 3410 Architecture
2340 Mores. Customs. and Standaros of Conduct 3420 Dance
2350 Other Affective Outcomes 3430 Debate and Oratory

2400 Perceptual Characteristics 3440 Drama
2410 Perceptual Awareness and Sensitivity 3450 Literature and Writing
2420 Perception of Self 3460 Music
2430 Perception of Others 3470 Painting. Drawing, and Photography
2440 Perception of Things 3480 Sculpture
2450 Other Perceptual Outcomes 3490 Other Fine Arts

2500 Personality and Personal Coping Characteristics 3500 Other Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Outcomes

2510 Adventurousness and Initiative
4000 RESOURCE AND SERVICE PROVISION OUTCOMES2520 Autonomy and Independence

2530 Dependablii:y and Responsibility
2540 Dogmatic/Open-Minded. Authontanan/Derrocratic 4100 Provision of Facilities and Events
2550 Flexibility and Adaptability 4110 Provision of Facilities
2560 Habits
2570 Psychological Functioning

4120 Provision or Sponsorship of Events

2580 Tolerance and Persistence 4200 Provision of Direct Services
2500 Other Personality and Personal Coping Outcomes 4210 Teaching

4220 Adviso and Assistance
2600 Physical and Physiological Characteristics 4230 Treatmerynt, Care. and Referral Services

2610 Physical Fitness and Traits 4240 Provision of Other Services
2820 Physiological Health .

2630 Other Physical or Physiological Outcomes 4300 Other Resource and Service Provision Outcomes

2700 Status, Recognition. and Certification
2710 Completion or Achievement Award

5000 OTHER MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE OUTCOMES

2720 Credit Recognition 5100 Aesthetic-Cultural Activities. Traditions, and Conditions
2730 Image. Reoutation. or Status
2740 Licensing and Certification 5200 Organizational Format, Activity, and Operation

2750 Obtaining a Job or Admission to a Follow-up Program 5300 Other Maintenance and Change

a
Reprinted from Lenning, Lee,
Categories, into which any of
"maintenance" (a fourth digit

Micek, and Service (1977), page 27. The fourth-level

the categories listed here can be divided, are
of "1") and "change" (a fourth digit of "2").
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hensive review of nonintellective factors found in the literature to correlate

with various types of educational outcomes, such as student grades, persistence,

motivation, attitudes and values, social ski-ils and participation, and confidence

and self concept.

Needs can also be related to problems. For example, each of the 11 problem

areas for which the college student form of the Mooney Problem Check List (Mooney

and Gordon, 1950) has scales can imply particular needs: (1) health and physical

development, (2) finances-living condition-employment, (3) social and recreational

activities,*(4) social-physical relations, (5) personal-psychological

relations, (6) courtship-sex-marriage, (7) home and family, (8) morals and

religion, (9) adjustment to school work, (10) the future-vocational and

educational, and (11) curriculum and teaching procedures. The same is true

of the "adult" form of the check list, which has the following nine scales:

health, economic security, self-improvement, personality, home and family,

courtship, sex, religion, and occ'ipation. Related to the above, but coming

at it from the opposite direction, Campbell and Markle (1967) developed

techniques for transforming educational needs into well-defined problems. They

contend that educators need carefully designed problem-formulation training

in order to translate needs to problems effectively.

Bradshaw (1972) and Burton and Merrill (1977) have proposed an additional

typology of needs that could be useful in student affairs programming. The

categories in this typology are: (1) normative needs, (2) felt needs, (3)

expressed needs, (4) comparative needs, and (5) anticipated or projected needs.

Still another potentially useful classification of need fnr student services

consists of basic (primary, root, or underlying) human needs versus secondary

(derived, learned, or deduced) needs. Monette (1977) has labeled these two

categories "inflate needs" and "acquired needs."
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What Approaches and Procedures Should Be Used

for Conductin' Student Affairs Needs Assessments?

Conducting needs assessment is an important activity related to student

affairs program evaluation. Few suggestions have been put forward as to how

such assessments can systematically and effectively be carried ovt within

student affairs, however, expecially for assessing target group needs. This

section will discuss how to conduct such assessments, with the focus first

being on the assessment of individual needs and then on the assessment of group

needs.

Assessing Individual Needs

Since tts student development profession emerged out of a recognition

of the students' needs outside of the area of intellectual achievement, any

program designed to identify the needs of individual students more effectively

is clearly of central importance. Assessment procedures utilized in this

context can assist a student in identifying current needs and clarifying

strategies for future change. Data relating to individual personality

characteristics, perceptions, values, goals, and interests can provide a

framework upon which a student can move towards continual growth and development.

One such needs clarification model was initiated at Azusa Pacific

College as a means of enhancing planned growth among individual students. The

strategy was formulated as part of a research project conducted by graduate

students in the M.A. in Social Science with an Emphasis in Student Development

program during Spring 1977. It was initiated on a pilot project basis during

the 1977-78 academic year. Graduate students in Student Development experimented,

experienced, and revised the procedures based on a two-semester, three credit

course.

The major components of the project will be described in this section as an

example of a needs clarification procedure. In the first step, a conceptual
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framework for the project was created oy examining various developmental and

learning theories. Chickering's (1969) seven vectors of development for

college students were instrumental in identifying the six-stage model that was

adopted. The areas chosen for examination of personal needs among college

students included: Personal/Emotional, Social/Interpersonal, Intellectual.'

Cognitive, Values/Religious Orientation, Career/Life Planning, and Physical

Fitness.

The next step involved the selection of appropriate assessment tools

for each of the six areas. Criteria for selecting the best availabl...,

assessment tools were established as follows:

1. Assessment tools should measure each area of need in terms of

a clearly defined conceptualization of that need. The tool

must lend itself to evaluating the area of need perceived.

2. A comparative analysis should be made between the alternative

assessment tools taking into corsideration these factors:

- Degree of congruence between stated purpose of instrument

and the needs assessment/clarific..tion purpose.

- Availability of appropriate instrument.

- Research data regarding the instrument's validity, reliability,

and standardization.

- Data concerning successful usage by others for similar purposes

based on morn ,ndations, interviews and research.

- Costs involved- -Funds available.

For the experimental model purposes, particular assessment instruments

were chosen for each of the six areas of student development as follows:

Personal/Emotional (California Psychological Inventory), Social/Interperson,

(Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Inventory), Values/Religious Orientation

("The University of Wisconsin Survey Inst-ument and University and Society:
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Student Perspectives" and selected values clarification exercises), Yourself

Halfway and Values Clarification), Cognitive/Intellectual (Omnibus Personality

Inventory and Learning Styles Questionnaires), Career/Life Planning (Hall

Occupational Orientation Inventory), and Physical Fil*fless (3 Day Food Intake

Analysis, 1.5 Mile Running Test, 1 Minute Sit-up Test, Trunk Flexion and

Extension Tests, Skin Fold Test).

In order for the student to gain significant insight in his or her own

development, and to consequently be able to establish personal goals, it is

necessary that the assessment process include more than collection of data.

Data must be interpreted to the student and guidelines provided to help the

student tilize ins:,:lts gained from the personal needs and developmental

goals clarification process.

After examining other needs assessment programs with similar goals, a

five-part sequential plan was formulated to facilitate the process of clarifying

student needs. It is important to note that a variety of procedures can be

utilized as background preparation for each of the assessment areas. Pertinent

bibliographic materials should b- included that will provide students with

background information as well as material for future references.

1. Data Collection

The first stage in needs assessment should include an explanation

of the need(s) being measured, the instrument(s) to De utilized and

the objective(s) that are to be realized after the progress is

complete for each individual area.

2. Scoring

The zecond stage consists of obtaining test results. Scoring

methods include: machine, professional psycomotrist or counselor,

or :elf scoring.
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3. Interpretation

The third stage is the most crucial aspect of assessing individual-

student needs. It involves communicating the test results to the

student so that self-understanding is increased. Interpretation

techniques vary according to the nature of the instrument used and

the need being assessed. Techniques may involve the student using

a test manual as a guide to interpret test scores or an individual

interview or small group discussion with a counselor, faculty

member, or paraprofessional who is competent in testing.

4. Goal Setting

The fourth stage of individual-student needs assessment in actuality

is a significant factor in determining the success of the previous

stages. Assuming that the student has gained increased self-understanding

through the previous stages, this stage should assist the student

in adapting insights and formulating developmental goals based on

that understanding. The degree to which this is accomplished

determines in large part the success of the assessment program.

Again, the means used to accomplish this goal setting stage will

vary according to the needs assessed and instrument(s) used. One

helpful device may be the use of an individualized worksheet

or workbook. (Oeddo and Thuveson, 1977)

5. Evaluation

The final stage of the needs assessment program involves evaluation

of the process from the si....,nt's perspective. This enables

the student to reflect and react regarding the aspects of each

area assessed. In terms of the goals stated, to what degree did

the process actually impz t insight to the student concerning his/her

own development? In addition to providing a sound basis for future

development, this information should be utilized by staff for

revision of the assessment program.
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It is recommended that some sort of evaluation questionnaire be

administered to each student in order to facilitate feedback in

pertinent areas of concern. (McAleenan and Deddo, submitted for

publication).

A schematic representation of this procedural model for student needs

clarification is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 goes about here

The length of time, availability of staff, resources and cost are all

factors that need to be taken into consideration in adopting such a program.

Ba,ed on student evaluation of the pilot project at Azusa Pacific College, it

is- important to note that the interpretation phase is often complex and time

consuming. Test data results often vary from a student's previously held

assumptions and beliefs. This experience can be highly threatening and often

requires time for analysis and synthe: ;s through the help of a peer group and/or

staff member. The amount of 4iscrepancy and level of necessity for resolving

the need are complex variables that must be carefully digested in order to be

acted upon appropriately. The mere acquisition of new data is not enough to

promote student growth on an individual be is.

Students must be guided through a process of integratirq new

information with previously held values. Students affairs professionals

and paraprofessionals have a clear responsibility to follow a student

through all the stages of an assessment process. This may also necessitate

establishing workshops on goal setting techniques since students rarely

have had experience in the process of setting personal goals.

Assessing the needs of individual student affairs staff members is also a

dimension of evaluation that must be examined. As with student assessment, a
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system for interpretation, reflection, and discussion regarding data must

be included. A strategy such as the one outlined for students can also be

utilized effectively with staff, on an individual or group basis. Another

example of a viable system for assessing staff member needs is outlined in

a monograph by Kiersy and Bates (19 ) entitled Results Systems Management.

It is an effective procedure to assist staff in identifying priorities and

individual goals for personal and professional growth during a given month,

semester, or school year.

Assessing Target Group Needs

Although some of the considerations and activities are the same or

similar, assessing group (program) needs involves different processes than

assessing the needs of an individual. First we will discuss how group needs

information can be applied to student affairs program evaluation, planning,

and policy formulation. Next, various overall approaches and orientations

to assessing group needs will be surveyed.

Group Needs Assessment Application. A primary purpose for assessing

group needs in student affairs is to provide input and guidance for program

planning, management, and evaluation decisions, including policy formulation.

Figure 4 presents a graphical overview of a general framework for program

planning, management, and evaluation that illustrates how needs assessment

fits into the total enterprise. In this framework, constituent (e.g., students

and student affairs staff) needs are identified and assessed. Needs assessment

Figure 4 goes about here

results are used to aid in the process of acquiring resources for the program

(funding agencies and financial management people must be convinced the

resources are needed). Furthermore, the needs and need priorities determined
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in the needs assessment, are examined in light of the mission of the institution

and of the program, and broad outcome and process goals are generated. (Unmet

needs will suggest improvement types of goals while met needs will suggest

maintenance types of goals). The goals are now transformed into more specific

goals. Next the needs and their context (e.g., their root causes and analyzed

amenability to solution) will provide input for evaluating the goals, refining

them, arriving at goal priorities, and transforming each goal to specific and

concrete desired objectives that can directly guide planning. The objectives,

in the light of what we know about the needs, their priorities, and their

contexts, are then applied to evaluating alternative courses of action,

activities, and processes. Best courses of action and activities to meet

the needs/goals/objectives are then formulated, interaction with resource

providers and allocators takes place, resources are allocated and reallocated, and

final objectives are planned. Then, the process objectives are carried out in

ways that are continually ameliorated by what is known about the needs and

outcome goal-determined originally, and evaluative date are collected.

Finally, evaluation activities are conducted to determine whether the needs

and goals are being met, how effectively they are being met, and what improve-

ments are needed.

This discussion has focused separately on each step of the planning,

management, and evaluation process outlined in Figure 4. As indicated by

the dotted lines extending back to each preceding phase from the evaluation

phase, in that diagram, it is a cyclical process that repeats itself

periodically, with the evaluation phase providing helpful feedback to the

next iterations of the earlier phases. Knowledge about program constituent

needs is thus related directly to earlier evaluation results, and interpreted

accordingly.



Group Needs Assessment Orientation and Approaches. A number of group needs

assessment models or approaches have been developed for use in the educational

setting, many which have practical implications for conducting assessments of

student affairs program needs. Some are primarily subjective in their

measurement and analytic approach while others are primarily objective. Some

use only data collected for the study, while others make use of secondary data

analysis. Although most models developed up until now focus entirely on

discrepancy need, this is not true of all of them (e.g., Coffing & Hutchinson's

model [1974]).

Some approaches are interactive in nature (the process includes much

interactive and direct involvement by the people whose needs are being assessed)

while others only involve constituent groups in providing self-reports of

needs. Similarly, there are approaches that rely only on self-report and

those that rely mainly on other data. In addition, some approaches use

multiple measures, sources of data, and data collection methods, as constrasted

to models relying on unitary measures, sources of data, and collection methods.

Some needs assessment approaches are goal-driven (needs are searched

out in terms of what is intended for the program ), while others have "goal-free"

aspects that allow other needs to also come to the fore which allows needs

data to assist in evaluating, developing, and refining goals. Interpre-

tation in the first type of approach is deductive in nature; it is inductive

in the second type of approach. Concerning the goal- driven approaches, some

relate needs to the goals of the constituents or clients while others relate

needs to the goals of the educators or student affairs staff members implementing

the program. Some models include goal setting as a part of the needs assess-

ment process while others (such as the framework of Figure 4) view goal-

setting as a separate process to which the needs assessment effort provides

input.
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Some group needs assessment approaches have a diffused breadth of focus

and identify general needs ("wide-band" study), while many needs assessment

approaches in postsecondary education are specialized and specific in their

focus and identify detailed needs ("narrow-band" study). Some approaches

only identify needs, others also determine need priorities, and a few attempt

to provide meaningful understanding about the needs and why they exist.

Some approaches limit their attention to identifying and assessing current

needs, while ()tiers concentrate on projecting future needs.

Group needs assessment approaches can also be differentiated according

to the way that they are applied to determining program priorities and to

decision-making. Some apply one-dimensional decision roles, while others use

multiple and concurrent thresholds. Some use simple and rough decision techniques

while others make use of sophisticated optimization procedures. Some integrate

the various data while others consider each type of data separately.

A word should also be said about three types of approaches differentiated

by Scriven (1977). The first two are discrepancy models--the first focusing

on discrepancies in personal perceptions of "what is" and "what should be,"

and the second focusing on the discrepancy between "what is" for this group

and the average or norm for some aggregate such as across the state or nation.

Scriven castigates both of these approaches. Instead he favors the medical

model, which examines changes in conditions when deprivation occurs. He

also makes a useful distinction between what he calls "performance deficits"

and "treatment deficits" (treatment needs implied by the existence of

performance deficits). Scriven cautions that special care must be taken

when deciding whether there is a treatment deficit and what the deficit

involves. For example, a finding that fifty percent of the students

entering a college are dropping out during the first term (performance
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deficit) can imply a large number of potential treatment deficits (inadequate

information is being provided to prospective students, admissions counseling

is lacking, orientation program inadequacies, insufficient publicity available

for student services resulting in nonusage, student 'program services and

staff inadequacies, instructional-related dissatisfactions, etc.).

Conducting Group Needs Assessment. The conceptual discussion earlier,

plus what was reported in the preceding subsections of this section, suggest a

number of "good practice" procedures for assessing needs. Furthermore, various

procedural handbooks and manuals that give step-by-step procedures for conducting

group needs assessments have been developed. Those that seem most pertinent

to group needs assessment in student affairs (some focusing on enrolled student

needs and some on nonstudent needs) include: American College Testing Program

(1976), Aulepp and Delworth (1976), Hays and Linn (1977), Higher Education Manage-

ment Institute (1977), Lenning and Cooper (1978), and Mager and Pipe (1970). A

review of English and Kaufman (1975), Coffing and Hutchinson (1974), and Witkin

(1975) could also prove helpful.

1. The first step in planning for and Conducting an assessment of

student affairs program needs (group needs) is to decide on and

outline the specific purposes, objectives, uses and users to be

served by the assessment. Among other things, this should involve

soliciting input on this topic from representatives of a wide

array of constituents and potential users of the information to be

generated by the study.

2. The second step is to determine exactly which populations and groups

should be of concern for the specific program in question. Groups

and subgroups should be carefully defined. Start first with those

student subgroups currently being served, according to program

records. Then try to think of other groups, students and otherwise

that should be served by the program, but haven't been served.
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3. Third, decide which particular groups identified in 2 are feasible

to study at this point in time and which groups should be studied in

a later year. (Costs, funds avAilable, and staff resources and time

should be considered carefully in making these decisions.) For each

group and subgroup selected for focus, try to develop a preliminary

understanding of each, and V needs of its members, through prelimi-

nary open-ended interviews within each group, and with pertinent others

(such as instructors in the case of students).

4. Based on the stated purpose's and mission of the program, and infor-

mation gathered in Steps 1-3, decide on the types of needs that

should especially be of concern for each group, in the study.

5. Considering usefulness, validity, and reliability of the data,

select multiple measures or indicators and data collection sources axl

procedures appropriate for each type of need. (The instruments

used do not need to be as reliable as those for use in assessing

individual needs to still be useful; whereas, a test instrument

for individual use should have reliabilities above 0.8, they can

be as low as 0.6 for group use and have adequate reliability.)

Some of the data from instruments will be "hard" (objective,

accurate, and reliable measures) while other useful data will be

'rsoft" (subjective, perceptual, not fully reliable or clear cut in what is

being measured). Multiple measures and data collection methods

are desirable, whenever feasible, because where one is weak

another may be strong, and vice versa. In addition to psychometric

tests, survey questionnaires, or interviews, additional methods

should be considered for gathering data. lenning (1978) found almost

50 such additional methods mentioned in the literature that have

been found by various professionals to be useful and feasible for

particular uses and contexts; and most of them mould be Applicable
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in specific situations to assessing student affairs needs. "Secondary

data"-- data such as in institutional or community records that are already

available (collected for other purposes)--should also not be overlooked.

1 group of them examined simultaneously could yield effective

u.lobstrusive (non-direct) measures that suggest the presence or

absence of particular needs.

6. Test out the instruments, procedures, and methods, using a few

members of each group, and modify as indicated. Next collect the

planned data.

7. Analyze the data, in common-sense, logical ways that will suggest

what needs are present. This includes the computation of simple

statistics such as frequencies, percehtages, means, and standard

deviations; and the use of simple statistical tests such as t-tests

rid chi-squares. (Frequency patterns are as important as averages,

beclJse change may be up for some individuals at the same time it is down

for other members of the group.) It also involves integrating different

types of data, including hard and soft data, and conducting profile

analyses for examination of similarities, discrepancies, and patterns

(see the model for assessing guidance needs developed by the American

College Testing Program [1976] for an effective graphical way of doing

this). Sophisticated analyses such as multiple repression analysis,

analysis of variance, analysis of co-variance, and discriminant anA'ysis

can be very helpful, but will often not be necessary. The needs identi-

fied will need to be rank ordered through applying multiple criteria

such as amount of necessity, how vital :s the area of need for effective

functioning, the amount of discrepancy, etc. In addition, through pro-

file analysis and logic, hyhoth._ s that can help in providing an

understanding of the probable reasons for the occurrence of the various

needs should be formulated.
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8. Interpret the results and communicate them to those identified in

the beginning as users of the needs assessment results. Separate

brief, concise reports tailored to each pertinent decision maker's

(or type of decision maker) needs that speak to specific problems

of concern to him/her should be prepared and distributed to those

persons.

Although

betweer "what should be" and "what currently exists," it is more helpful

Conclik:ion

most needs assessment models have defined needs as discrepancies

to think of needs in terms of a combination of discrepancy and necessity

where there are t,-+l met and unmet needs. The amourt of need should be judged

by a relevant person or group using multiple objective criteria and methodology

that have been mutually agreed on.

Needs assessment of individuals is designed to raise awareness and provide

guidance for a particular person concerning his or her own development or advance-

ment, or for individuals who are working with or providing guidance to that

individual. Needs assessment of groups, on the other hand, is designed to

guide the development and improvement of programs--including planning,

management, and evaluation decisions, and policy formulation. Group need data

in conjunction with program mission information are also an aid in the procesb

of acquiring resources for the program. Although they are similar in overall

concept, the strategy and techniques for conducting nf 4s assessment of

individuals and of groups differ operationally.

The purpose of evaluation is to determine whether or not defined goals are

being met and how they can be better met. If the goals are not being met

adequately, the goals themselves or the ways of meeting them may be redefined

as necessary, based on the findings. But underlying it all should be needs
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assessment. Adequate needs assessment procedures can ensure that the

evaluation process begins on the proper basis. To reiterate, it is important

to note that needs assessment is an important component of the total evaluation

process. The use of needs assessment techniques can enhance the value and

benefits of that process. Program evaluation results are not very useful unless

they can be related to needs.
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ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION

RELATED TO STUDENT SERVICES
1

Oscar T. Lenning

Traditionally a chapter on assessment and evaluation would occur last in

a section of a book such as this because such activities would be considered after -

the -fact in relation to the activities and processes discussed in the chapters

that follow. Assessment and evaluation cannot be very effective or have a

major impact on improving those other processes, however, if they are after-the-

fact activities. In fact, evaluation planning should occur along with the very

earliest planning for an operational program, whether it is for a student

services program or some other kind of prograr1. Therefore, because such activities

can apply to all of the types of programs discussed in the following chapters

and should be considered in an early stage of planning for each of them, it is

appropriate that this chapter on assessment and evaluation occur first.

It has increasingly been recognized that planning for evaluation must be an

integral part of planning for a process and program, and should take place before

the process begins in order to insure that all of the needed data will be collected

at the appropriate time prior to and during the operational phase. This is

true of end-of-period or end-of-tryout summative evaluation, the traditionally

accepted form of evaluation that is used to suggest whether the program should

be continued, terminated, or revised. An example of one of the problems that

early planning prevents, lack of adequate baseline data, is discussed by Anderson,

Ball, Murphy and Associates (1976) as follows:

Evaluations are frequently undertaken without adequate

baseline data. Sometimes, through lack of foresight, an

evaluation is not envisaged until after the program is in

1

Special appreciation is hereby expres.,ad to Philip Beal for critiquing this
paper and providing helpful suggestions.
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operation. In other instances, a program is considered

so urgent that it is implemented before an evaluation can

be planned and baseline data obtained; some of the War

on Poverty programs begun in the 1960's fall in this cate-

gory. For whatever reason of neglect or priority, when

baseline data are unavailable, evaluation results are

likely to be equivocal and to stimulate considerable

argument and confusion about whether the program was

effective. (pp. 42-43)

A potentially more useful corcept of evaluation than simmative is called

formative evaluation (Scriven, 1967). Formative evaluation occurs during the

development and operation of the program--and continually suggests how the program

should be modified in order to improve it--so planning for it at an early stage

of program development is especially crucial.

One component of evaluation (no matter what type of evaluation) is always

assessment, as will be discussed shortly. As such, assessment leads to, and

precedes, the activities and processes described in the later sections of this

chapter. On the other hand, some assessment is not a component of evaluation--

for example, assessment to guide strategy and activities when counseling with

individuals.

Assessment Versus Evaluation

In some cases evaluators archer their own data on which judgements are

to be based, ohile in other cases tney utilize data gathered and analyzed by

others in measurement and asser Aent phases. Thus, the roles and activities

are not the same for assessment as for evaluation, nor are the skills and
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competencies needed to perform those roles and activities (although there is much

overlap). This section discusses the differences between assessment and evaluation.

Assessment is a term made popular by Henry Murray and his associates

in the late 1930's, who referred to it as the appraisal of individuals.

As such, we can assess a person's physical and emotional charact-ris-

tics, personality, needs, behavior, competencies, development,

performance, educational and occupational progress, readiness for further

education, quality of life, etc. This can be done in general, or in terms

of the person's role, for example, his or her role as a student or as

a teacher. Because of Murray, counselors and other student services

personnel have traditionally (and it is still true today) tended to associate

assessment with individuals, and evaluation with groups and programs.

Furthermore, they have tended to think strictly in terms of assessing

students, whereas it is just as legitimate and pertinent to their

profession to assess themselves--their needs, their skills, their attitudes

and interests, their professional readiness, their performaN:e, etc.

Analogous to this is Menges' (1973) model for assessing the readiness of

teachers for professional practice.

Higher education authors outside of student affairs have often applied

the term assessment to groups and programs--for example, Baird's (1974,1976)

discussion of assessing educational environment, Doi'c (1974) "assessing faculty

effort," Lasell's (1974) conducting "assessment of internal decision events,"

and the Clark, Hartnett, and Baird (1976) assessment of the dimensions of

quality in doctoral education." Furthermore, one often hears within education

about assessment within even a larger .antext, such as a total educational

institution, the total educational system in a state or for the nation as a whole,
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and a community or society-at-large--for example, the assessment of

enrollment patterning, educational environment, educational quality,

educational impacts, and service to the community. And outside of education

we hear about such things as assessing costs and ecological impact.

Many people in education seem to equate assessment to evaluation,

for example, Dressel (1976) and Lasell (1974). On the other hand, some

equate assessment to measurement, for example, Harrocks (1964). And then

there are those who equate evaluation to measurement, such as May (1975) when he

defines guidance program evaluation as "the measurement of what is valued."

Others take an intermediary position and view measurement as a component

al. of a::essment, which is in turn a component of evaluation. This last view is the

I(
i al. relationship between measurement, assessment, and evaluation used throuahout this

Ital. chapter.

I
"Assess" is closely related to the term "assay," which means to examine,

test, or analyze. Murphy (1976) has pointed out that "in its derivation,

11

the word assess means 'to sit beside' cr 'to assist the judge' (p. 27)."

From such a perspective, assessment refers to gathering the data, transforming

the data so that it can be interpreted, applying analytical techniques,

and analyzing the data in terms of alternative hypotheses and explanations.

Based on such assessment, judgements about value, worth, and ways to improve

can be made--the process of evaluation. Therefore, for purposes of this

chapter, an assessment study includes measurement and analysis, while

an evaluation study includes measurement, analysis, and judgement. One

cannot have assessment or evaluation without measurement and analysis

of some kind.

I
1

I
I
I
I
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Another way to say the same thing is to use some words of Popham (1975).

He defines measurement as "status determination," and evaluation as "worth

determination." Then, based on the above discussion, assessment is what links

status determination to worth determination.

Assessment Strategies and Considerations

as They Relate to Student Services

Lenning (1977a) has discussed eight uses of student assessment by college

staff personnel. Three of them are definitely evaluation functions: grading,

promotion, and merit awards; evaluating efficiency and effectiveness; and

evaluating innovations. The others are less evaluative in nature: planning

learning experiences; counseling and advising students; diagnosing student

problems; appraising student readiness; and classifying and categorizing students.

(Students can also usefully conduct their own assessments--of themselves, their

needs, their environments, their activities, and their achievements.) Assessments

of persons other than students (such as staff, graduates, the members of the

community) can also be important in student affairs, and such assessments

are potentially as diverse in their functions as are the functions of student

assessment.

In this section will be discussed general procedures for conducting

assessments. Then the focus will shift Lo special considerations for different

kinds of assessments, such as assessments of individuals versus groups,

assessment by self versus others, and assessment of needs versus goals, versus

achievements, etc. The discussion of both general procedures and special

considerations will imply skills and competencies needed for conducting

assessments.

General Assessment Procedures

Payne discusses seven generally accepted stages or steps in assessing
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cognitive and affective learning, and those stages appear to be applicable

to all kinds of assessment: (1) specifying detailed goals and objectives,

(2) designing the assessment system, (3) selecting measures and data gathering

methods, (4) collecting data, (5) analyzing and summarizing data, (6) con-

trasting data and objectives, and (7) feeding back results. Each of these

tasks will be discussed from the perspective of a student affairs worker.

Specifying Goals and Objectives. Student affairs program goals generally

tend to be broad and vague abstractions that use such terms as "to promote

maximum development of the total self," "to promote self-actualization," "and to

develop realistic and independent decision making." If one is to have effec-

tive guidelines for conducting actions to bring about accomplished ends for

students, a course, a program, or an institution, such goals need to be

transformed into concrete, observable, precise terms. For an example of one way

to do this, see Lenning (1977b, pp. 15-24). Although he was talking about

university goals, what Conrad (1974) says about goals also can be stated in terms

of program goal:.: (1) they are standards against which to judge program success,

(2) they provide a source of legitimacy for the activities of the program, (3)

they define and order program needs, (4) they define the units of program outcomes,

(5) they identify the program's clientele, and (6) they define the relationship

between the program, the institution of which it is a part, and society.

What we are trying to assess must relate to the goals and objectives of

the program, or individuals, being assessed. For programs, for example,

the variables being assessed should relate to two different kinds of

program goals. First are outcome goals, the results or consequences

that the program activities are intended to achieve. The other type of goals,
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process goals, refer to how the outcome goals are intended to be achieved- -

the personnel, money, time, activities, techniques, methods, and tools that

will be utilized and in which ways to achieve particular outcome goals.

Transforming a goal into specific ends or objectives to be achieved is

a difficult task for many people. The task of reaching maximum agreement among

various staff members, anc constituents, concerning goals and goal priorities

is also a difficult task, and may sometimes call for the application of

special concensus rendering techniques, such as the Q-sort technique or

the Delphi technique, if give-and-take discussion does not yield enough

agreement.

What has been said about the goals of the program (or of the individual in

the case of assessing individuals) also applies to the goals of the assessment

study. Those conducting the assessment must delineate clearly and in specific

terms what is being assessed for whom, why the particular variables are being

assessed, how the asses:ment data are expected to relate to individual or program

goals, and how the assessment data are to be applied and used.

Designing the Assessment System. Once the goals and objectives for the assessment

effort are specified, work can begin on developing the assessment strategy and

procedures to be used for accomplishing those goals and objectives. The success

of the assessment effort rests on having an integrated, detailed, well-thought-

out assessment design that effectively relates to the assessment goals and

objectives. First the purposes of the assessment should be outlined, followed

by a delineation of the context in which the assessment is to take place. The

context includes factors within the program, institution, or other environments
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that will either assist the assessment effort or constrain it, such as

attitudes and values of staff or students, political pressures and sit'iations,

financial and staff resources available, time and space considerations, base-

line data that are already available, the diversity of the students using

various student services, etc. Third to be outlined are the specific questions

that need to be answered by the assessment to assist the particular problem

solving, decision-making, or other purposes formulated for it. Next, decisions

will be made and written down about: the information needed to provide evidence

useful in answering tne various questions, the available indicators trA can

lead to such informijon, the relevant data sources that are feasible, whether

sampling should be used and what kind, the data gathering and analysis strategies

and procedures that will collect the proper data and convert it into pertinent

information, the data interpretation strategy, and the feedback procedures

for getting the information out to decision-makers and concerned others in an

effective manner that promotes use. Fina'ly, factors such as assessment costs

and how the entire plan fits together into an integrated system will be

considered and refinements or modifications made as necessary.

The design must be realistic and feasible in terms of the costs and effort

required, and must be effective in generating the information needed to answer

the pertinent decision-makers' questions. It must identify and provide a

rationale concerning which specific groups of stLdents and other persons, and

entities such as the environment, should be assessed. How the assessment strategy

and procedures will vary by group or area should also be ascertained. For

example, assessing older students' academic competencies using a standardized

psychometric instrument designed for and normed on teenage college students

would clearly be inappropriate unless it was tested and found to be valid for

them also.
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The design of an assessment for a student services program, or that is

meant to provide assessment data for use by individuals, should be

tailored specifically to the situation at hand. One may usefully be able to

borrow ideas from another program or institution, but care should be taken to

see how it should be customized to the local situation. The same is true of

making use of general models, such as the General Integrative iodel developed

by Pottinger and Klemp (1975, 1976) that involves the use of various tests and

scales they developed For assessing the integration of life skills within

students. Their model was designed for investigating how students process

and integrate information, as contrasted to the storage and retrieval of

information. Therefore, it can be used for assessing such things as how students

thir.o, and react in various types of social situations, which is of major concern

to most student affairs workers.

Selecting Measures and Data Gathering Methods. In selecting measures and

indicators, reliability and validity (with respect to the questions that need

answers) are important criteria. So are factors such as ease of data collecjon,

cost of data collection, ease of scoring and tabulating, appropriateness to

the analytic procedures and tests that are planned, etc. To illustrate the

importance of such factors, this author recently heard about a new test battery

that had been tested out with reported success, and that seemed to have adequate

reliability plus good validity in measuring "real life" competencies. Since

he was consulting for the evaluation of a nontraditional program emphasizin-

the developmen of such competencies, he recommended that they try it out

their evaluation. Fortunately, they tried it out in a pilot test basis because

even though it admirably met the reliability and validity criteria, they found

that it was extremely difficult for their people to administer and score. This

case illustrates the importance of trying out measures and data gathering
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procedures ahead of time with small pilot sampler, of respondents similar

tD those in the study, before the final decision is made to use them in the

full assessment study.

Standardized paper and pencil instruments are often used in student and

program assessments; but although they may have good reliability and validity

for what they purport to measure, they often do not measure what is specifi-

cally of concern in the program. A good example of this is the Watson-Glazer

Critical Thinking Appraisal. It has excellent validity if one's concern is

with the ability to reason critically in a passive manner, and it has good

reliability. If one is concerned about the ability to apply that critical

thinking proactively in "real life" situations, such as applying critical

thinking to managing social confrontations, however, its validity is low

for measuring that competency. If one is considering the use of a standardized

instrument, it is crucial to study the reviews in Boras (1972) as well as

any other available reviews (such as the ones in Measurement ani' -valuation

in Guidance, Educational and Pt7ychological Measurement, and NCME Measurement

in Education ) for assurance that it measures what needs to be measured.

To get a paper and pencil instrument that measures specifically what is

desired, one will often have to construct his/her own. There are an abundance

of excellent texts on measurement theory, the development of norm-referenced

tests, and the development of questionnaires, with the variety being such

that there are appropriate ones for experienced as well as inexperienced

instrument developers. Whenever possible, locally-developed instruments

should build on similar ones developed elsewhere. Lang, Lehmann, and Mehrans

(1967) have shown that revising items takes less time, effort, and expense than

developing them from scratch. Great care must be taken, however, to modify them

appropriately for the new context. Another point which should be made here
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is that locally-developed criterion-referenced instruments that focus on

absolute level of performance or mastery should always be considered as an

alternative to norm-referenced instruments (see Gronluad [1973] for help in

developing such instruments).

Most measures and indicators are more reliable and valid in some contexts

than in others. Furthermore, all measures have weaknesses (some more so than

others) and where one is weak another measuring a similar variable may be strong,

and vise versa. Therefore, whenever it is feasible, it is advised to use

multiple measures and indicators for a particular learning outcome unless one

has complete confidence in one of the measures. If they all indicate the same

thing, one's assurance that the indication is actuality is greatly increased.

As an example of how multiple measures lead to greater reliability and validity,

let us take the case of unobtrusive measures. Thelin (1977) has emphasized that

unobstrusive measures "have to be considered in clusters and tied to a conceptual

framework if they are to be of significance for institutional monitoring [p. 133]."

Unobstrusive measures--for example, an increase in attendance at campus plays and

art displays after the occurrence of a demonstration program on appreciation of the

arts sponsored by the Office of Student Affairs in the dormitories--can be quite

useful and revealing measures. See the book by Webb and associates (1966) for

helpful, in-depth discussion about such measures.

Many times it is possible to use data that have been collected for other

purposes (for example, data from student transcripts, administrative files, and

community records), which some have called "secondary data." Usually we think

immediately of having to collect data when there is need for an assessment study,

and yet we might be able to get by without having to go to the trouble of collecting

data for the study. Althougn they save costs and time, however, in addition to
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providing useful supplemental evidence, such data can lea- to serious problems if

great care is not taken in using them. Boyd and Westphall (1972) provide

criteria for determining when particular secondary data are acceptable for a

particular situation and use, plus they discuss precautions for avoiding the

potential pitfalls.

Those doing assessments of various kinds !lave traditionally limited

themselves to paper-and-pencil tests, questionnaires, and interviews for

data collection, even though a variety of other methods have been shown to

be practical, valid, reliable, and cost effective for particular purposes

and contexts. Lenning (1978a) found fift, different data collection methods

in the literature that were being recommended for assessments of various

kinds. Knapp and Sharon (1975) review a number of these methods, which can

be used instead of or to supplement the traditional data collection methods.

As was true for indicators and measures, and for the same reasons, the use of

multiple data collection methods is desirable whenever it is feasible. That this

can be feasible and cost effective was shown by the learning assessment system

developed and implemented at Empire State College (Palola and Lehmann, 1976).

They supplement standardized and local test score data with student self report,

instructor observations, writing samples, and administrator observations.

Collecting Data. One can have exactly the measures and data collection methods

needed for collecting data, and yet it all can be for naught if one doesn't

plan well (concerning such things as who to collect the various data from, how to

approach them, and sampling procedures) and use care in the actual collection of

the data. For example, a poorly worded cover letter with a questionnaire could

easily cut the response rata in half or more; so could administering the
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questionnaire shortly before mi
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Y exclusively on the use of simple descriptive statistics such as

deviations, and tabulations and cross-tabulations of freopencies and

Much useful information can be obtained from the use of such simple

especially if they are profiled graphically and patterns of similarities

ancies across information items and across groups are examined. Means by

s can be quite misleading if the frequency distributions are not also

d. Also, response bias should be analyzed in questionnaire and interview studies.

t is often useful to make comparisons across groups when group difference

ther characteristics (for example, input variables) are taken into

sideration. Although "eyeballing" across groups can be revealing, it should

3 supplemented with statistical tests such as t-tests, chi square, analysis of

variance, correlational analysis, and discriminant analysis. Unless the staff

member is experienced in such techniques, however, the aid of a statistician

on campus should be obtained in planning the analysis. In planning the study,

the staff member and the analytical design expert should consider using one of

the analytical designs proposed by Campbell and Stanley (1963), and many helpful
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resources that discuss the selection and use of statistical methods are

available (for example, Tatsuoka and Tiedeman [1963] and Siegel [1956]).

In outcome studies, change in statu., is often of concern. However, most

analysts now agree that change scores or average change should not be used

in such analyses. Rather, they advise comparing the final status of the

students to the final status of other students having the same initial ability

For comparison across groups this can be accomplished by random appointment

to each group initially, by group assignment through stratified random paired-

matching on input level, by comparing across similar initial-level strata, or

through the use of sophisticated statistical adjustments to post-test scores

that effectively equate initial levels (for example, analysis of covariance).

Interpretation and use of data are also crucial elements in an assessment

study, and too often the application of such results is ineffective. If the

assessment data are to have any impact, the users of the data must be precisely

identified early in the assessment planning process, prior to conducting the

study. Input should be solicited from them concerning their specific concerns

and what assessment information would be helpful to them in their decision

making. Such input will serve a primary role in determining what study groups, data,

and analyses are desired for the study. Once analyses are completed, brief,

concise reports tailored to each person's informational needs should be sent

to them. Graphical presentation can often be helpful in such reports. One

interesting and potentially useful way of making these reports attention-getting

is through a "peer group--intergroup" model proposed by Alderfer and Holbrock

(1973) and used by Hecht (1977). Selected college staff prepare "action-oriented"

written and oral responses to the evaluation data for presentation to other

college staff at their levels.
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Special Considerations for Different Kinds of Assessment

The general steps outlined in the preceding section apply to both the assess-

ment of groups and the assessment of individuals. For the assessment of individuals,

however, they apply in a much more informal, subjective way than is true of

assessment of groups. Furthermore, an important difference is that for assessment

of individuals the instruments used must have much higher reliability coefficients

(in the 0.8-0.9 range versus as low as 0.6 for groups) be useful.

Another dimens41n on which there are differential considerations is the

assessment of students versus the assessment of nonstudents. Usually one is

interested in assessing different factors for students than for nonstudents. Secondly,

the assessment of students often involves the use of standardized paper-and-pencil

instruments, such as achievement and ability tests, whereas most non-student

assessments of interest to student affairs workers will not make use of such

instruments. To illustrate, May (1975) discusses two types of staff member

assessment (he cal'is it evaluation) for the guidance setting:

For assessment of competency (p. ):

Each individual counselor lists the ten or twelve functions

that must be achieved to have a quality guidance program. These

are services that you feel so strongly about that you would defend

them before a group of district administrators or before the

school board. Place this :ist in rank order . . The combined staff

list will constitute the values for the guidance program . . . At

the conclusion of the year, prepare a short narrative explaining

how you achieved, or why you failed to achieve, each goal and

request your supervisor to do the same. Exchange narratives,

wait several days and meet to discuss differences.

For technical competency assessment (p. ):

To be useful, evaluation of process must provide a direct

measure of behavior change or knowledge learned as a result of
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contact with the counselor. Perhaps the following approach could

be used.

1. Detail each task, formulate specific behavioral objectives

and write implementation strategies.

2. Describe what a student who has achieved the specific

objectives does that distinguishes that student from one

who has not achieved the objectives.

3. Outline precise situations that require the learners

to demonstrate ether they can react in a knowledgeable way.

4. Develop a pre-determined method for recording and evaluating

responses to situations.

These are two examples of individual staff members assessing themselves

and being assessed by others. There are probably many other ways in which

such assessment could be carried out.

When it comes to assessment of individual students, student affairs

workers (and especially personal counselors) have been considered experts for

many years. However, the traditional focus on stLdent affairs personnel doing

the assessment of students is being replaced in many quarters by student affairs

personnel helping students to assess themselves. As outlines by Miller and

Prince (1976), the goal of assessment for student development "is to help

students understand their current patterns of behavior, emphasizing positively

the specific skills they have instead of the ones they lack. From this base,

all students can move toward increased self-direction . . . Assessment programs

must be designed with students rather than for or about them; therefore, only

information that can directly increase students' self-understanding or improve

their self-direction need be collected. The primary focus of many student

assessment efforts has been to help student affairs workers better understand

their 'clients.' Although this objective is desirable, it has tended to

create volumes of information about studoits that is rarely used directly by

them" (pp. 48-49).
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Miller and Prince have much good discussion focusing on how to conduct

such self assessment. They do not limit this "assessment for student develop-

ment" to individuals, however. They define it as "the process through which

students, groups, and organizations systematically acquire and use data from a

variety of sources to describe, appraise, and mod'y their own development. Thus,

this method "differs from the more traditional approaches in its purpose, in what

is assessed, in the techniques used, in the way it is implemented, and in the

role the student affairs practitioner plays." (p. 47)

A word should dlso perhaps be said about another noteworthy assessment

differentiation. Assessment of certain types of factors have become separate

areas of specialization. A good example is "needs assessment," where discrepancy

between "what is" and "what should be" is a primary focus. Also, needs assess-

ment is noteworthy in that there is a serious definitional problem among

assessors concerning what is a "need" (Lenning, 1978b; Lenning and McAleenan,

in press). Other areas of specialization within assessment include assessment of:

ability, achievement, personality, goals, values, interpersonal functioning,

and organizational functioning.

Strategies for Evaluating

Student Service Activities and Programs

In their excellent book of readings and comment pertaining to the theory

and practice in educational evaluation, Worthen and Sanders (1973) open with a

serious charge that unfortunately seems to still be true:

Evaluation is one of the most widely discussed but little

used processes in today's educational systems. This statement

may seem strange in the present social context where attempts to

make educational systems accountable to their publics are proliferating

at a rapid pace . . . yet, despite these trends toward accountability,

only a tiny fraction of the educational programs operating at any
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level have been evaluated in any but the most cursory fashion, if

indeed at all. Verbal statements about evaluation and accountabil,ty?

An abundance. Genuine evaluation of educational programs? Unfortunately

rare. (p. 1)

This statement applys to student affairs programs as much if not more than

other areas of education, especially the second part which indicates that

programs "have been evaluated in any but the most cursory fashion, if indeed at

all." Whereas most instructional programs have a large number of clear-cut

learning ge ls that are relatively easy to state in measureable outcome

terms, student affairs goals for students often tend to be imprecise, vague,

and illusory in nature, and difficult to measure. This is because they are

more often emphasizing affective development while formal instructional programs

are more often emphasizing cognitive development. Secondly, they are more

often emphasizing a far wider array of goals for students; which could mean

that they are spreading their focus too thin. Counselors and other student affairs

people also perhaps have more of an aversion to empirical data and analysis than

do academicians involved primarily in research and scholarship activities.

On the other hand, being seen to serve a support rather than a line role

in most postsecondary institutions, student services people have increasingly

started to recognize their vulnerability in any projected financial cutback and

retrencnment. For their programs to re- in support, student services personnel

must do a more effective and concrete job of communicating to others the important

and central benefits students can gain from their programs, and must provide

factual evidence of such benefits occurring. Furthermore, they must demonstrate

that their activities and programs are both efficient and effective. Only through

effective program evaluation can such evidence be developed, and such evaluation

must begin with a clear and concrete delineation of activity/program goals and

objectives.
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Burck and Peterson (1975), with "tongue-in-cheek cynicism," discuss

seven of the most common evaluation strategies, or models, used in student per-

sonnel services. All of them are really not program evaluation at all, according

to Burck and Peterson. These "models" are: (1) the Sample-of-One Method, which

involves discussing the problem with one or two colleagues and arriving at a

consensus; (2) the Brand A versus the Brand X Method, which compares nonequiva-

lent "apples- versus - oranges" groups; (3) the Sunshine Method which solely provides

eviden:e of program quantity and extensive client exposure to the program; (4)

the Goodness-of-Fit Method, which establishes how standard the program is and

how well it fits into established procedures; (5) the Committee Method, which

involves a group of people connected with the program discussing and reaching

consensus on the program's effectiveness and writing a report for those in

authority that points out and extolls its merits; (6) the Shot-in-the-Dark

Method, where clear program objectives are lacking for the program, or where

evaluation is entirely divorced from program goals, so evaluation involves a

random search for any kind of an impact that might be possible; and (7) the

Anointing-by-Authority Method, where nationally recognized cone ants are

brought in to confirm pre-ordained findings through talking with the "rignt

people," and whose name and status legitimize those findings in the eyes of

those in authority. The one thing that all of these common (and they are common)

approaches have, in addition to being poor evaluation, is that none of them

objectively try to determine the real outcomes of the program.

Another author who has discussed the need for better evaluation in student

services work, and specifically in counseling, is Krumboltz (1974). Rather than

talk in terms of evaluation, however, he focuses on accountability; and presents

a number of benefits to counselors from an effective accountability model.
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Similar benefits could accrue to other areas of student affairs if a good

evaluation system were implemented. His proposed benefits are as follows

(pp. 639-640)

...would enable counselors to: obtain feedback on the results

of their work; select counseling methods on the basis of demon-
strated success; identify students with unmet needs; devise

shortcuts for routine operations; argue for increased staffing
to reach attainable goals; (and) request training for problems
requiring new competencies....By learning how to help clients
more effectively and efficiently, counselors would obtain: more

public recognition for accomplishments; increased financial support;
better working relationships with teachers and administrators;
acknowledged professional standing; (and) the satisfaction of
performing a constantly improving and valued service.

Krumboltz does not present such a model, but he does propose seven criteria

for such a model, or system, that are worthy of attention and adoption (pp. 640-

641):

1. In order to define the domain of counselor responsibility, the
general goals of counseling must be agreed to by all concerned
parties.

2. Counselors' accomplish tints must be stated in terms of important

observable behavior changes by clients.

3. Activities of the counselor must be stated as costs, not
accomplishments.

4. The accountability system must be constructed to promote professional
effectiveness and self-improvement, not to cast blame or punish poor
performance.

5. In order to promote accurate reporting, reports of failures and
unknown outcomes must be permitted and never punished.

6. All users of the accountability system must be represented in
designing it.

7. The accountability system its,:lf must be subject to evaluation and
modification.

A number of strategies, or models, have been developed by evaluation theorists

and practitioners in the area of curriculum development that provide viable alterna-

tives to meet distinct conditions and situations, and that have aspects or
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components that student affairs program evlauP,tors should consider applying.

Worthen and Sanders (1973) reprinted original writings by a number of model

developers that they felt had made important contributions to evaluation practice

and could provide frameworks for such practice. Following each reprint, they

separately discuss each model in terms of pdtentials and limitations, and then use a

chart (pages 209-220) to compare them on 12 factors or dimensions:

(1) definition, (2) purpose, (3) key emphasis, (4) role of the evaluator, (5)

relationship to objectives, (6) relationship to decision-making, (7) types of

evaluation, (8) constructs proposed, (9) criteria for judging evaluation

studies, (10) implications for evaluation design, (11) contributions to the

design of evaluation studies, and (12) limitations and possible misuses of

the approach.

Contributions that these and other models have to make to an overall frame-

work of viable concepts and alternative strategies and procedures from which one

can choose for the evaluation of student services wil; be outlined here. As Scriven

suggests in his thoughtful article (1967), the major focus in the models may be on

curriculum evlauation, but the same ideas can also be applied to other kinds of

evaluation, such as student services evaluation. A special focus of the following

discussion will be on the procedures for implementing each model, which can suggest

evaluator skills and competencies needed for such implementation. After a brief

discussion of noteworthy and relevant points from each model, as perceived by this

writer, the discussion will conclude with categorizations of model types proposed

by two authors who attempted to place the various models into perspective.

The Scriven Formulations

Scriven (1967, 1971) made a number of useful points. First, he

differentiates the goals of the evaluation from its roles. The goals may be

usefully formulated in terms of questions regarding performance, worth, merits,

drawbacks, etc. The goals lead to "gath;.:ring and combining performance data
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with a weighted set of critical scales to yield either comparative or numerical

ratings, and in justification of (a) the data - gathering ilstruments, (b) the

weightings and (c) the selection of criteria [p. 40]." While the goal in essence

focuses on the gathering of valid and reliable evidence relating to the worth

of the service or activity, the role being performed can vary widely.

Two basic roles that Scriven describes are the formative role of how to

improve the service or activity, and their outcomes on students or others,

and the summative role of whether the service or activity should be terminated,

continued as is, or continued in a modified form. Some of the same data may

serve both roles, but the two roles mainly require different types of data- -

in the first case data that assist understanding and in the second case data

that assist value ::udgement. Scriven feels that evaluators performing the

formative role should be regular members of the on-going program staff and

that the summative role should be carried out by unbiased, independent, outside

people without a vested interest in seeing that the program sqcceeds (it Joesn't

have to be someone outside of the institution, just someone outside the program

who "es no vested interests in the program), and who can thus be objective and

mater of fact about the matter.

An additional role differentiation for evaluator3 mentioned by Scriven (1971)

was (1) evaluating the goals of the program, versus (2) evaluating whether and how

well the program goals have been achieved. Formal program evaluation studies have

almost always focused on judging the worth of the program .31.1/or how to improve

the nrogram in terms of the goals of the program developers, without considering

the )rth of the goals. Scriven .lays, however, that an evaluator should also

evaluate t, a appropriateness and worth of the program goals. Furthermore, he

indicates that the goals ..hould be evaluated prior to evaluating the attainment

of those goals; if it is not a good goal it really does not ma..er whether or not
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the goal has been achieved. Evaluating the appropriateness of goals involves

agreed upon, objective criteria for what constitutes a good goal, plus applying

logic. Unlike he evaluation of goal achievement, goal evaluation does not

involve measurement; goals cannot be measured as can achievement. According

to Scriven, the welfare of the consumer and society should be important criteria

in evaluating goals.

Scriven made one additional noteworthy point concerning program goals--that

the evaluator should not focus so intently on whether the program goals have been

achieved that he/she fails to notira significant non-intended program outcomes

that have taken place. According to Scriven, one should definitely look for

evidence of unintended outcomes and be open to considering equally such evidence

with evidence of accomplishment or lack of accomplishment pertaining to the program

goals. The importance of this admonition is demonstrated by lenning and associates'

(1977) finding that unintended outcomes can be positive as well as negative, and

can have as much or more evaluative impact on program planning as the intended

program outcomes. Even negative outcomes, which many people wish to ignore, should

be considered because they can suggest important modifications that are needed in

the program.

In reaction against the commonly accepted strategy of devoting all evaluative

attention to the outcomes intended or planned for the program, Scriven (1972)

developed a model that looks for significant program impacts of any kind, whether

they are implied by the program goals or not, which he called "goals-free evaluation."

Scriven's idea is that an outside evaluator sLould be brought in and should deducr'

what appears to be the programs' goals based on his/her observations. ':nly then

should the evaluator talk to the program staff about their intended program goals.

There are problems with goals-free evaluation as a method, but Scriven's point is

well taken. Furthermore, Scriven does not downgrade the importance of program

goals for evaluation, as the following quote (Scriven, 1971) indicates: "The

statement of goal narrows our problem to manageable size. We can't apply all
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possible tests to every sample in order to look for all possible effects. We

check in the general area where the shot was aimed, keeping our eyes open for

any side effects."

Another useful Scriven formulation is his distinction between what he calls

"secondary" or "intrinsic" evaluation and "primary" or "pay-off" evaluation,

evaluation of the means used to bring about desired end results versus evaluation

of those end results. He suggests that secondary evaluation is fine if we can make a

solid linK between the secondary indicator and the primary payo,f; otherwise

primary evaluation is essential. However, by doing both types of evaluation in

the same evaluation study understanding is increased and we have greater

assurance that our judgements of worth are reliable. Intrinsic and pay-off

evaluation both can be applied in formative evaluation as well as in summative

evaluation.

Reference should also be made to a general five-step procedure

for conducting progr7.1 evaluation that Scriven outlined (1971): (1) identify and

assess the intended goals of the project oe program, using ratings of such things

as social utility, necessity for the goals at this point in time, and the number

of people that will be benefited if the goals are met; (2) measure the program's

effectiveness, where effectiveness is not restricted to the stated or implied

goals; (3) assess program costs (here Scriven uses a 12-point check list and

breakdown involving installation versus maintenance costs, dollar versus psychic

costs, per-stude 1: versus per-system costs, etc. (4) assess the program availability

and practicality; and (5) produce an overall summary report. Scriven was talking

to professional evaluators when he presented this list, but it is also relevant

for other evaluators.

In closing this discussion of Scriven's formulations, sev'ral additional

noteworthy points should be made. One is Scriven's contention that pr^cess

research, research aimed at describing and understanding the processes taking place
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within a service program, only becomes evaluation if its focus is on judging

the merit or worth of the process or on improving the process. Thus, the common

view of accountability illustrated below by Wickline (1971) is clearly not program

evaluation, in spite of what many people might think.

If one sat in on Congressional hearings today, he would find

that, in justifying the expenditures in education, people

still talk primarily about how the money has been spent, what

kind of materials and equipment have been pvchased, the number

of children who have been served and the number of teachers who

have been involved. They talk very little about what has been

accomplished.

On the other hand, Scriven does not ignore process, nor does he ignore

costs. He contends that data about program benefits should be related both to

data about program process and program costs. And when it"comes to costs and

benefits, Scriven feels that the costs and benefits of the evaluation process

itself should also be explored, preferably in probable terms prior to the time

that the evaluation is to commerce, and the evaluation process modified accordingly.

Finally Scriven demonstrates the desirability of using comparison groups, even

though we caanot control for particular input characteristics that could

account for differences in findings among groups, and even though the differences

expected are usually small. He also discusses the usefulness of taxonomies

in specifying in more detail the criteria of achievement or other outcomes to

be used in an evaluation study, and he proposes use of his modified version

of Bloom's (1956) taxonomy. Perhaps more useful for such purposes

in student affairs evaluations is the comprehensive taxonomy of postsecondary

education "types of outcomes" and "audiences" developed by Lenning et al (1977)

because it focuses much more in noncognitive areas than does criven's. That

taxonomy is or4.1ined in Figures 1 and 2. (Standard definitions and sample
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Figures 1 and 2 go about here

measures or indicators are provided by Lenning et al [1977] for all categories

and subcategories of Figure 1.) It should be useful to also apply Scriven's

taxonomy, however, to generate student service evaluation coverage ideas.

Stake's Countenance or Preordinate Evaluation

Stake (1967) emphasized how informal, subjective evaluation differs from

formal, objective evaluation. Informal evaluation depends on "casual observation,

implicit goals, intuitive norms, and subjective judgment," while formal evaluation

depends on "check-lists, structured visitation by peers, controlled comparisons,

and standardized testing of students [p. 523]." Informal evaluation is what

usually takes place, and can provide effective and penetrating insight. However,

it can as often be superficial and distorted, so Stake suggested that rational

judgment requires the use of formal evaluation. He suggested that description and

judgment are tne two major activities in program evaluation, and that they should

be many-faceted and comprehensive activities focusing on all aspects of the program.

This Model distinguishes among three types of data that are necessary

for both description and judgment, antecedent data (input conditions and

characteristics not part of the program that may relate to outc ies), transaction

data (interactions and encounters between the clients and program [including

program personnel] that constitute the program processes), and outcome data

(short- a.id long-term consequences of the antecedents and transactions on the

clients, the program and its components, and other persons or entitie::). A

matrix with twelve cells describes the data that should be collected for the

evaluation, with antecedents, transactions, and cJtcomes forming the vertical

axis and intents (goals and objectives), observations of outcomes, standards
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Category
Code Number

Figure 1

TYPES OF OUTCOMES THAT COULD BE AIMED FOR

IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
a

Entity Being Maintained or Changed
Category

Code Humber
Entity being Maintained or C.nanged

1000 ECONOMIC OUTCOMES

1100 Economic Access and Independence Outcomes

1110 Economic Acores
1120 Econoinic FIB xibility, Adarnaliiiiiy, and Security

1130 Income and Standard of Living

1200 Economic Resources and Costs
1210 Economic Costs ann Efficv.ncy
1220 Economic Resources tincluding employees)

1300 Economic Production
131u Economic Productivity and Production
1320 Economic Services Proviued

1400 Other Economic Outcomes

2000 HUMAN CHARACTL RIS TIC OUTCOMES

2100 Aspirations
2110 Desires, Ainis, and Goals
2120 Dislikes, Likes, and Interests
2130 Motivation or Drive Level
2140 Other ASpirat10(.110LICOMES

2200 Competence and Shills
2210 Acaoeillic Si Its
2220 Cituenshig arid Family Membership Skills

2:10 Clamor :Aills
2240 Exprey.101,mt Oonimunii ation Smits
2250 Intenectu-ii blutis
2260 Interpersonal. 1. eactPrstlio, ana Organizational Skills
2270 Occupatic fiat and Ernpioyabliity Skills

2260 Physicai and MOW! Skills
2290 Other Skill Outcomes

2300 Morale, .--'istaction. and Affective Characteristics
2310 Att lees ana Values
2320 Belies, Commitments. and Philosoishv of Life

2350 Feeling!. and Emotions
2340 Mores, Customs, and Standards of Conduct

2350 Other Affective Outcomes

2400 Perceptual Characteristics
2410 Perceptual Awareness and Sensitivity
2420 Perception of Self
2430 Perception of Others
2440 Perception of Things
2450 Other Perceptual Outcomes

2500 Personality and Personal Coping Characteristics
2510 Adventurousness and Initiative
2520 Autonomy and inceoendance
2530 Dependability and Responsionity
2540 Dogmatic/OpenMinded, Authoritarian/ Democratic

2550 Flexibility and Adaptability
25E0 Habits
2570 Psychological Functioning
2590 Tulerance and Persistence
2590 Other Personality and Personal Coping Outcomes

2000 Physical and Physiological Characteristics
2610 Physical Fitness and Traits
2620 Physiological Health
2630 Other Physical ur Physiological Outcomes

2700 Status, Recognition, and Certification
2710 Completion or Achievement Award
2720 Credit Recognition
2730 Image, Reputation. or Status
2740 Licensing and Cvnit 'cation
2750 Obtaining a Job or Admission to a FoIlowup Program

2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOt (cuntinued)

2760 Power and/or Authority
27/U Jut). School, or Life Success
2780 Other Status, Recognition, and Certification Outcomes

2800 Social Activities and Roles
2810 Adjustment to Retirement
2820 Affiliations
28%0 Avocational and Social Activities and Roles
2040 :weer and Vocational Activities andRoles

2650 Citizenship Activities and Rows
286C Farad), Activities and Roles
2070 Fnendsnips and keidtionstims
2810 Other Activity and Role Outcomes

2900 Other Human Character,-,tic Outcomes

3000 KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY, AND ART FORM OUTCOMES

3100 General Knowledge and Understanding
3110 Knowledge anti Understanding of General Facts and

Terminology
3120 Knowledge and Ur rstanding of Generat Processes

3130 Knowledge and Under.,tanarno of General Theory

3140 Other Genera( know ledge ana Uni,:erstanaing

3200 SpLcia'ized Knowledge ar.,- Uraerslanaing
3210 Knowledge and Understanding of Specialized Facts

and Terminology
3220 Knowledge anti Understanding of Sm.:ciao:0

Processes
3230 Knowledge and Understanding of Specialized Theory

3240 Other Specialized Knowledge and Understanding

3300 Research and Scholarship
3310 Research and Scholarship Knowledge and

Understanding
3320 Research arid Scholarship Products

3400 Art Forms and Woras
3410 Architecture
3420 Dance
3430 Debate and Oratory
344G Drama
3450 Literature and V'rtting
3460 Music
3470 Painting Drawing, and Photography
3480 ScOpture
3490 Other Fine Arts

3500 Other Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Outcomds

4000 RESOURCE AND SERVICE PROVISION OUTCOME3

4100 Provision of Facilities and Even$
4110 Provision of Facilities
4 t 20 Provision or Sponsorship of Events

4200 Provision cl Direct Services
4210 Teaching
4220 Advisory and Analytic Assistance
4230 Treatment, Care, and Referral Serv.ces
4240 Provision of Othe Services

4300 Other r source and Service Provision Outcomes

5000 OTHER MAIN T ENANCF AND CHANGE OUTCOMES

5100 Aesthetic-Cultural Activities, Traditions, and Conditions

5200 Organizational Format, Activity, and Operation

5300 Other Maintenance arid Cfiange

From the type-of--,utcome dimension of the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure (Lenning et al.,

1977, p. 27). The Structure provides stondard definitions and sample measures or

indicators for each category, along with 1,:ocedures for subdividing into additional

levels of categories.
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Figure 2

PEOPLE OR ENTITIES THAT MAY BE RECIPIENTS

OF VARIOUS POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION OUTCOMES'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

10 Individual/Group Clients-This category refer, to pnrsons Or groups of persons who are direct clients of the postsecondary education unit of

Concern and/or their Immediate associates. such as family and reiatives or peers

11 Students-Individuals cr groups of IndlviduP' wno currently are enrolled In the pruglam, Institution, or system of postsecondary education

12 Former Students-Individuals or groups .if Individuals who formerly were °mulled In the program, Institution, or system of postsecondary

'ducat toe

13 Family and Relatives of Student:. or Former Students

14 Peers and A SsOCHIteS of Students or Former Students

15 Faculty

16 Staff Other than Faculty

17 Other Inctividue0Group Chents-An example would be an Individual whC 's noneof the above but is staved by an advisory service offered

Dy the Cc/liege

20 Interest-Based CommunitiesThis Ca egory refers to large groups that are Identified as entities wonting toward a well-dame interest or

mission

21 Private Enterprise Communities - Communities where a major Purpose Is financial remuneration and profit -for example, corporations.

small businesses, and farmers

22 Association Communities- Communities where members belong on the basis of affiliation rather than employment, Such as unions and

prOfi.s.euriel societies

23 Government Communities-Communities designed to administer government regulations and services, such as city hall, stale department

of oducatic,n, and legislative communities

24 Nongovernmental/Public Service Communities Other then the InstitutionProducing the Outcome-Nonprofit ServiCe organizations, such

as schools. h0spit,51s, weifole agencies, philaninnium founditionS, colleges lather Man 11.0 College prcducing the outcome), aryl research

organizations

25 Institution or Institution Unit Producing the Outcome-The postsecondary education institution and /or units within that -istitutIon that

are perceived as the produce r laulitetor of the outcomeisi of concern

26 Other Interest -Based CommunitiesAn example woeld be an ad hoc Coalition task foie* of representatives from two or more of Ina aoove

areas

30 Geographic Based Communities-This category refers to large groups defined on the basis cal functional tcrrotoriar boundaries

31 Local Community-A township, City, county matt opolitin area or othet typeof lOcahty having panicdiar boundaries It is not necessarily

restricted to the legal or neiSdiCtional boundary but ire functional one in which Mi. impact Of the institution is (or should be) directly and

physically MIL The boundaries vary Ann the institution I prOgram ano outcome of concern

32 The Staff

33 A Region-An aggregation of slates or parts of states

34 The Nation

35 An International Community

36 Other Geographic-84sec, Communities-An ample would be a research discovery that affects primarily people living in the Coldest

latitudes, or where it snows heavily

40 Aggregates of People -This category refers to suboopuiations of woole distinguished by OdItIOUIc. characteristics thit may .ndicsup com,non

concerns, needs of want:. but wno do not necessaiily Nivea common interest or mission, and therefore uo r Ot constitute communities

41 Ability level Subpopc lawns -Subpopulations def. ad according to level of ability, proficiency on general inteltectual functioning or

specific skills-tor example, gifted typical, deadvanlagect. Or skilled, semi Voted elskillecl

42 Age Suopoputations

43 Educational Level Su0p0oulafronS

44 Income l evel Subpossulations

45 Occupation SubpOpulatoonS

46 Physical Disechlify Condition Subpoottiotions

41 Race Subpoovietions

46 Sex Suboopoietinns

49 Other Si,cb Aogregetes

50 Other Audiences- Examples v WU Le the natural env 'confront that .s affected by university *nOnS04114 rasitarch (which in turn would be

expected to have impacts on aucriernes such as individuals and Gene utilities) and pOeviailLis of animals (such As the animals effected by

aliens to uop depleted se,ies titan lcoinitig mullet in try the (Sewn , ,tent of veterinary ,1

a
From the "audience" dimension of the ACHEMS Outcomes Structure (Leaning ot al,

i19 1841977, p. 24).



11
that the clients expect, and judges' perceptions of program value forming

the horizontal axis. The matrix, which is shown in Finure 3, is vertically

split into a description section and a judgment section.

Figure 3 goes about here

Concerning the description section of the matrix, intents includes program

effects that are planned for or intended, desired, hoped for, anticipated, and

those that are feared. A major problem for the evaluator is to deduce the

intentions for the pro( and transform them into concrete, useable data. Obser-

vations include descriptions of surroundings, events, behaviors, and consequences

that are gathered through direct observation and with the help of instruments such

as "inventory schedules, biographical data sheets, interview routines, check lists,

opinionnaires, and all kinds of psychometric tests."

During the analysis phase, the focus is on discovering r each row of the

matrix how much of what was intended actually happened (discrepancies between intents

and observed occurrance, and the amount of congruence), and also on examining the

relationships (or contingencies) among antecedents, transactions, and outcomes

across both the intended and observed dimensions. In addition to the congruence and

contingency comparisons of descriptive data that have already been discussed,

Stake stresses the importance of examining whether the ;rogram plan (intents)

logically relates or conforms to the philosophic background and basic purposes of

the program; whether the intents constitute a plausible and well-thought out plan

for implementing the program rationale (philosophy and purposes).

Concerning the judgment section of the matrix, Stake indicated that a

wholistic view is imperative but not being taken in most current evaluation

efforts within education. As he stated it, "it is a great misfortune that

the best trained evaluators have been looking at education with a microscope

rather than with a panoramic view finder."
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Figure 3

CATEGORIES OF DATA NEEDED FOR COMPREHENSIVE

pROGRAM EVALUATION ACCORDING TO STAKE'S COUNTENANCE MODEL

DESCRIPTION

Intents Observations

JUDGMENT

Standards Jud ments
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The descriptive data about the program, discussed earlier, can be judged

with respect to sets of absolute standards or criteria of what the antecedent,

transactional, and outcome intensions and observations should be (absolute

comparison), each set conforming to the view of a relevant reference group or

point of view. The other possibb'ity is to judge the data with respect to

the same data for similar programs elsewhere (relative comparison). In doing

the judging, the evaluator assigns a weight of importance to each set of

standards he/she considers to have relevance, and determines the arogram data on

which to make comparisons. Based on relative and absolute judgment, the evaluator

arrives at "an overall or composite rating of merit" and specifies limitations

and qualifications that apply to this rating. He/she then develops recommendations

r- arding the program decisions of concern (continue the program as is, terminate

t . program, modify the program in particular ways).

Stake (1967) made it clear that all of what he proposed does not have to be

done in one massive effort. Furthermore, because of available evaluation

resources, many evaluation efforts will devote all of their resources to only

certain areas of programs and to particular types of data (for example, intended

versus actual outcomes). And Stake makes it clear that the process for narrowing

down the focus should be deliberate and formal also, as indicated below:

Educators should be making their own evaluations more

deliberate, more formal. Those who will--whether in their

classrooms or on national panels--can hope to clarify their

responsibility by answering each of the following questions:

(1) Is this evaluation to be primarily descriptive, primarily

judgmental, or both descriptive and judgmental? (2) Is this

evaluation to emphasize the antecedent conditions, 'the trans-

actions, or the outcomes alone, or a combination of these, or

their functional contingencies: (3) Is this evaluation to
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indicate the congruence between what is intended and what

occurs? (4) Is this evaluation to be undertaken within a

single program or as a comparison hetween two or more

curricular programs? (5) Is this evaluation intended more

to further the development of curricula or to help choose

among available curricula? With these questions answered,

the restrictive effects of incomplete guidelines and in-

appropriate countenances are more easily avoided. (p. 540)

Stake's Responsive Evaluation

In late,. years, Stake changed his position about the relative value of

formal and informal evaluation (1973). Whereas, he previously downgraded

informal evaluation, he no favors it in the majority of cases because it is

performing more of a service. Thus, he titles his new model "responsive evaluation

Responsive evaluation sacrifices some measurement precision. but gains in

cue value of the findings to those involved with the program. According to

Stake:

Responsive evaluation is if s reliant on formal communication,

more reliant on natural communication. . . It is evaluation

based on what people do naturally to evaluate things: they

observe and react. . . Subjectivity can be reduced by repli-

cation and operational definition of ambiguous terms even

while we are relying ,ieavily on the insights of personal

observation. An educational evaluation is responsive eval-

uation (1) if it orients more directly to program activities

than to program intents, (2) if it responds to audience

requirements for information, and (3) if the different value-
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perspectives of the people at hand are referred to in

reporting the success and failure of the program. . . . To do

a responsive evaluation, the evaluator of course does many

things. He makes a plan of observations and negotiations. He

arranges for various persons to observe the program With

their help he prepares brief narratives, portrayals, product

displays, graphs, etc. He finds out what is of value to his

audiences. He gathers expressions of worth from various

individuals whose points of view differ. Of course, he checks

the quality of his records. He gets program personnel to react

to the accuracy of his portrayals. He gets authority figures to

react to the importance of various findings. He gets audience

members to react to the relevance of his findings. He does

much of this informally, iterating, and keeping a record of

action and reaction. He chooses media accessible to his

audiences to increase the liklihood and fidelity of communication.

He might prepare a final written report; he might not--depending

on what he and his clients have agreed on. ( )

Responsive evaluation allows the evaluator to respond to both current and

emerging issues, and to adjust easily to changing conditions. A major focus

is on observing the program in action.

Responsive evaluation is preferred in formative evaluation when monitoring

is desired and no particular problems are projected. It is preferred for

summative evaluation when what is desired is an understanding of the program's

activities, strengths, and shortcomings. Preordinate evaluation (discussed

previously) is preferred when the purpose is to see if goals have been reached

or promises kept, and to test hypotheses and issues that were predetermined.
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Figure 4

A TWO-DIMENSIONAL MATRIX THAT RELATES

STUFFLEBEAM'S FOUR TYPES Of DECISIONS AND ASSOCIATED EVALUATION TYPESa

FOCUSES ON

End Results Means of Obtaining Results

Planning Decisions -- Decisinns about the

setting to be served, the ,ogram ends or out-
comes intended, and whether or not program
mission, goals, and objectives should be

changed.

Structuring Decisions -- Decisions about
sources of support and the means to be used
to achieve the desired outcomes, including
decisions about methods, content, organi-
zation, personnel, schedule, facilities,
and budget.

Context EvaluationDeveloping a rationale for
determination of program objectives, identi-
fication of potential methodological
strategies, and develop. ent of proposals for
outsiue funtl.ng through identification and

analysis of: (1) needs and opportunities;
(2) problems and constraints related to
those needs and opportunities; (3) discre-
pancies between actual and intended inputs and

outputs; (4) basei.ne information regarding
actual, probable, and possible program
operations and accomplishments; (5) internal
and external environment philosophies,
values, attitudes, goals, priorities,
politics, economics, demographics, traditions,
p-actices, etc.: (6) technological athdrices
in the field, and (7) strategies, ouerations,
and results obtained in similar programs

elsewhere.

Input Evaluation -- Determining if outside

assistance is required to meet the program
objectives, how the objectives should be
selected operationally, the overall program
strategy to employ, and the best use of
available resources to meet program goals

I

effectively and efficiently through identifi-
cation and analysis of (1) availability of
human and material resources and capabilities
for the program; (2) sources of possible
additional resources, likelihood of obtaining
such support, and the probable kinds and
amounts of support; (3) relevance, effec-
tiveness, feasibility, and economy of
alternative solution strategies and
procedural designs that are available to
the program; and (4) numbers and charac-
teristics of entitiessuch as students or
',they client groupsthat are intended to
be served, acted on, and/or modified by

the program.

Recycling Decisions--Decisions to continue,
terminate, refine, revise, or refocus the
program; based on the attainments achieved.

Implementing_DecisionsOperational
decisions pertaining to utilization, control,
modification, and refinement of the program
procedures and design.

Process Evaluation:-Identifying and pre-
dicting (based on program operation) defects
in procedural design or its implementation,
servicing the operational decisions built
into the program design, and determining the

extent to which program procedures are
operating as intended, through: (1) con-

tinuously monitoring and identifying staff and
student interactions, -norunication channels,
logistics, adequacy o. program resour .s,

amount of consensus among program staff and

participants about the purposes of the
program, sources of problems, unanticipated
bottlenecks and other problems, etc.; (2)
providing the information needed to make the
operational decisions specified by the program
plan; and (3) recording program process
events and activities as they occur, and
relating them to what WAS projected in the
program design, for indications of why the
program objectives are or are not being met.

Product Evaluation -- Measuring and intepreting
progTi-m process and outcome attainments
during and at the end of each program cycle,
through: (1) defining program objectives

in concrete, observab e, and operational
terms; (2) identifying or developing

indicators and measures, and associated
interpretational criteria; (3) collecting
data for the indicators and measures speci-
fied; (4) cos' ring the measurement and
indicator data to either absolute or
comparative standards selected as the
criteria to be met, (5) interpreting
the outcome results obtained, threw,h
relating them to the context, input, and
process information gathered in the other
three types of evaluatiun; and (6) making
judgments about program -orth andlor how
program outcomes cull be improved through
program modification.

a
---
Abstracted from Stufflebeam et al (1971), page 79-84 and 218-235.
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Stufflebeam's Model

Stufflebeam and his associates (1971) introduced a new definition and focus

for evaluation: "Evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining and pro-

viding useful information for judging decision alternatives." In addition, they

set forth four separate types of evaluation, each of which primarily influences

one of four major types of decisions as shown below:

Evaluation type Decision Type

Context Evaluation ------>Plann,ng Decisions

Input Evaluation -->Structuring Decisions

Process Evaluation -->Implementing Decisions

Product Evaluation --->Recycl ing Decisions

What each type of evaluation and each type of decision involves is described in

Figure 4. In this model, continual feedback is being provided to the decision-

maker, which may cause him/her to reconsider earlier decisions.

Figure 4 goes about here

An additional word should be said about the context in which the program is

operating and being administered--highlighted as a part of Figure 3. That context

also can markedly affect the evaluation i'.self in ways that the evaluator must

consider. For exanple, as discussed by Smith (1977), the politics and values that

dominate the internal and external environments should be expected to have

profound impacts on the evaluation process.

According to Stufflebeam, the structure of tasks in the evaluation design

is the same for all four types of evaluation. He presented those tasks as

follows:
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TASKS

A. Focusing the Evaluation

1. identify the major level(s) of decision-making to be served, e.g.,

local, state, or national.

2. For each level of decision-making, project the decision situations
to be served and describe each one in terms of its locus, focus,
criticality, timing, and composition of alternatives.

3. Define criteria for each decision situation by specifying variables
for measurement and standards for use in the judgment of alternatives.

4. Define policies within which the evaluator must operate.

B. Collection of Information

1. Specify the source of the information to be collected.

2. Specify the instruments and methods for collecting the needed

information.

3. Specify the sampling procedure to be employed.

4. Specify the conditions and schedule for information collection.

C. Organization of Information

1. Provide a format for the information which is to be collected.

2. Designate a means for performing the analysis.

D. Analysis of Information

1. Select the analytical procedures to be employed.

2. Designate a means for performing the analysis.

E. Reporting of Information

1. Define the audiences for the evaluation reports.

2. Specify means for providing information to the audiences.

3. Specify the format for evaluation reports and/or reporting sessions.

4. Schedule the reporting of information.

F. Administration of the Evaluation

1. Summarize the evaluation schedule.

2. Define staff and resource requirements and plans. for meeting these

requirements.
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3. Specify means for meeting policy requirements for conduct of the

evaluation.

4. Evaluate the potential of the evaluation design for providing
information which is valid, reliable, credible, timely, and pervasive.

5. Specify and schedule means for periodic updating of the evaluation

design.

6. Provide a budget for the total evaluation program.

Stufflebeam and his associates (1971, pp. 27-30) discussed eleven criteria

that evaluation should meet. These criteria, and what they imply are as

follows: (1) internal validity--close correspondence between the evaluative

information and the phenomena it represents, (2) external validity -generalizability

of the information, (3) reliability--consistency and replicability of the infor-

maL'on, (4) objectivity--publicness of the infomation, (5) relevance--purposes of

the evaluation that are served, (6) importance--high priority information highlighted,

(7) scope--comprehensiveness, (8) credibility--amount of trust and integrity in the

evaluation and evaluator perceived by pertinent others, (9) timeliness--information

provided when needed, (10) pervasiveness--evaluative findings disseminated to all

persons who need it, and (11) efficiency--evaluative time, cost, and personnel.

Alkin's Approa..

Alkins' (1969) Model is very similar to Stufflebeam's in purpose and

operation, but involves five types of evaluation and five types of decisions.

(He separates Stufflebeam's process evaluation into "program implementation" and

"program improvement.") Each of the five types of evaluation is described below,

and they occur in this order:

1. Systems Assessment - status of the system on discrepancy needs

and goals.

2. Program Planning - matching of programs to needs.

3. Program Implementation - extent to which the

introduced as intended to t e group intended.
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4. Program Improvement - information about program functioning, achieve-

ment of objectives, and unintended outcomes which can guide program

modification.

5. Program Certification - worth and generalizability of the program to

related situations.

Hammond's Model

Hammond (1973) has suggested an approach to evaluation of innovations, and

makes use of a cube that represents an interaction of three dimensions which

can be used to structure the evaluation. The "instructional dimension," as

represented on one face of the cube, is divides into the following categories

and subcategories for an elementary school:

A. Time (duration and sequence of blocks of time devoted to the clientele.

B. Space (the vertical and horizontal organization of the clientele.

1. Vertical and Horizontal Organization

2. Content

3. Methodology

4. Facilities

5. Cost

A second face of the cube represents the "institutional dimension," which

is split into the following categories for the elementary school: student,

teacher, administrator, educational specialist, family, and community. Each

of these groups that is involved in the process, is subdivided according to

various descriptive variables. For example, Hammond subdivided "students"

according to age, grade level, sex, familial variables, socioeconomic variables,

physical health, mental health, achievement, ability, interest, and relationship

to innovation.
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"Behavioral dimension" is the final dimension proposed by Hammond. This

dimension is broken into the Bloom taxonomy categories of cognitive, affective,

and psychomotor. They were hoping to add a fourth category that they tentatively

labeled "perceptual behavior."

Hammond say: the following about his structure that is graphically represented

by a cube:

The structure developed provides a framework to produce factors
that have a direct influence on a given innovation. The factors

created by the interaction of one variable from each of the dimen-
sions may be studied in any depth desired...In most cases, the study
of a given factor will 'be determined by time, availability of tests
and procedures, and the needs....Once the forces affecting a given
innovation have been identified and placed in a structure which permits
an analysis of the interaction of these forces, the next step is that of

placing the structure in a working model for evaluation....Sound
evaluation procedures require that the process begin with the current

programs. Before attempts at innovation are made, adequate baseline
data is required to make those decisions which determine the direction

of the change process. (p. 167)

Because of limited evaluation skills of personnel, Hammond proposes that the

process at the beginning evaluate only one area of the insitution or program. With

such a precaution, and effective training, he contends that local staff can

conduct all aspects of the evaluation throughout the institution.

Hammond's model involves six procedural steps that have been quoted and

paraphrased as follows:

1. Select an areas; within the total program on which the evaluation

should focus.

2. For the area st cted, define descriptive variables for the

instructional and institutional dimensions.

3. State the objectives in behavioral terms, in terms of the behavior

that will be accepted as evi6ence the client has achieved the

objective, the conditions under which the behavior will be expected

to occur, and the level of performance that is acceptable. Scriven

(1971) made a statement that adds a relevant point here: "There are
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non-behavioral objeCtii/es, but we have to translate them into behavioral

objectives if we want to know whether we have achieved them.

4. Assess the behavior described in the objectives.

5. Analyze the results within factors and the relationships between

factors, to arrive at conclusions based on actual behavior.

6. Disseminate the conclusions and apply them to guiding the development

of innovations in the program.

Hammond's model utilizes the behavioral objective and feedback concepts

developed in the 1930's by Ralph Tyler (1942), considered by many to be the "father of

educational evaluation." But it goes far beyond that to the application of a

multi-dimensional structure showing factor interactions that can remind staff

of important program factors that might be overlooked if the structure were not

used. Of course Hammond's structure will need to be modified appropriately in

order to be applied to the evaluation of student affairs programs, but the concepts,

principles, and general procedures he outlines are pertinent in that setting.

Provus' Discrepancy Evaluation

"Discrepancy evaluation" is a term made popular by Provus (1971) in his

model for evaluating ongoing educational programs. (The purpose he espoused

for evaluation was to determine whether the program should be improved, maintained,

or terminated.) His model involves three general procedures, plus five program

development stages which have questions associated with each that need to be

answered. The three general procedures are as follows: (1) agree upon and

define program standards and objectives; (2) identify any discrepancies between

observations made about particular aspects of the program and what should be the

case according to the program standards and objectives; and (3) use the discrepancy

information to identify program weaknesses and feed it back to the program

developers to guide program modification and problem solving. As a basis for
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his model, Provus also focused on teamwork between the program developers and

evaluators and the necessity for continuous communication between the evaluator

and the program staff.

The discrepancy evaluation concept can usefully be carried beyond the

definition of discrepancy favored by Provus. For example, the current author

is a strong proponent of profile analysis, where the patterns of similarities

discrepancies among program factors within and across program dimensions are

studied to identify not only weaknesses but strengths around which improvement

can be built. Perhaps such discrepancy evaluation should be referred to as

profile or pattern evaluation in order to distinguish it from the concept and

model popularized by Provus.

Other Evaluation Models

Additional models have been proposed, with some specific concepts or ideas that

deserve attention ani consideration. Worthen and Sanders (1973), for example,

discuss the personal judgment or accreditation model that makes use of self-study,

visitations, annual reports, and panels of expert judges. Although most institutions

perhaps do not really try to use accreditation study data for program improvement,

the accreditation bodies are proponents of such application of the data, and their

rationale makes sense to this author.

Wolf (1975) applied the concept of a jury trial to educational evaluation.

In such a proceeding, r'idence is presented by advocates on either side to an

impartial jury, which makes a judgment about the worth of the program. As in a

jury trial, a "judge" is present to insure consistency and fairness in the

proceedings. Wolf contends that his "judicial model" (or the "adversary model"

as it is more commonly referred to) "demands that the evaluation focus on relevant
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and significant issues as determined by a broad variety of persons involved in

or effected by the program (1975, page 186)." The adversary model has subsequently

received mixed reviews (Arnstein, 1975; Popham and Carlson, 1977; Jackson, 1977;

Thurston, 1978).

Student affairs programs, as is true of other types of programs, consist

of complex arrays of human players and a multitude of facts all interacting

in an oR-going and dynamic process. Evaluating such interactions is an especially

difficult task, and "transactional models" have especially focused on such

dynamics (Rippy, 1973). Informal analyses, such as the case study, are the

primary method of such models. Stake's responsive evaluation (discussed earlier)

is, in effect, a transactional model.

Another model to be mentioned is a paradigm involving multiple criterion

measures for evaluating effectiveness that was synthesized by Metfessel and

Michael (1967). They divided the evaluation process into eight phases or steps,

and emphasized that judgmental decisions are involved in every phase:

(1) Involve both directly and indirectly members of the total institutional

community as participants in, and facilitators of, the program

evaluation. This could also involve outside people such as parents and

the community.

(2) Formation of a cohesive paradigm of brcad goals and specific objectives

arranged in a hierarchical order from general to specific outcomes.

(3) Translation of specific objectives into a communicable form applicable

to facilitating learning in the institutional environment.

(4) Gather or develop the instrumentation necessary for furnishing

criterion measures from which inferences can be formulated concerning

program effectiveness in terms of the objectives set forth.

(5) Carry out periodic observations through the use of'tests, scales,

and other indices of behavioral change that are considered valid

with respect to the objectives sampled.
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(6) Analyze the data furnished by the status and change measures through

use of appropriate statistical methods.

(7) Interpretation of the data relative to specific standards, objectives

and broad goals.

(8) Formulate recommendations for further implementation, modification,

or revision of the program or its goals and objectives.

As the various evaluation strategies have been discussed, this writer's

personal views have crept in, for example, concerning the desirability of being on

the lookout also for evidence of unintended outcomea during the evaluation process,

and the importance of periodically conducting an evaluation of one's program goals.

One strategy strongly h_ld by the author was not really emphasized by any of the

theorists, however--regarding the desirability of a wholistic phase followed by a

focused phase. The wholistic phase is diverse and "broad-band" in its focus and

examines many different factors at one time. Focused and more in-depth or detailed

"narrow-band" follow-up of obvious problem areas is then ci.11ed for as a part of

the overall process.

Categorizations of Model Types

To review and summarize the various models that have been outlined, two

classifications of evaluation model types that were found in the literature will

now be discussed. Popham (1975) came to the conclusion that there were four

general classes of educational evaluation models, as follows:

1. Goal-attainment models- -The Tyler, Hammonds, and Metfessel and Michael

models fall into this category.

2. Judgmental models emphasizing intrinsic criteria--The accreditation

model and Stake's responsive models fall into this category.

3. Judgmental models emphasizing extrinsic criteria--The Scriven

formulation, the adversary model, and Stake's countenance (or preordinate)

model fall into this category.
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4. Decision-facilitation models--The Stufflebeam, Alkin, and discrepancy

evaluation models fall in this category.

In a more recent attempt to categorize evaluation models, House (1978) differ-

!' entiated eight categories: systems analysis, behavioral objectives, decision-making,

goal free, art criticism, accreditation, adversary, and transaction. Ha

differentiated them on the basis of their proponents, their major audiences,

what they assume consensus on, the methodology used, the outcome or purpose, and

the typical questions asked. For example, the typical questions associated with

each type are as follows (House, 1978, p. 12):

11

Based on his study of the various models, House reported that "the major

elements in understanding the models are their ethics, their epistemologies,

and their political ramifications." All of the models were found to derive from

the philosophy of liberalism, which "grew out of an attempt to rational;ze and

justify a market society," and which focuses on choice, individualism, and

empiracism. Similarly all of the major models were found to be subjective in

11 ethics. Then the models break out as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 goes about here

Systems Analyses Are the expected effects achieved?
Can the effects be achieved more economically?
What are the most efficient programs?

Behavioral Objectives Are the students achieving the objectives?
Is the staff producing?

Decision Making Is the program effective?
What parts are effective?

Goal Free What are all the effects?

Art Criticism Would a critic approve this program?

Accreditation How would professionals rate this program?

Adversary What are the arguments for and against the
program?

Transaction What does the program look like to different
people?
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HOUSE'S (1978) BROAD AND NARROW CATEGORATIONS OF EVALUATION MODELS
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Conclusion: Staff Skills and Competencies Needed

for Student Affairs Program Assessment and Evaluation

The preceding discussion of strategies and procedures for conducting

assessment and evaluation has implied a number of skills and competencies that

student affairs assessors and evaluators should have in order to be effective,

with the requirements varying according to the model(s) endorsed. Some skills

are important for all approaches, however, such as the ability to ask the

important questions, to think logically, and to communicate effectively.

Two literary works were found that focused exclusively on evaluation

skills. Scriven (1971) focused on the skills needed by a professional program

evaluator, and made the following statement:

Evaluation requires almost all of the skills known to man in order

to be done well; although it is also true that we will do it in our

amateur kind of way, sometimes quite successfully, whenever we buy

a new washing machine or decide on a new automobile. It's worth

remembering that those tasks which we all do as individuals are done

with extreme care and quite demonstrably better by semi-technical

skilled personnel, ranging from Tom McCahil down to the staff of

consumer reports.

In his discussion, Scriven emphasized a number of soecific skills for

becoming competent in evaluation. One concerned the ability to conceptualize,

another concerned the ability to work together with others as a team. Scriven

also concluded that some evaluation problems, but not a majority, require

considerable sophistication in statistics. Other skills and competencies

mentioned included the ability to do moral and political analysis; an under-

standing of game theory; ability to formulate goals in a way that makes it

possible to determine later if they were achieved; ability to form behavioral
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objectives, plus to clarify and communicate about them; ability to link what is

observed in field tests to language; general knowledge about the program being

evaluated and the practices relevant to that field; the ability to formulate

alternative hypotheses; the ability to identify concretely and specifically what

one is evaluating; and the ability to evaluate options and to make balanced,

practical judgments about their desirability and feasibility. Scriven claimed

that all of these skills are important, but that the most crucial one is the

one listed last above.

Owens and Evans (1977) focused on the program evaluation skills needed

by busy administrators, who are probably more representative of the typical

student affairs worker than is a professional evaluator. Interestingly, the

skills Owens and Evans emphasize are similar in nature to the ones emphasized

by Scriven, and they cover a broader array of skills:

The ability to identify the purposes and audiences for one's
evaluation;

The ability to prepare a basic description of the program, and its
activi "ies, to be evaluated;

The ability to refine educational objectives in terms of who will
do the action, what the activity is, the criteria for judging
successful objective attainment, and the conditions under which
the activity will be conducted;

The ability to write worthwhile (clear, emphasizes important skills
and processes, and provides a challenge at the same time it is
achievable) objectives, and to determine which objectives are most
critical to evaluate;

The ability to describe the resources and processes to be used in
achieving one.s_objective;

The ability to specify the alternative decisions likely to be
made about a program;

The ability to state evaluation questions clearly and concretely;

The ability to establish evaluation guidelines consistent with
funding availability, local concerns, administrative policy, and
ethical prinr:ples;
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The aJility to identify available resources for conducting the

evaluation;

The ability to specify pertinent data sources;

The ability to determine appropriate ways to measure selected
processes and outcomes;

The ability to select and apply instruments in terms of reliability,

validity, and usefulness;

The ability to establish and apply criteria for the selection of an

evaluation specialist;

Th? ability to prepare a basic evaluatior plan for collecting, analyzing,
and reporting data and transforming it into information;

The ability to make judgments regarding various types and formats for
evaluation reporting; and

The ability to apply various types of evaluation findings.

All of the above skills and compt.tencies are important for the assessment

and evaluation 041 student affairs programs. However, the amount of emphasis on

each depends on the assessment and evaluation model one chooses to guide such

efforts, or the combinations of strategies and procedures from various models

that are integrated into one's personal framework. For example, Stake's

responsive evaluation depends little on the formal measurement of outcomes and

on statistics, and the component skills needed to conduct such activities; and

emphasizes such skills as interpersonal relations, negotiation, natural obser-

vation and communication, and the ability to portray and narrate. Conversely,

his preordinate evaluation emphasizes such things as developing formal

objectives; transforming those objectives into concrete, systematic data

requirements; selecting formal instruments and using them plus formal observation

procedures to gather the needed data; and using analyses of various kinds

(including sophisticated statistic,..1,techniques where appropriate) to compare

actuality to intentions on antecedent, transaction, and outcome variables.
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Concerning statistical analyses, Stake would not expect the evaluator to be a

statistician but to know enough about statistics to be able to intelligently

choose and communicate with a statistics expert when needed for the project,

and to appropriately interpret and apply any statistical data that are gathered.

Which assessment and evaluation approaches one chooses will depend on many

factors, including the philosophy and skills of the evaluator. It is quite

appropriate to use components from several different models to form ore's own

eclectic model, as long as it is well thought out and logically sensible in

relation to the evaluator, the program, and the context within which the evaluator

and the program must operate. Furthermore, the same evaluator may often need

different approaches for different programs and contexts.

A final point should be emphasized. The comprehensiveness of assessment

and evaluation that is implied in this chapter is an ideal that will often

involve more than the time, the financial resources, and the political restraints

present, will allow. Furthermore, it is crucial for the reader to understand

that the total evaluation for a program should not be attempted all at once,

and that feasibility (with respect to fiscal resources, time, staff expertise,

the political environment, etc.) must be a primary consideration in designing

the evaluation plan--aloog with the needs of the program, the purposes the

evaluation is to serve, what methods and activities will be effective, and so

forth. An ongoing program evaluation plan should be cyclical, with differential

phases totaling several years before the cycle is repeated. During the year

that a particular segment of the program is being focused in-depth, simple

monitoring techniques such as those discussed by Hecht (1977) should be used

to keep ones "finger on the pulse and gross health" of the other areas of

program functioning. If assessment and evaluation activities are well-planned

and spaced appropriately, such activities can contribute greatly to program
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improvement, support, and accountability. If not, staff members, evaluators,

and outside observers are likely to become disillusioned, distrustful, and/or

sarcastic concerning the evaluation effort--and possibly also with respect

to the operational program. No evaluation would probably be better than

ineffective and misleading evaluation.
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